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THE SCOTTISH 

MOUNTAINEERING 

CLUB JOURNAL 

Vol. XXXVII 2001 

EDITORIAL 

No. 192 

ON ASSUMING this august chair I am minded to take the 0pp0l1unity of 
indulging myself in an Editorial. (I tried using the Dutton/Campbell 'we' 
but found it rather troublesome and, at the start of yet another Century, 
perhaps a shade anachronistic). 

I am sure that you will soon realise as you peruse these pages that this 
year 's Journal has a distinct flavour of maturity about it, by which I mean, 
of course, the maturity of the contributors (with one notable exception) 
and their subject matter rather than any traits that I myself might or might 
not display. I make no apologies for this and can only say that I would 
have welcomed the opportunity to read contributions from the younger 
members of the Club but unfortunately, these were, in the main, not 
forthcoming. 

It has been suggested that I could go some way to improving this situation 
by making the 2002 Journal an under-35s issue. This approach undoubtedly 
has its merits but, judging by recent experience, while such a number 
might not be quite as thin as that apocryphal work Famous Victories Of 
The Swiss Navy, it would in all probability, run it a close second. 

I am well aware from perusal of the Glossies and the various On-Line 
sites now in vogue, that some of our younger (and even not so young) 
members are at the cutting edge of Scottish winter climbing and as your 
Editor, I feel that my task is sorely hampered when I am denied the 
opportunity to translate this rich seam into the pages of the Journal. It 
may be fairly argued that it is part of my remit to attract such contributions 
and indeed I do intend to be pro-active in securing a strong and varied 
content for future issues . 

However, I also feel strongly that those who are performing at this level 
owe it to the Club and to the literary traditions ofthe Journal to record, for 
this and future generations, these major advances other than simply in the 
bare bones of the ever burgeoning New Climbs. After all, where would 
we be now if W. H. M. had been content to record only the technicalities 
of his routes in New Climbs and nothing more? This becomes especially 
important when one takes into consideration the somewhat ephemeral 
nature of the favoured Glossy Magazines and sundry Dot Comrnery. 
Besides which, how can one take seriously anything written on a web-site 
Alan Multin in action. Photo: Simon Richardson. 
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where our esteemed President lurks under the soubriquet of 'Canny Ken 
Crocket'! 

I look forward to having the opportunity to discuss these matters with 
the 'Young Tigers ' at this year's official Dinner, and please gentlemen, do 
try to bear in mind that, in the words of Dr. Patey: "The Grand Old Men of 
Tomorrow were the Tigers of Yesterday." (well, at least some of them 
anyway!) . 

This leads us on to the matter of SMC and JMCS Abroad. It has long 
been the case that this area of the Journal has been in decline not, I would 
stress through any wielding of the editorial pen but simply due to a marked 
reticence on behalf of those qualified to contribute, that is all members of 
said bodies having access to a passport. This may perhaps be because, in 
this brave new world, trips abroad have become commonplace rather than 
exceptional. What must be borne in mind, however, is , that while we 
perhaps don't want to hear of the proceedings of the Karaoke Bar, Main 
Street, Chamonix, neither should an ascent of Mont Blanc by the 'Voie 
Normale' be discounted simply because it is not a tale ofTD.sup derring 
do. It has long been established that this Club caters for the Salvationist as 
well as the Ultramontane and if this section of the Journal were to be 
reserved for ascents of the order of The American Direct on The Drus and 
above I would suggest that it would be very scanty indeed . Having said 
that, there are members doing things of the highest order abroad and one 
such told me that this was the first time the Journal had shown an interest 
in his exploits, by which I think he meant he had never been directly 
asked to write before. Please gentlemen, and ladies, take this as being 
notice that the Journal is open to all and please, don't wait 15 years to be 
asked. 

Griping already and he 's only just arrived, well I suppose I am -
wonderful things editorials. Now I know why they appear rarely in these 
pages, the members just wouldn't put up with it. However, I give you my 
assurance that any apparent gripes I may have or cajoling I might do, or 
appear to do, will be but with one intention only and that is to secure a 
future for our Journal which is, as one of my predecessors Professor Dutton 
put it, a Journal: "Unique in offering a continuous overall view of the 
sport as practised in Scotland." It was that other, perhaps lesser known 
poet T. S. Eliot who said: "We should be aware not onl y of the pastness of 
the past but of its presence." And in this issue I feel that that dictum has 

t;t.' been more than followed. It is, however, our present with which I, as 
14" 'Editor the ).8fh', am directly concerned, that present which will be the 
,,/ past of future readers. I firmly believe that we have a duty to ensure that 

our time scratching about among these timeless hills is as well and as 
entertainingly recorded as was our predecessors' and I look forward to 
working with you all to secure that end and, by so doing, ensure that the 
Scottish Mountaineering Club Journal maintains its place at the very 
forefront of mountaineering literature. 
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A CORPORATION OF GUIDES 

By Mick Tighe 

IT WAS the spring of 1889 and the MacBraynes steamer from Oban slipped 
gently into Portree Harbour with its cargo of early-season tourists scattered 
thinly along the upper deck. Among them was a wily looking man in city 
attire, a weather eye keenly trained pier-wards where he soon espied the 
object of his ocular peregrinations; a lean, swarthy looking man with sun
bleached jacket, waistcoat and pI us-fours atop a set of new I y -nailed boots, 
his sun-tanned cheeks showing clearly above a fine white beard which 
paled beneath a set of clear blue eyes . 

The 'gentleman' was Clinton Dent of the Alpine Club and to meet him 
from the local 'Corporation of Guides ' was John McKenzie of Sconser, a 
man widely regarded as the 'father' of British Mountain Guides. Dent's 
'Corporation of Guides ' was a rather dubious appellation gleaned more 
from the guiding conclaves of the Alps than the realities of Skye, but the 
renowned SMC stalwart Dr. J. H. B. Bell's comments 48 years later (SMCJ 
Vo!. 21 1937) suffered no such ambiguity: "We have no body of 
professional guides in Scotland, nor, let us hope, is such a body likely to 
arise." 

Bell was no doubt aware of John McKenzie's prowess as a guide as the 
following appeared in his book, A Progress in Mountaineering, just a few 
years later. "John McKenzie of Sconser, a Highlander of the old school 
and almost the only Scottish professional mountain guide." So, was it a 
Corporation? Has there ever been a Body? Or have a group of disparate 
individuals been taking folk out on Scotland's mountains over the years 
without let or hindrance? 

With these questions in mind, and with a new millennium having recently 
dawned, now might be a good time to look at the evidence, anecdotal and 
literal; though before progressing further a definition of 'guide' may be 
required, the simplest application seeming to be 'those who take payment 
for instructing, and leading the way in the mountains ' . Whether they are 
qualified, or indeed competent to do so, is perhaps best left for the reader 
to decide. 

That guides have been around since time began there is no doubt, most 
of the early ones being employed as scouts, or route finders, for the various 
armies that have battled their way across Scotland's rugged landscape 
over aeons of time. 

"T'was I that led the Highland Host through wild Lochaber's snows. 
What time the plaided clans came down, to battle with Montrose," wrote 
the celebrated Gaelic poet and 'guide' Lain Loin in connection with the 
Battle of Inverlochy in 1645. There were, of course, many thousands of 
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military guides, or scouts, over the centuries though it's to the mountains 
that we must now turn our attention. 

Tourism was the biggest influence on mountain guiding in the early 
days (as indeed it is today) and almost every hotel in the mountainous 
areas of Scotland had a band of guides. Interestingly, hotels advertising in 
early SMC Journals rarely mentioned the availability of guides, obviously 
thinking the members didn't need them, though elsewhere in the various 
gazetteers, among the portmanteaus, gout remedies and hydropathic 
therapies, guides are readily available. In 1880 the Tarbet Hotel offered 
guides to Ben Lomond, while Balloch Hotel gave permission to visit 
'Mount Misery'(?). Meanwhile, you could get a 'Cameron Man' in the 
Alexandra Hotel, Fort William to take you up Ben Nevis for a ' negotiable 
fee' ! 

As there was little in the way of usable maps until the late 1800s guides 
could well have been described as human maps, and for many parts of 
Scotland they would also have acted as interpreter, needing to be bilingual. 
Bridges and footpaths were few and far between so, although these guides 
lacked the mountaineering skills of the modem era, fording , route finding 
and a variety of other skills were required. Many early expeditions were 
conducted on horseback of course, for some, if not all, of the journey, so 
guides would often be pony men too. 

A Captain Burt - based in Inverness after the' 45 - took to 'excursions' 
where he often carried "a quart bottle of brandy for my man and the guide", 
and had "Occasion to make a progress of about six or seven Miles among 
the Mountains - for this reason, about two miles from hence, I hired a 
Guide, and agreed with him for six-pence to attend the whole Day" . 

"This poor man went barefoot," and so impressed with him was Captain 
Burt that he increased his wages to a shilling - reducing the guide to his 
knees in praise of his benefactor. Burt was obviously an honourable man 
as most officers of the Seider Roy (Redcoats) so soon after Culloden would 
perhaps have been happier occupied burning the poor peasant's house 
down than paying him as a guide! 

Though it vied with Ben Macdui for many a long year as the highest 
eminence in the land, Ben Nevis was eventually established as Britain 's 
number one mountain, and as such attracted its share of tourists. An early 
ascent was made by John McCulloch FRS, mineralogical and geological 
surveyor to the Trigonometrical Survey. On an August day in the early 
1820s he was on Ben Nevis "with what is common only called a guide; a 
lad who had volunteered his services". McCulloch it seems had a rather 
low opinion of guides deeming them "generally, either useless or 
mischievous - and when my guide found himself in a whirlwind of fog 
and snow, so thick we could scarcely see each other ... he began to cry, the 
unhappy animal, vowed that if he ever lived to get home, he would never 
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guide a gentleman again. He would even surrender his five shillings, if I 
would show him the way down the hill". They managed to get down to 
the Glen Nevis road eventually though by this time the boy 's "kilt was 
thoroughly cooled". 

One Archibald Young, late HM Inspector of Salmon Fisheries, took to 
sailing in the late 1890s and having decided on an ascent of Ben Nevis 
from his boat, hired, for 10 shillings, Alexander Macrae as his guide "an 
ill-put-together, queer looking Celt, but a capital walker, and quite a 
character as, indeed might easily have been divined from the roguish 
twinkle of his quick black eyes". Archibald later discerned that "the guide 
drank like a fish and smoked liked a steam-engine", though their ascent 
was successful despite large amounts of grog and cigars. 

An even earlier ascent of Ben Nevis was made by the Rev. James Bailey, 
vicar of Otley, Yorkshire, in 1787. His entourage included a Mr Kayne, 
along with Lieut. Walker, then stationed at Fort William, three Highland 
guides, and a detachment of soldiers from Fort William "to carry liquors 
and provisions" - two sergeants and three privates ofthe Royal Fusiliers. 
Staring at 6am by way of Glen Nevis the party was soon "using hands and 
knees to make progress", eventually coming to "a succession of rock
shelves which required combined tactics and the use of a rope and grapnel"! 
Towards the summit a soldier fell down insensible and apparently lifeless, 
but it was found he'd "only been making too free with the rum". 

They reached the top, however, and made a rapid retreat, being obliged 
for the most part to slide on their haunches. 

Ben Nevis wasn't the only object of tourists ' desires. "Dugald McAlister 
was a guiding personage on Arran", according to McCulloch - circa 1819. 
He did "recently attend a noted dignitary with a large wig" to the top of 
Goat Fell treating him as "so much goat's hair and pomatum deserved". 

A Colonel Hawker took a guide up Ben Lomond in November 1812 
when the last half mile was travelled "in perfect misery and imminent 
danger. We were literally obliged to take knives and to cut footsteps in the 
frozen snow". Ice-axes were, of course, yet to be invented. 

Though they were never incorporated in any way there was a core, if 
not Corps, of guides operating in the Grampians during these early years. 
Robert Grant of Dulnain Bridge, head-keeper at Muckrach Estate, often 
took shooting guests up Cairngorm - travelling in pony traps part of the 
way, and calling in at Glenmore Lodge on return for "refreshments". 

It was the other side of the Cairngorms that saw the bulk of guiding 
activity however - helped not a little during her reign, by Queen Victoria. 
Indeed the Queen herself used guides in addition to her own gillies on 
many occasions. Prominent among these was Charles Stewart (worth 
employing for his name alone) who "walked wonderfully" according to 
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her highness and was consequently retained for several 'Expeditions' 
including the famous 'Third' (October 1861) through Glen Feshie. 
Bowman and old John Gordon were guides for the monarch's first ascent 
of Lochnagar when they were certainly needed for the summit was 
shrouded in mist. The Queen later recorded the retreat in her journals. 
"We set off on our way downwards, the wind blowing a hurricane and the 
mist being like rain, and everything quite dark with it. Bowman and 
McDonald, who preceded us, looked like ghosts." 

Another retained by the Queen, and widely regarded as the mountain 
guide in Upper Deeside was George McHardy of Croftmuicken. For a 
large portion of the 19th century George conducted parties around the 
Deeside mountains, often crossing via various routes to Speyside with his 
'gentlemen' and a string of Highland ponies. James Downie ofTorrilntoul 
followed ably in George's footsteps and soon became Braemar's own 
professional mountain guide with tales of his exploits passing into legend 
- non more so than when William Gladstone, Prime Minister of the day, 
sought a mild diversion from attending Victoria at Balmoral. The Pools of 
Dee were his desire and James led the way up the Lairig Ghru. Try as he 
rrilght however, Gladstone could not be persuaded to go the extra mile to 
view the panorama of Speyside to the west. Downie never forgave 
Gladstone this rrilsdemeanour, as to him the view from the summit of the 
Lairig Ghru was the main reason for being there. 

Though operating on opposite sides of the country and almost certainly 
never meeting, Downie and John McKenzie in Skye were contemporaries 
in almost every way. Born in 1857, McKenzie was a crofter from Sconser, 
oldest of three brothers and two sisters, and like Downie he soon added 
mountain guiding to his repertoire of skills having first started at the 
Sligachan Hotel as a fishing gillie, fishing the many rushing streams that 
tumble from the dark gabbro heights of the Cuillin into the sea green 
lochs below. Unlike just about every guide before him however, McKenzie 
learned how to rock climb and use a rope, skills that set him apart from 
the pack and gained him the title of the first true Mountain Guide. These 
climbing skills were no doubt learned from Alpine Club men like Clinton 
Dent; from SMC members who shared his rope; the Pilkingtons who took 
him on the first ascent of the Inaccessible Pinnacle, but above all from a 
man who was to become McKenzie's lifelong friend, even though they 
were at the opposite end of the social spectrum - Professor Norman Collie. 
According to Collie, McKenzie "as a companion on a long summer day -
was perfect. Always cheerful, keenly alive to everything - the wild birds, 
the fish in the rivers, the deer on the hillside, and all natural things". 
Together, summer after summer they roamed the Cuillin, pioneering many 
a new route, one of the most notable being the discovery of the Cioch. It 
wasn't perhaps unusual for Collie to heap praise on his guide and 
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companion, but similar accolades came for a rather unusual source. "Of 
the Sligachan Gillies, none is more famous than John McKenzie, the keen
eyed, sure-footed hero of many a hazardous climb. In ordinary cases, you 
deplore the necessity for taking a man , as a nuisance with which you 
would fain dispense. But when John McKenzie is the man in question 
you welcome the prospect of a day 's enhanced pleasure. Often it has been 
my good fortune to enjoy his companionship on long tramps over the 
hills , where the right track is both difficult to find and keep. A more 
delightful companion it would be impossible to have, or one whom it is 
more interesting to question concerning anything about the Coolin. Such 
is the universal uibute paid to John McKenzie by all who have any occasion 
to maintain Sligachan as climbing centre." 

High praise indeed, coming from a lady who would probably be 
considered as somewhat of a feminist even by today 's standards. The words 
are from Wanderings in the Western Highlands and Islands by Miss M. E. 
M. Donaldson, and are by no means unique in their praise of Britain's 
first true mountain guide. 

A successor to McKenzie on the Scottish guiding scene is hard to find; 
though still a fit, active man after the First World War, the Golden Era was 
past with many of his clientele having been slaughtered on the battlefields 
of France. Sligachan was a quieter place now and Caledonia's hills fell 
silent for a while. McKenzie died in 1933 and a grieving Collie nine years 
later having climbed little in the last decades of his life. Uniquely, for two 
mountaineers from such different social backgrounds they lie side by side 
in the little graveyard at Struan in Skye, and hardy the man who views 
their graves without contemplating a tear. 

As with most stories of evolution, however, as one thing wanes, another 
waxes, and so it was that even as McKenzie was being laid in his grave a 
new guiding star was rising in the east - though for the moment the 
apprenticeship was only being served, the following: 

"Being the beginning of numerous excursions and climbing expeditions 
among the Hills and Mountains." 

"Jan. 1. Spent the New Year in the proper manner at Sheil Bothy in 
Glen Isla in the company of T. Harley and J. Chalmers. Plenty of soft 
snow." 

"Jan. 28. Climbed Ben y Gloe with Chalmers, Gunny, & Davidson saw 
Spectre of the Brocken." 

"April 1. Climbed Glas Thulachan alone. Discovered raven 's nest, saw 
birds, also two peregrines and an eagle. Corrie Thulachan was well 
plastered with snow and ice." 

"Aug 12 . All-nighter to Inverey then met Chalmers and Blyth then to 
DeITY Lodge & Glen Lui Beg to Goire Sputan Dearg and summit of Ben 
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Muich Dhui then descent to shoulder and climb to summit of DeITY 
Gairngorm and down to Glen DeITY and home." 

"Sept 30. All-nighter with Cubby to Dalwhinnie, then over Corrieyarrick 
to Fort Augustus, then Loch Ness to Inverness & to Aviemore." 

"Oct 1. Aviemore to Granton on Spey to Tomintoul to Braemar and 
home by Devils Elbow." 

"Oct 13. Weekend to Glova and Lochnagar by Gapel path, to Loch 
Muick, to summit, and return by Loch Dubh and Bachnagairn to Glova, 
showers of snow and sleet on hills all day." 

They are but a few extracts from the 1934 diary of George Dwyer a 
young Dundee lad with obvious enthusiasm for the hills, an enthusiasm 
that becomes more apparent when one notes that the above excursions 
were conducted on a bicycle! The Dwyer family moved to Birmingham 
in the late 1930s, ultimately depriving, geographically at least, Scotland 
of one of its finest guides. George joined the RAF, spending most of the 
war in the Lake District on Mountain Rescue duties - but with plenty of 
time to indulge his first love of rock climbing. After the war, George -
now known by all and sundry as Scottie - became one of Britain's first 
officially accredited Mountain Guides, and while his home and guiding 
business, were in North Wales, his Scottish forays were many. 

The coming of the Second World War created another hiatus in 
mountaineering evolution, though, surprisingly, using our original 
definition of 'guide' , hundreds of climbers and skiers, unwittingly perhaps, 
became instructors/guides in the military - often overnight. The 52nd 
Lowland Division got promoted metaphorically if not officially, to a 
Highland Division for a large part of the Second World War being based 
for long time in the Highlands, particularly around Aviemore. Mountain 
Training required instructors and it was to the hill men of the 1930s that 
the military turned. The SMC's very own Syd Scroggie became an 
instructor with the Lovat Scouts and was parcelled off to Wales to teach 
his new charges how to rock climb, and later while training in the Canadian 
Rockies in 1943, guided his whole troop of Scouts up 12,000ft. Mount 
Columbia - the first winter ascent. Skier Frank Sutton reported to his 
adjutant one morning and was informed that he was now a ski instructor 
and subsequently guided many parties around the Cairngorms. 

After the war as George (Scottie) Dwyer was beginning his new life as 
a guide in North Wales his native Angus Glens were not deserted, a new 
guiding light was in the ascendancy. Davie Glen was born at Duntrune, 
Angus, in 1909, spending his early days as a 'lad 0' pairts ' . In reply to a 
question by a Daily Mail reporter in 1959 about his early life, he said: 
"Dry stane dyker, farm worker, quarryman, road builder, hydro scheme 
worker, there's no ' much I havnae turned my hand to. My father was 
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killed with the Black Watch in 1917. My mother was a farm worker. So I 
had to learn how to make a living. I got my first feeing at 14 on a dairy 
farm - £18 for the half-year with board and a bothy to sleep in." 

But it was the hills that really stirred Davie's blood and the 1950s saw 
him living in a railway carriage at Tealing, north of Dundee, just a short 
motor-bike ride from his beloved Glen Clova. Painting, writing and poetry 
were other loves and to this he added diddling (mouth music) and lying, a 
skill of which he was very proud. Davie guided lots of groups on the hills, 
though he doesn't seem to have made a profession of it. He was very keen 
to introduce young folk to the joy of the hill, and was perhaps seen more 
as mentor than guide. In the Fifties he led several of the Cam Dearg Club's 
annual summer outings to the summit of Lochnagar to watch the sunrise, 
a mammoth event with up to 600 participants. Davie Glen will perhaps be 
better remembered for his involvement in mountain rescue and for his 
long flowing beard than as a mountain guide, though one thing is sure, 
those who met him will never forget him. 

With memories of war fading the 1950s and 1960s once again saw an 
increase of activity on Scotland's mountains, and inevitably guides were 
more and more on the scene. W. W. Naismith had once referred to raiders 
from south of the Border as the "genus pock -puddin" and once again those 
of a similar ilk stole the day, with the first guides officially licensed to 
work in Scotland being of the pock -puddin race and worse still, one was a 
woman! The English-based British Mountaineering Council (BMC) 
Guides didn't have it all their own way however, the 'genus haggii ' had 
set up the Association of Scottish Climbing Clubs (AS CC), a little known 
organisation in which the prime movers seem to have been the late W. H. 
Murray and Donald Duff, surgeon at the Belford Hospital in Fort William. 
Having already assessed Johnny Lees, an ex RAF man, as being "capable 
of leading snow and ice climbs, winter rock climbs and general 
mountaineering expeditions under winter conditions in Scotland" in 1957, 
the ASCC's attentions now turned to Gwen Moffat, Britain's first accredited 
female Mountain Guide. W. H. Murray was to be the assessor, but got lost 
in a snowdrift en route and the task fell to a young Tom Weir. Gwen 
Moffat takes up the story. "I had been given North-West Gully on Stob 
Coire nam Beith. I had indignantly rejected Broad Gully when it had been 
suggested, and instead, in mist and with a poor guide book illustration, 
took my examiners up the wrong gully. Johnnie had to come up and lead 
the crux. It was a complete fiasco. We were late on the summit, no one 
had torches except Johnnie and me, one of the examiners lost her axe (and 
control) glissading, and I, coming down last, tripped over it and gashed 
my thigh. I was reprimanded sharply by Tom Weir, which was turning the 
screw." Gwen did, in fact, get her certificate, but it was for walking 
expeditions in winter, rather than climbing. 
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The Scots got their act together on the guiding front early in 1961 with 
the formation ofthe Glencoe School of Winter Climbing (GSWC), ajoint 
production by Hamish McInnes and the SYHA that cast a glittering array 
of Scottish stars over the years - Jim McCartney, Allen Fyffe, Kenny 
Spence, 'Big' Ian Nicholson, John Hardie, Davie 'the black' Crabbe, John 
Grieve and the 'Old Fox', Hamish himself. There were some powerful 
pock-puddins too - Boysen, Knowles, Nunn, the South African Rusty 
Baillie, and Pete Thomas who later led the Skye Rescue Team and guided 
in the Cuillin. 

Ian Clough was demobbed from the RAF in the mid 1960s, married 
Nikki, and lived in a tent for a while at the Meeting of the Three Waters 
before getting a house in Glencoe Village. He teamed up with Mclnnes to 
run the winter courses and ran his own summer and Alpine courses. Sadly, 
Ian Clough died on Annapurna in 1970, Nikki remarried, but died of cancer 
some years later. The Glencoe School has survived in various guises to 
the present day, though nothing has matched the heady days of the 1960s. 

The core of Scottish guides was now pretty well established in number 
if not in Corporation, and this was reinforced when another cast of star
studded Scots headed for the Lake District in 1973 looking for their BMC 
Mountain Guides Carnet - John Cunningham, Allen Fyffe, Fred Harper 
and Steve Mitchell all passed with flying colours becoming the first Scots 
to be officially tested and accredited with a Mountain Guides Carnet. 

Though qualifying under the auspices of the BMC in England, guides 
at this time were licensed to work nation-wide even though the winter 
element of the assessment was virtually non-existent. In 1978, however, 
the British Mountain Guides became an autonomous body 'and were 
accepted into the International Union of Mountain Guides. Along with 
skiing and Alpine assessment a full week's winter training and a further 
week's assessment in Scotland is now an integral part of the course, and 
the Scottish Winter assessment is widely regarded as a major stepping 
stone on the road to becoming a Mountain Guide. 

The 2001 British Mountain Guides Directory lists 169 Guides, 36 of 
whom are domiciled north of the Border, and, interestingly, a big percentage 
of those living outwith the UK, mostly in Chamonix are Scots. 

It appears then that, in the light of the foregoing, Dr. Bell's comment on 
the body of professional guides in Scotland does seem somewhat erroneous 
both in the past and at present. The body has it seems definitely arisen, 
and, having done so, looks likely to continue for some time to come. 

This article would not have happened without the following folk offering 
their considerable knowledge to my scribblings - Dr. Adam Watson, John 
Duff, Dr. Chris Robinson, Tom Weir, Allen Fyffe, David Murray, Hamish 
Mclnnes and Gwen Moffat. Thanks to them all. If there's more information 
on mountain guiding out there, I'd be pleased to hear about it 
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CENTURION SOLO ON TWO CHEESEBURGERS 

By Alan Mullin 

Two cheeseburgers for 99p! What a bargain! This was my fuel for the hill. 
The Macdonalds in Fort Williarn was a cheap, but effecti ve, way of fuelling 
up for the walk up to Cam Dearg. I arrived at Torlundy Car Park around 
11 pm and no sooner had I got ready than the police arrived at the car park. 
"Hello," said the officer, "have you seen two American climbers up there 
by any chance?" he asked. 
"Sorry, but I am just going up the hill." This guy seemed genuinely 
interested in me and asked what made me want to go up there alone and 
solo. "Well," I replied, tongue in cheek. "I have no friends and no one 
wants to climb with me so soloing is the only way." 

"Judging by your objective I am not surprised you have no friends," 
replied the officer, but this was friendly. He laughed before asking me to 
keep an eye out for them and wished me the best of luck. 

I had the mother of all sacks and this time it felt no easier than the last 
walk in seven days before, in fact, I could swear it was heavier. "Probably 
the bivi bag that did it." I said to myself, and struggled on upwards. It was 
around 1.30 in the morning when I saw the lights of the head torches. 
"Petzl Tikkas," I said to myself remembering a joke about Indian food 
and the exotic names for head torches these days that I had with some 
climbers I had met in Chamonix a few weeks before. 

The American twang was unmistakable. "Are you the two American 
guys?" I asked when we met. 

"Yeah dude, that's us," they replied. 
"The police are looking for you, your landlady has reported you 

overdue." 
"Thanks," they said and told me they would notify the police when they 

got down. 
"Well, see you later," and off I went, thankful for the excuse to stop and 

rest my aching shoulders. 
It was a windless night and for that I was grateful. During my first visit 

to Centurion just after New Year I had battled up here, compass in hand, 
and full mountain clothing trying to find the CIC hut in a horrendous 
blizzard. On that first occasion poor planning and a crap bivi below the 
start of the route saw me fail at the top of pitch two the following night. A 
failed head torch and no spare batteries saw me 10ft. above my last gear 
trying desperately to light my lighter and sort out the 'soloist'. Panic had 
almost taken over. Stood on a hold 3cm big with aching arms and no way 
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to see my gear. "Never mind, put some in." I resolved that situation by 
praying as Ijumped off only to go about 25ft. past my last gear and rappel 
leaving about four runners that I had gone past. "Ah well," I thought, "at 
least you won't have to put them in again," and home I went, but with a 
different strategy in mind for my next attempt. 

Well, here I was again my third and no doubt final attempt as the route 
was just wearing me down mentally and physically. I arrived at the foot of 
the route to find my rope still intact on the cliff. During my second attempt 
a week previously I had done much better. A good sleep and food under 
the boulder below Sassenach, plus my new head torch with batteries for 
three days, meant I was fit and mentally ready for this attempt, or so I 
thought. Having managed to free climb the first and second pitch with the 
help of my in situ gear I got ready for the third pitch. Having not used any 
pegs on the first attempt I assumed I did not really need any for the entire 
route. That was my first mistake, my second was thinking that the 4c 
traverse out from pitch two would be easy. Well there I was at full extension 
on this 4c wall with no gear and committed halfway across. A hammered
in specter hook was all I could manage in this position and finally two 
hours later I had done it. This was when the lack of pegs kicked in, above 
were easy grooves but the compact rock meant pegs were crucial as soloing 
leaves no room for mistakes and falling even on to the best gear should be 
avoided. 

Here I was 30ft. above gear and no prospect of it, a copperhead went in 
and poor it was, but it was that or nothing. I calmed down and focused, I 
looked above at pitch four. "No way is it up there," I thought. All I could 
see was a horrendous overhanging crack and blank wall, or so I thought. 
Aquick look at the barometer. Shit, the pressure is dropping and the wind 
is picking up, no pegs and the onset of grim weather. "Bugger that," I 
thought, "It's almost dark and I am knackered." 

So it was with great fear I lowered from the copperhead. Halfway down 
the third pitch the head ripped. Luckily, my axe was in turf and down 
climbing was now the only way. I reach better gear clip in and pull the 
rope down, re-clip to the good stuff and go down to the top of pitch two. 
This is when my third and final mistake almost cost me my life. I pulled 
the rope down and the free end went into a tangle and got stuck in a crack 
30m down the second pitch. "Shit!" This is not my lucky day. At the top 
of pitch two I had the worst belay anchors imaginable. A crap rusty small 
leeper peg, a double 00 friend, and a very small lost arrow in poor rock. I 
laughed to myself and thought they would at least take my body weight. 

I decided I would have to rappel on this gear as there was nothing else 
to do. 

I pulled my sack on, stuffed the gear in it and put my belay plate through 
the single strand of rope. I started down ari.d all was well until about 20m 
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down I felt this sickening jerk, and suddenly, I was out of control. My 
prussic had melted off as I shot down the rope, the weight of the sack 
helping me on my way. I grabbed the rope. Burning through my gloves 
my hands are screaming with pain but I manage to stop. Heart pounding 
and burning hands I find a foothold and gather my thoughts. Why I did 
not put some more gear in and clip the rope into it I will never know. Once 
again I weighted the rope and rappelJed very quickly, I free the tangled 
knot, and now I can reach the ground. Shit, the pain is intense and I can' t 
think, damn why did I not make a better belay? In truth I couldn't have as 
the gear needed was not with me so I had to make do, or did I? Anyway I 
am wasted and can only think of going home. I leave the rope there as I do 
not have the courage to jummar on it as I realise something up on the 
belay has failed and my hands are too wrecked even to deal with getting 
my crampons off. I tie the free end off to the bottom of the cliff. "Bloody 
Hell Alan, you could have got chopped there big time." So once again it 
was the long walk out, albeit a rope lighter. 

So here I was again. "Third time lucky," I thought. The rope I left was 
covered in swathes of ice and looked like the kind of magic rope they use 
for the Indian rope trick, reaching straight up into the darkness above. My 
plan was different this time. Instead of sleeping there at the bottom I would 
bivi on the route. I had brought one super light 8mm rope, about 35m to 
cut down on weight, along with a shorter 20m rope. I would leap frog the 
two ropes meaning more distance and less hassle. And, of course, with 
me were my eight pegs, for comfort you see. I climbed the first pitch as it 
was familiar terrain and knowledge of all the gear meant that this was 
over fairly soon. I had to get pitch two out of the way again and no gear on 
it to help this time. My in situ rope arched away behind me as there was 
no way it could be trusted until the belay had been repaired safely. It took 
me about three hours for this pitch having creamed off its secrets on my 
other attempts . The crux is the top lOm and'I climb them calmly as I 
know the moves and the build up of snow ice is perfect for the mantel at 
the very top. I stand up to see that the 00 friend has ripped out and the 
leeper peg is in a bad way too, luckily the side runner was looking more 
solid, albeit in shite rock. I sort out the belay with the addition of a 
Rockcentric and a knifeblade. I go through the usual procedure rappel 
down and back clip, occasionally tying the rope off to keep weight from 
the main anchors. 

Sitting on the rock ledge at the top of pitch one, I make a brew. This was 
my other strategy - keep fluids down and get physiological comfort from 
a hot drink. A friend I know from the climbing wall stops at the bottom to 
talk to me, he tells me he watched me leading the second pitch and perhaps 
I could start to think about paying rent for occupying my ledge, we have 
a laugh and I tell him it's my last attempt as I can't keep this motivation 
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level much longer for such a hard route. I think of asking him where pitch 
four goes but do not want to embarrass myself, as here am I on the mighty 
Centurion in winter and I don't know where the fourth pitch goes. I return 
to my brew and a cigarette and contemplate the rest of the climb. 

I attach my jumar and start up, this is the quickest way to second, as I go 
up and down the rope a total of three times for every pitch it is necessary 
to conserve strength and minimize time. I reach the belay and attach myself 
to the rope for the third pitch, the hook is still in, as I could not get it out, 
at least that's solid I thought. I climb the wall and start on the upper grooves. 
I reach the top of pitch three and tie the rope off. 

I do all my stuff and re-jumar to get back to the belay on top of pitch 
three. This time I continue up pitch four, the weather's cool, the pressure 
is stable, and I feel good. I stand under the overhanging crack described 
in the guide but cannot seem to see where to go. I climb the wall left of the 
overhang it is very strenuous but there are good hooks for my tools and I 
manage to put a super lost arrow in. Several falls later I stand below the 
wall despondent. I cannot seem to get this right. "Out left says the 
description," but I cannot get there. I am really pissed off. I look at the 
overhanging crack wide at the bottom but narrower at the top. "OK, that's 
it, go for that." I climb back up the wall and make awkward moves up 
right. I get a shoulder jam and back and foot heel rest. No gear apart from 
my lost arrow way out to my left, and I am super extended. I put my tool 
on a large chocks tone at the top of the overhang and smile. I pull on it and 
it moves, calm and focus. OK move the tool farther right to a crack and 
crank hard on it, lock off, lift the left tool and thunk into turf, pull over 
and 1'm there, stood on a sloping slab. I continue up a shallow corner 
before I can get some bomber gear and pull out left on to the top of the 
original pitch. That was dangerous but it does not scare me these days and 
I seem more focused than ever before. 

I do all the shit again and now I am back to the belay at the top of pitch 
four. 

I am feeling tired now and my sack's hurting every time Ijumar with it. 
I decide to wear my sack for this lead, as I am sure it is the last of the 
hardest pitches and the last pitch of Centurion before joining Route n. It 
is the scariest pitch yet. Not much gear and the cracks are full of ice but 
there is more turf and each time I reach it I know I am safe. I reach the end 
of the rope having used up a mere three runners on the entire 40m pitch. I 
tie the rope off to the belay and put on my other rope and carry on up to 
reach the bivi site. I decide I can get the rope from pitch five after my bivi, 
as I have on my other short rope to keep me tied in. I settle down and 
make my two hot chocolates . I feel content, it's not a bad night, and I go 
to sleep. I am aware of the patter of rain on the bivi bag. The rain does not 
seem too bad and there was no forecast for it so I am sure it's just a passing 
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shower. I fall asleep again and next time I wake up, I am going to panic. It 
is lam and there's a rainstorm with its severe ferociousness pounding me 
into submission. My sleeping bag's soaking as I am directly under a run 
off for the rain, it is pissing down my rope into my bag and I can feel a 
pool of water forming inside it. I am absolutely freezing and can't stop 
shaking. I am aware of Voices and Music but also aware that this is 
impossible. I realise I have mild hypothermia and that these are the first 
warning signs of it. After six hours sitting here I am going to have to get 
moving and I know it is now or never. I cannot retreat as I have come too 
far and up seems the best way to safety, so I get up soaking wet from head 
to toe. I put my outer boots on with that horrible squelching noise and put 
my stuff away. I rappel to the belay at the top of pitch five. I decide to 
leave my rope on pitch five and don't even bother to get my best gear out 
as I am having trouble with my basic co-ordination and am beginning to 
forget how to climb altogether. 

I move up the ledge system to the edge of the buttress. I can't see a 
bloody thing and am not sure where to go having never climbed on this 
cliff. I was wishing I had taken the advice of friends and checked the 
route out in summer but my stubbornness to on sight it had limited me to 
going up the line of least resistance. I know it's about 60m to easy ground 
and the finish of the route. I follow a steep, but helpful, snowy groove on 
the edge of the buttress, short fixing and soloing most of this section I 
reach what I believe is the end of the route but there is still a lot of 
scrambling/easy climbing to do. I am super wrecked and can barely move. 
I struggle upwards through the darkness and swirling mist and I am now 
not even tied in and parts here and there look like they have big drops 
either side of them, is it the mist or just me? I don't know. I finally reach 
the snowfield that leads around the top of the plateau. I collapse in a heap 
and start to slowly warm up. I feel nothing, no ~xcitement, no elation. So 
here I am again so used to this feeling of nothing and I have just done 
something incredibly fierce. I reassure myself that that will come later 
and I start round, compass in hand, looking for No. 5 gully. 

I did this route and left my rope and a lot of gear on the fifth pitch. 
Some might say this is a disregard for the mountain. However, when 
hypothermia sets in the only issue is not whether or not you leave the 
route nice and clean but can you safely extract yourself from the cliff 
without calling out the mountain rescue team, and in the process cost the 
taxpayer much more money than you could ever lose leaving a rope and 
some gear on the mountain. I had a mobile phone on this occasion but the 
overwhelming desire to rely on myself meant that only a truly horrific 
accident would wan'ant me calling them out. As I proved you can push 
yourself to the limit as long as you have the will and desire to rely on your 
own judgment and ability. 
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THE LONELY MAN 

By P. J. Biggar 

WHEN they came to the island, the mountains were obscured by masses of 
dense cloud. Hill fog hung about the narrow roads, creeping among the 
pine trees and swirling in tendrils about the deserted settlements. 

Sitting hunched up in the car while his companion drove, O'Dwyer 
wondered why he had consented to come on this trip. He felt low in himself. 
Prospects were bleak. His business was in a parlous condition. 
Relationships were creaking under the strain. Tiff, he sensed, had been 
glad to see him go. He began to suspect she might be glad to see him go 
permanently. 

Reddle's sharp Yorkshire voice cut across his reflections . 
"It's all this high pressure that' s doing it." 
"Doing what?" 
The older man 's thick hand briefly indicated the lowering cloud base. 
"And yet," he said, " there 's a lot of snow up there. I can sense it. We 

might be lucky." Like his voice, his features were chiselled and clear cut; 
the lines round his mouth showed age and determination. It was not for no 
reason that he had kept climbing long after other men had stopped. 

O'Dwyer grunted non-committally. Secretly, he hoped it would rain 
and blow, obliterating the need to climb. His thoughts drifted off into 
regions of anxiety and doubt. Had Tiff been trying to tell him something 
just before Reddle turned up? Was she seeing someone else? Why was 
she so cold, so distant? She could have come on this trip if she'd wanted 
to; leave was available. Reddle, who had always liked her, had hinted that 
they 'd enjoy her company, but she hadn ' t been interested. Perhaps he 
should phone and have it out with her? Perhaps she too was just worried 
about the future? 

For certain the business would fold unless there was an upturn soon. 
They'd have to sell the house and move. The children would have to be 
uprooted from their schools. It was a bad time to shift, exams were just 
around the corner. 

Animals moved away from the road at the car's approach, vanishing 
quickly in the mirk. When they reached the village it was growing dark. 

To O'Dwyer's horror there was a large, noisy party of students staying 
in the hut. "Didn' t I tell you?" Reddle's eyes were glinting wickedly at his 
companion's discomfiture. "They' re only staying a couple of nights. Just 
as well we brought mats, we'll probably have to sleep on't floor." 

O'Dwyer was inwardly fuming and slammed down his rucksack in the 
cluttered lobby. This bedlam was about the last straw. It was bad enough 
trying to get to sleep in relative peace before climbing, but this would 
make it just about impossible. Sensing his anger, Reddle made a 
conceSSIOn. 
Top left: lonathall Preston. Top right: l ohn McKenzie. Bottom left : George (Scottie) Dwyer. Bottom 
right: Davie Glell. 
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"P'raps we should go for't pint, now? Let them cook and settle down a 
bit?" 

There was a log fire in the spacious residents lounge of the hotel. The 
barmaid had long red hair and smiled pleasantly as she poured the beer. 
O'Dwyer got the drinks and then went to hunt for the phone. He was 
blundering about in a small maze of corridors when he bumped into the 
barmaid who was also doubling as receptionist. First, on a 
misapprehension, she sent him to the Gents, but then smilingly realising 
her mistake she pointed out the phone booth. It was a long time before 
Martin answered. 

"Is Mum in?" 
"No. She went out after lunch and she's not back yet." 
O'Dwyer thought he could detect an edge of discomfort, almost guilt, 

in his eldest son's voice. 
"OK, Marty," he said gently. "Just tell her we got here all right and the 

weather's crap." 
As he put the receiver down he felt loneliness welling up inside him. 

There was no reason to suspect anything, but doubts and questions went 
wriggling through him like worms. As he walked back through the foyer 
the barmaid looked up from the receptionist's computer and asked if 
everything was all right. He managed a half smile. 

"Did I look that bad?" 
"A bit strained." 
"It's just family problems." 
"Nothing serious I hope?" 
"I hope not too." 
"If we can take messages for you, don't hesitate to ask." 
"That's really very kind." 
"Not at all," she said and added, "there 's nothing worse than being 

worried when you're supposed to be enjoying yourself." 
Despite his habitual caution with strangers, O'Dwyer paused to nod 

and smile his appreciation. 
Back in the lounge Reddle was deep in the guidebook. He didn 't seem 

to notice his companion's distraction and plunged into a long lecture on 
some obscure literature course he'd started going to in his retirement. 

For several days the big mountains sulked under impenetrable cloud. 
Occasionally, at the end of the day, a ridge or a buttress and a high snowfield 
would appear, tantalisingly, from behind the screen and then just as quickly 
vanish again. Across the rough track from the hut, the cattle stood ankle 
deep in mud eating straw from a metal feeder. Crows came down for 
scraps thrown by the climbers. O'Dwyer remembered summer holidays 
there: the touch of warm, rough rock, blue skies and bathing in green 
pools. He shuddered. Why on earth come in winter? 

They walked round lesser hills for the most part in dreary silence. One 
day they disturbed five ptarmigan still in full winter plumage. On the bare 

The gully/Chiml1ey of Cat Nick 0 11 Salisbury Crags. 
CordOI1 Parish emergillg from the comice. Photos: C. 1. F. DLltton Collection. 
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black hillside they looked naked and vulnerable as they stole away into 
the mist. 

Presently, the students left. Despite his earlier annoyance, O'Dwyer 
missed the noisy banter and confusion. Now the hut was eerily silent. 
Reddle talked from time to time but communicated very little. O'Dwyer 
felt his own voice grow thin and hollow as he made polite responses. He 
had climbed with Reddle for more than 20 years but had never realised 
how self-centred he was. Perhaps it's true what they say, he thought, one's 
worse characteristics become more pronounced with age? 

Back in the hotel each evening as they drank the ritual pints to celebrate 
the day 's activities, O'Dwyer made several more attempts to phone his 
wife, but only got the children. He tried to read between the lines of what 
they told him, but was too considerate to embarrass them with direct 
questions. The barmaid continued to look kindly on him with her pretty 
green eyes. Her name was Angela, he discovered, a New Zealander working 
her way round the old world. She was here for the winter but was due to 
leave in the spring. 

"There 's no sign of this high ending," said Reddle as they watched the 
forecast in the bar. "I think if we're going to do this route at all we should 
just go for it." 

When they got back to the hut, O'Dwyer lit the stove and Reddle sat by 
it immersed in a climbing magazine. Returning to the kitchen O'Dwyer 
cleaned the potatoes and put them on to boil. Then he set about packing 
his sack for the morning. He packed the rope and a reasonable quantity of 
gear; it would save time if he carried most of the weight. Reddle was 
strong for his age but there was no doubt that the years were slowing him 
down. O'Dwyer admired him for keeping going but felt the pressure of 
the extra work it entailed. He himself was no longer a young man. 

In the scanty early morning light as they drove back up the valley, light 
rain was spattering the windscreen. Great banks of cloud were building 
up out at sea beyond the sodden moorland. Clouds were tumbling and 
rolling about the upper slopes of the mountain, obscuring the sharply 
toothed an~te they wished to climb. The rock was black and bare and the 
snowfields had a drawn and shrinking look. O'Dwyer felt no desire to 
quit the comfort of his seat in the car. 

"This day's no better than the rest," he said bleakly. 
"At least it's no worse." Reddle was hardly listening. 
"Surely there's a front coming in?" 
"No. The glass is still too high for that." He pulled the car into the 

parking place beside the old bridge. 
"I'm undecided," said O'Dwyer. "It seems no better than any other day. 

Where's the justification?" But Reddle had already opened the tailgate 
and was fumbling with his boots. 

Despite reasonable paths, the approach over the moor seemed 
interminable. Occasionally, across the valley, the cloud parted to reveal a 
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chaos of shattered pinnacles, then it shut again like a trap door and they 
were left marching solemnly on towards obscurity. The rain never quite 
came to anything, but no more did the cloud lift to dispel the gloom that 
preyed on O'Dwyer's spirits. 

"What on earth am I doing this for?" The thought formulated itself 
consciously as he followed Reddle's determined steps. Of course, he didn't 
want to let his old friend down. Despite his negative feelings towards his 
companion which were exaggerated by his personal anxieties, he knew 
that Reddle had stuck to him as a companion for a long time. Perhaps his 
strong Yorkshire soul felt able, in his presence, to display what weakness 
it contained. Reddle could sometimes acknowledge to him, and perhaps 
not to many other people, that his grip on the climbing life was growing 
tenuous. For this small amount of confidence from another human being, 
like a small drop of whisky in a mug of tea, O'Dwyer felt grateful. But it 
wasn't just out of personal loyalty that he kept moving upwards. 

Below the lowest rocks of the arete they sat down under a black, dripping 
wall to eat and drink. As O'Dwyer had carried most of the heavy equipment 
Reddle had brought a flask. Now, hesitatingly, he poured half a small cup 
and handed it to O'Dwyer. A shower broke about them and two ravens 
flew past, their sharp calls dulled by the sound of rushing water in the 
deep gorge which drained the coire. Reddle had said they should stop and 
think, as if belatedly aware that the weather was no better, but scarcely 
any conversation took place and sullenly they took up their burdens and 
moved upwards. 

The first tongue of snow licking down from the gully which led onto 
the arete, gave some encouragement. Though wet and heavy it was hard 
enough to bear their weight. O'Dwyer went in front and kicked steps. His 
rhythm was good, it always was on snow, and they made steady progress 
up into the mist. 

Shattered ribs of black rock came down into the snow and the best 
route was not always easy to find. In places too, where snow met rock, 
there were ominous cracks and the sound of gushing water below. They 
scrambled past these as fast as they could, at length gaining a broad upper 
couloir. 

Looking up from the task, sweat running into his eyes, O'Dwyer could 
see that the obvious exit from the couloir they were climbing was blocked. 
There was a narrow channel, but it contained two enormous chockstones. 
It didn' t look hopeful but he wondered if they might be able to squeeze 
through underneath them. Reddle, surveying the situation critically from 
behind, tried a different solution. He contrived to step from the snow onto 
the rock rib on the left. 

"We can get out this way," he grunted. 
Feeling the extra weight in his sack as he made the rock moves, O'Dwyer 

followed the older man. Sure enough, beyond the constriction another 
gully continued unbroken to the col. Reddle crouched by the wall getting 
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something from his sack. Nothing was said. O'Dwyer hesitated then took 
up his role as step kicker once more. His companion had done just enough 
to solve the problem. 

When they reached the crest of the ridge the climbing, though not 
difficult, became exposed. As the angle eased, Reddle had gone ahead. 

"Should we rope up?" O' Dwyer called up to him. He would have been 
glad to get the weight of the rope off his back. Reddle paused and looked 
down. 

"Oh, I don ' t think so," he said. "There's no need." 
O'Dwyer felt a spurt of anger as he kicked on up the sugary slopes. He 

caught up with Reddle at a pile of boulders. Snow ramps disappeared into 
the cloud ahead. He was putting on his crampons. 

"No point in carrying these." 
"There's not much point in my carrying all this bloody lot either," said 

O'Dwyer dumping his sack viciously in the snow. He had meant the remark 
to be taken lightly but his anger showed through. 

"I suppose that's true," said Reddle enigmatically and went on working 
at his straps. Like most of his gear his crampons were worn out, but he 
wouldn ' t replace them. They fell off periodically at awkward moments. 

Anger fuelled O'Dwyer 's movements and he had his own crampons on 
quickly. Taking up his sack without further comment he addressed the 
slopes ahead. The route wound tortuously on, always on wet, but reasonably 
firm snow. There was almost nothing to see. 

Despite his dark mood and his anger at his partner's seeming insensitivity, 
O'Dwyer felt a certain exultation in the continuous upward movement. 

Some people claimed they climbed for the views: today would not have 
done for them, he thought. There was no view, only soggy snow and wet, 
black rock. He knew he didn't climb for the view. Views he found utterly 
unmemorable. Not, of course, that there was not a certain transient pleasure 
in them at the time, but that had nothing to do with motivation. Nor, again, 
was he insensitive to the atmosphere of certain places in the hills. Glencoe 
and the Ogwen valley had the kind of atmosphere which drew him back, 
a very special mountain atmosphere. And wind-browned grass sticking 
through the snow above Loch Morlich always suggested the Gorms. But 
as he grew older he knew, in himself, why he climbed. 

The way ahead took them out on the right side of the crest, sheltered for 
the moment from the showers which were wafting light, semi-frozen rain 
across the ridge. Presently, the ground steepened and a short traverse under 
a small rock wall brought them to a sharp snow arete which led across the 
tops of twin gullies to gain steeper ground beyond. 

O'Dwyer took off his sack gingerly, for suddenly, he was aware of steep 
slopes plunging down on either side. He slipped his axe through the lifting 
loop of his pack and sank the shaft deep into the snow. He could feel his 
legs start to tremble. 

"We should rope up," he told Reddle who had just appeared below him. 
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"Aye, all right. That next bit's got some ice on it." 
Fumbling in his sack, O'Dwyer brought out his old pink rope. He did 

so very carefully so as not to dislodge any of the bits of climbing gear 
clustered around it. The shower was intensifying, adding a layer of 
discomfort to the feeling of insecurity. Cautiously, he released the doubled 
coils and passed the ends down to Reddle. Unclipping frozen buckles 
with torn gloves he released his hammer-axe and drove the shaft into the 
snow. He festooned it with slings, pegs and nuts. 

"You'll have to pass me summat t'belay with." Reddle had now kicked 
himself a platform and sorted out the rope. He threw a coil up to O'Dwyer 
who, in turn, put a sling on the end of a tool and passed it down to him. 
Foolishly, he put the other slings and the bandolier round his neck before 
putting his sack on and had to take it off again to rectify the error. He 
heard Reddle cough below. O' Dwyer's gloves were thin and old as well 
as torn and he scrabbled in the bag once more to find his mitts. He passed 
Reddle the rope; the other grunted and he set off. 

The arete was sensational but easy. Cautiously, O'Dwyer edged along 
the crest. At least he was now in the shelter of the rocks which formed the 
left flank of the open scoop leading to the tower. Near at hand was a 
minor steepening with vestiges of ice fringing the bare rock. O'Dwyer 
placed a large nut in a good crack and moved up. Axes stuck satisfyingly 
in icy snow. 

After days spent trudging round misty hillsides locked in his own 
thoughts , O'Dwyer's mind was relieved to escape into concentration on 
technical problems. 

Below the next steepening was another good crack. Pleased that he had 
not given it to Reddle for the main belay, he placed his cherished Moac, 
clipped it and looked up. Disinterestedly, he recorded the fact that it was 
now snowing, large wet flakes adhering briefly to the rock. 

Directly above was a crack between two jammed boulders, but it was 
narrow and the ice it contained was fractured. To the left was a broader 
runnel containing at first snow, then brittle, rotten looking water-ice. In 
fact, the ice had shrunk away from the retaining rock wall, leaving a row 
of wet, slimy rock ledges like carious teeth protruding from receding gums. 
With anxious delicacy he placed cramponed feet on the rock and made 
progress that way. His axes dangled, clonking like dolorous bells. 

As he climbed, the holds grew more precarious and water seeped into 
his mitts chilling his hands. He would have liked more protection, but 
gentle pressure applied to a promising spike revealed that it was loose. 
There was nothing else. He didn't look down. 

The next move invited him to place the front points of his crampons on 
a small rock hold. Again he looked for protection, but brittle ice covered 
the rock to his right and to the left the dripping wall was blank. Sensation 
was draining from his hands but sweat was running from under his arms. 

He got his left points onto the rock and pressed ever so gently. 
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"Got to trust it!" he gritted to himself. 
His hands found some edges in the rock from which he could lay-away. 

To the right, just in reach, was a sloping shelf, partially ice covered. If he 
could get a foot on it. 

Relief welled up inside him as the hot-aches tore at his hands. "That 
weren't a bad lead," said Reddle grudgingly. He took the bandolier and 
moved steadily on. O'Dwyer saw him reach the top of the pinnacle and 
heard him exclaim at what he found. Quickly, he followed Reddle's steps 
and soon he too was gazing down the deep gash into which they must 
abseil. Reddle was busying himself with preparations. O'Dwyer, drained 
by his lead, slumped against a rock and peered vacantly into the abyss. 

The sleet was easing a little, but everything was still covered by gently 
moving vapour which distorted angle and distance. At times he could see 
what looked like a ledge below them, then the cloud would clear a little 
more and he could see the top of a gully plunging away from a notch 
below the ledge. 

"This is interesting." 
O'Dwyer could sense the tension in Reddle's understatement. He had 

rigged the abseil and was preparing to descend. 
"Will it reach?" 
"We' ll soon find out." 
Despite himself, O'Dwyer smiled. Whatever else, the old man had 

courage. 
Because of the overhang Reddle was soon out of sight. O'Dwyer heard 

his nervous cough and the scratching of his crampons. Nervously, he 
watched the pull of the ropes on the anchors. Waiting to abseil was worse 
than waiting to climb. 

The mist enfolded him. Even the other side of the gap was invisible. 
Presently, he would have to launch himself into the unknown to follow a 
companion with whom he felt deeply disgruntled. He didn't know why 
Reddle still climbed with him; what did they have in common? Perhaps 
no one else would climb with him? Perhaps, he thought, I'mjust the sort 
of person other people take advantage of when it suits them? This thought 
seemed to strike home. His colleagues, the firm's clients, his friends and 
relations, the children ... Tiff? Everyone he knew seemed to suck the blood 
from him, but what did they give in return? 

"I'm safe!" Reddle's shout from below called him back to the world of 
action. The rope came loose and he clipped the slender pink strands into 
his plate. The garish yellow sling seemed a ridiculously weak device on 
which to hang a life. 

"Bit like marriage vows," he muttered to himself and stepped backwards. 
The rope gave out a little above an icy ledge and the last few feet had to 

be down-climbed precariously. Reddle appeared from behind a corner. 
"Have you got rope?" 
"No, bugger it! I was too busy getting down." 
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Angrily, O'Dwyer climbed up again and got hold of an end. He pulled. 
The rope stretched but nothing happened. He pulled again, harder. 

"It's bloody stuck!" 
They tried all they knew but the rope was immovable. Exhaustedly, 

they looked at each other. Time was against them. 
"We could go on." 
Reddle looked into the mist. 
"Nay, that's steep mixed ground. We'd best go down from't col." Wearily, 

O'Dwyer followed in his steps. Failure on a route he hadn't even wanted 
to start stoked the fire already burning in him. When at length they paused 
by a dripping wall his anger and misery broke in violent waves around his 
partner. Once he had started he couldn't stop. It was like corrupted matter 
bursting from some deep abscess. The venting left him pale and shaking. 
He turned away and glared into the darkening sky. Reddle went on packing 
equipment into his sack. You couldn't even tell if he' d been listening. 

They returned slowly over the moor. O'Dwyer, feeling the first stirrings 
of remorse at his outburst, lagged behind. Just once Reddle paused by a 
big rock. 

"What's the name of that lass in King Lear?" He said quite unexpectedl y. 
"Cordelia ?" 
"Aye, that's it. We've been studying that on that course I was telling 

you about. She can't communicate, that's her problem." He took up his 
bag and walked on. 

After dumping their gear in the car, they went for a pint. Angela the 
pretty barmaid was sitting in Reception. She touched O'Dwyer's sleeve 
as they made for the bar. 

"Your wife phoned. She'd like you to call back as soon as possible." 
Like a man under sentence of death, O'Dwyer headed for the phone 

booth. He hadn't thought the day could get any worse, now he knew it 
could. 

But when he eventually made it to where Reddle was slumped wearily 
in a chair by the fire, he was like a man transformed. It wasn't what she'd 
said but the way she'd said it, and she was coming up tomorrow to finish 
the trip with them. Tiff had been his real worry, as long as she still wanted 
to be with him he knew they could cope with all the other problems. She 
just hadn't been able to communicate. 

O'Dwyer looked at the haggard features of the old friend who had 
understood his wife better than he had and felt disgusted by his own 
egocentricity. 

"Look, George," he said, "I must apologise for what I said to you. I'm 
really very sorry, it wasn't your fault. I've been under a bit of pressure 
lately and you got the brunt of it." 

"That's all right, lad," said Reddle, lowering the paper he 'd borrowed 
and smiling his strange smile. "I' d get you a drink, but I've left my wallet 
in the hut." 
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RIDICULOUS THINGS LIKE THESE REALLY 
HAPPENED THEN 

By G. J. F. Dutton 

1 DON'T really relish adding to the slippery pile of senile reminiscence; yet 
some of it - just look through the back numbers of this Journal - can 
interest future members or readers, and there is always the 'Now it can be 
told' element as a pinch of pepper. 

The heap is divisible into (a) brassy personal reminiscence (1 mind, 
ken, when 1 wis ... etc.); (b) brazen technical reminiscence (1 mind, ken, 
when trikes wis aa the thing ... etc.); (c) silken reminiscence of others in 
guileless you th or unguarded maturity (of which 1 shall ri sk no examples 
just now). 

Personally, 1 mind all three; but, until the Journal manages to banish the 
more trivial 70% of its hypertrophied New Climbs section (except for the 
necessary canonisation of climbs, climbers, location, length and grade) 
over to a website - until then, it fortunately, does not possess enough 
paper to mop up the communicatory incontinence of geriatrics; and so I 
am limited for space. 

I'll stick with three, pre-SMC, memorisings of (a); with some (b) and 
(c) looking in if passing. Now, I have been accused - in spite of being 
only a helpless Narrator, not a Participant - of converting 'real' Scottish 
climbing episodes into what are known as 'Doctor stories' by shameless 
exaggeration or, perish the thought, sheer invention. So, I duly recount 
these three really real episodes which could scarcely be turned into Doctor 
stories even by the most unscrupulous: for they seem too improbable. Yet, 
as we shall see, each unlikely happening was highly likely, under the 
circumstances. 

Go back to the winter of 1946-47. A very severe winter, snow and hard 
frost staying week after week. Up north it was no doubt marvellous, but 
roads were blocked and petrol rationed. Even reaching the Pentlands was 
difficult. We seemed to be stuck in Edinburgh. But Edinburgh possesses, 
within itself, fine rockclimbing on Salisbury Crags. What were they like? 

Views from the No. 6 tram, on the way to classes, embraced a 
determinedly Alpine Arthur's Seat. And the Crags looked interesting ... 

They were. I visited them the next Sunday, but rather late, for the 
indefatigable Gordon Parish was already active, with other members of 
the EUMC. Parish is as meticulous in his diaries as in providing 
refreshment for his guests (however boring the occasion - see chez Cafe 
Grande Corniche, below) and most of the following facts (facts!) are from 
the entries he kindly lent me (otherwise I might have had to dream them 
up from memory) . 
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The previous Sunday, February 16, Allon (not Allan) Liver had tried 
Cat Nick on the Crags, but found snow in the lower part of this 100ft. 
gully-chimney too soft, and retreated. One night the next week John 
Berkeley, lain Smart and Jean Bainton had walked by moon-light and 
torch-light along the top of the Crags. Berkeley, at the end of a rope, crept 
out on a cornice above Cat Nick and poked near its inner edge, to make a 
hole for climbing down; this he achieved when he suddenly shot through 
the cornice and dropped 10ft. on to a fortunate ledge below. Hauled up 
again, he thoughtfully retired. 

Sunday 23 was bright and sunny, freezing hard after still more snow. 
Liver and Parish began at the foot of Cat Nick at 9.55 am. Nearly all the 
north face of the Crags was plastered, with 4ft. to 6ft. of cornice in most 
places, much more above Cat Nick. Liver led the lower part, none too 
easy with a foot of new powder snow on hard neve. When he 'd climbed 
some 30ft., the three who had made the First Hole arrived and found 
themselves pipped for a First Winter Ascent; they tried the nearby Recess 
Route, but its steep upper rocks defended the overhung cornice too well, 
and they came down again. 

Meanwhile, at Cat Nick, Liver and Parish wedged themselves below 
the upper chimney and 'reviewed the situation'. Berkeley's cornice hole, 
by then partly refilled, appeared well out in the overhang about 4ft. from 
the foot of the chimney. Parish estimated the total overhang to be 12ft. 
from the rock edge, of thickness 6ft. or so, in successive iron-hard 
laminations. He then began his boring, knee-jammed in the chimney, and 
cut diagonally up right; the passageway from the chimney top was 10ft. 
long, but as cornice covered most of the chimney, the tunnel actually 
totalled some 15ft. He let Liver break out at 11.45 and take the picture of 
an emergent Parishian head grinning sunlit at the end of a rope in the 
centre of the summit snow. I had joined him by then, and followed the icy 
and suffocating 15ft. crawl- over nothing - up to daylight. I had supped 
hot soup with him the winter before in his tunnel through the cornice of 
No. 4 Gully on Nevis, and thought no burrowing of his after that could 
surprise me. This time also I expect soup was served, but only remember 
now a still more remarkable thing: from the dark I burst out into dazzling 
sunlight on a pure white field of snow, backed by sharp red rocks; with, in 
front, beyond an airy gap, scenery as of snowclad roofs, turrets and 
pinnacles, fretting a blue Arctic sky; and below that, a slow and dutiful 
procession of tramcars, packed with kirk-gaun bourgeoisie; their rattles 
echoed faintly through the silence. Yes, a memorable panorama. That's 
why I forget if we had soup. 

Berkeley's party then ascended our route. The inexhaustible Parish roped 
off and crossed to the Cat Nick Arete, with snow low down and a 10ft. 
cornice above; snow was softer than in the Cat Nick and he dug a more 
exiguous passage, being helped out by Berkeley - back from Cat Nick -
just as part of the cornice gave way: not however damaging this 'Third 
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Hole'. His diary records: 'A terrific day, equal to any snow climb I have 
had on Nevis - and without the hassle of getting there!' 

The cornice and tunnels remained for many weeks, and their repeated 
climbing and descent incurred yo-yo fascination , especially by night. Once 
we noted dog prints sniffing round hole No. 2, nearer and nearer, then -
inevitably - vanishing in a frantic scrape downwards; paws ruefully 
reprinted themselves as limps on the lower snow by Radical Road. 

While some of us were hacking snow tunnels, others just round the 
corner were dispOlting rubber-soled on warm dry sun-facing basalt in Little 
Quarry; which we visited immediately afterwards, to finish off a day only 
possible in Edinburgh and never repeated; one simply too improbable to 
make up. 

[A snowy climb of Cat Nick had occurred before, but not so undeniably 
hibernal. Inglis Clark describes a difficult and dangerously axeless and 
gloveless combined-tactics ascent in powder snow, where one climber 
briefly fainted (SMC] iv, 303, 1897); but ours were real Winter Ascents ... ] 

The second Improbable is in minor key, dated February 1951, when 
Slesser and I, out for an easy weekend, were to wander up Beinn Dubhcraig 
and Beinn Oss, meeting at Tyndrum, I from a JMCS bus, he from a Glasgow 
train. After spending a dark freezing hour or so at the station, among 
snatches of desultory platform Gaelic (economic cleansing was not yet 
complete), I watched the Glasgow train pull in; and out - Slesserless. He 
had presumably missed his connection, a not unknown occurrence. 

I decided just to go on slowly up the Coninish track. Always resourceful, 
he might appear later. We had decided to camp high up above that track. 

There was a difficulty, for he was to bring tent, Primus and suchlike. I 
had only a sleeping bag cover, the cheapest and worst ex-Army one - thin 
rubber beneath, thinner cotton above - and a sleeping bag, one of Black's 
own cheapest and worst. The JMCS bus knew it as the Prince of Wales 
model, possessing three feathers. Certainly, it afforded no warmth; but 
did cool you pleasantly on a hot August evening. In winter, damp and 
clingy even when dry, it chilled you to the marrow and back again. 

A clear windless frosty night, with deep hard snow at the main road. 
Not far from Coninish, I decided to bivouac, Slesser or no Slesser. Unlikely 
to sleep, I should hear him crackling up the track. I chose a flattish, only 
slightly corrugated, sheet of frozen snow, stretched out the cover, laid the 
bag on top, twiddled it to redistribute the feather(s); pulled off boots; and 
- a precaution I observed for all winter camping then, though more usually 
in a tent - slipped on pyjama breeks and buttoned up a pyjamajacket over 
anorak, battledress and sundry hairy and odoriferous woollen 
accompaniments. (Pyjamas have a high warmth to weight ratio out of the 
wind). Plus a thick balaclava, gloves and leather mittens. 

I suppose I snuggled down (an exhausting process, akin to boring a 
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cornice) and my diary records 'a surprisingly warm night - when awake'. 
I was often awake, counting recalcitory digits. Above me, black sparkling 
sky; around me, vast white crag-moustached domes. But no sound, sight 
or smell of Slesser. 

About dawn I must have dozed off, for I woke to tuggings, hot breath 
and snorts. Slesser? I dragged out a hand and met hairy flanks, blinked 
and saw by the faint eastern light beady eyes, wet nose, flashes of teeth. 
Surely not Slesser? Maybe ... Then, a howl, a furious yapping, from two 
sides. Certainly not Slesser. 

As my horizontal posture invited unseemly intimacy, if not attack, from 
these possible wolves (conserved from the late Post-Glacial?) or more 
likely sheepdogs, I convulsed myself out of the strait-jacketing bag and 
faced my now frantic assailants; yowls and barkings were incessant, fury 
mounting - what were pyjamas doing on their territory? Then I remembered 
my 'breakfast' - a packet of jammy pieces in the rucksack serving as 
pillow - and broke them up and flung them to the ravenous hounds, each 
fragment farther off than the last, to lure away those snarls and teeth. 

Improbable, maybe, to recount. But even more improbable if you had 
been tramping sleepily all night up a vast expanse of frozen snow high in 
the Central Highlands; hearing ahead, distant barking; and seeing before 
you suddenly over a slippery rise in the ground a figure dancing about in 
balaclava, socks and pyjamas and scattering things before two similarly 
leaping dogs. All under a calm hemisphere of starlit sky with a hint of 
dawn breaking behind Fiarach. 

Slesser, however, was not there to enjoy this; and I was anxiously splitting 
off the last frozen crust when a whistle pierced out of the half-light and, 
after a deft catch of that crust and a scornful backward glance, the creatures 
wheeled around and leapt a dyke; no more to be seen, or heard. 

What else? Just a fine day for fine little hills. I continued crisping 
tricounis up Beinn Dubhcraig. Later, below Beinn Oss, I stood and watched 
my companion-to-be - who had reached Glen Falloch the previous night 
- toiling from the south up the Ewig Schneefeld of the Ossgletscher. He, 
of course, could scarcely believe my story. 

But to prove it, I still have his fine photograph of Beinn Lui, taken on 
that very day. 

The third Improbable is a little more major. There had been nothing like it 
at that particular site since the last Tertiary volcano knocked its ash out 
and bedded down. 

Well then, in autumn 1947 some EUMC members (they are always 
cropping up, I fear), decided to storm the island fortress of Rum. It was 
then in the last throes of ownerShip by the Bullough family and still 
jealously guarded from interlopers, especially climbers (although 
apparently Lady BuIIough, the sole summer resident of the family, was 
graciously pleased to consider occasional access for a few neatly-trimmed 
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sprouts of the Establishment - a role now taken over by the SNH); but it 
was more fun to Raid the place as in days of old. 

We disembarked from the legendary Captain 'Squeaky' Robertson and 
his legendary MacBrayne steamer Lochmor on to the jetty at Canna. Thence 
we were smuggled, with a huge pile of food and equipment, by the crafty 
islander Mclsaac in his small motorised sailing boat, to be unloaded at the 
nearest suitable part of the enemy coast for such landing craft, Guirdil 
Bay at the north-west of the island. 

We cached some food there and crossed to Harris. Below us, stark in 
seedy nobility, was the pillared and pedimented Doric mausoleum, housing 
the remains of those fat-cat Lancashire bobbin-manufacturers. I think there 
were a couple of big table-topped stone sarcophagi down there in shelter 
from the drizzle, and they provided a welcome excuse to stretch out and 
drum up our first meal. As Lady Bullough was believed to visit fairly 
regularly and gaze westward across her husband's bones, we carefully 
tidied away crumbs and crisp packets: the decent thing, even for an 
Occupying Force. (Though two Primus prickers were accidentally left 
behind above Sir George, and may have occasioned some anxiety) . 

We camped farther south, above the coast by the Amhuinn Fiachannis, 
and from there recorded many climbs of varied difficulty but unvarying 
delight, on flatteringly adhesive rock; (no problems with the New Climbs 
section in those days. Hon. Ed.) and traversed the Main Ridge. 

This was not just a climbing expedition but, as gazetted, an Invasion 
and, many of us being ex-Service, it was planned with military 
thoroughness. Consequently, most of the Supporting Projects dissolved 
among our prudent consignments of whisky and gin. Naval Support was 
not forthcoming, because both canoes had apparently leaked or capsized 
back at Arisaig, and the great Final Triumphal March down upon and 
through Kinloch, parading before the Schloss itself, had to be abandoned 
because our Air Support, featuring ex-Squadron Leader Johnny Willsher 
and a Friend, in the Friend's Tiger Moth (or suchlike), had pranged on a 
practice take-off somewhere in Argyll, wrecking itself and the chamberpots 
that were to have floated down over the besieged, carrying various 
unconventional objects and exhortations . And Air Power is decisive 
nowadays, our ex-Colonel Johnny Blower reckoned, pouring out another 
for us all . 

Much desultory discussion and wiping of lips ... We had to mark our 
visit in some way, preferably dramatic enough to strike fear into the 
inhabitants, though not into the mainland police. Rum's own natural 
heritage helped. Its cliffs can be monstrous and Dantean, tiers of 1000ft. 
immensity. South-east of our camp their scenery became surreal; between 
Rudha Sgor an Suidhe and Inbhir Ghil, we discovered a vast cauldron 
scooped in the cliff-face, some 50yds. in diameter and piled with centuries, 
millenia, of flotsam, driven into it over its seaward barrier. We trod this 
creaking graveyard, an underfoot melange of inextricably entangled 
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driftwood descending to invisible depths and the gurgling of buried water. 
Above it, sheer cliff backed on the 1607ft. of Ruinsival, and partially 
enclosed either side; in front, the unseen Atlantic boomed and sucked. A 
ready-made theatre for our Finale. 

That evening, we carried down all our old cans, boxes, paper and spare 
kerosene. The vast hoard of timber was bone dry. 

We waited for dark and tossed in a few matches. 
Then hastily retreated to ledge after ledge, higher and higher above the 

blossoming roar as flames took hold. A great unseen blow-hole opened 
seaward. It sucked in a gale that drove boiling fire high up the cliff behind, 
and spiralled sparks and blood-red smoke hundreds of feet above us. We 
had created a blast furnace ... 

It lasted for hours. We lay and watched. Deeper and deeper crashed the 
white-hot debris ; higher and higher climbed the erupting fire; lurid smoke 
billowed over the very crest of Ruinsival. Aye, it was great. Silhouetted 
against this inferno I paced the perimeter piping - though on a chanter 
only, not the full set, and largely unheard above the bellow of fire - but it 
threaded the occasional hush whenever flames drew breath, and was ample 
Romantic accompaniment for an entranced audience. 

We stayed until dawn drizzled greyly into 'the charred and empty cavern, 
where ashes floated on the uncovered water. We had all been silent, and 
much moved. Two of us got engaged on the strength of it. 

Such was our volcano on Rum. 

As Mclsaac pootered inshore, we awaited his Terror and Awe, or at least 
surprise. He had seen a Glow. Oh yes, there was a Glow. But someone -
he glared at Smart and Slesser - 'had cracked this cabin window with his 
boot on the way here'. And he wouldn't take us off until the cost had been 
'adchusted' . 
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PLUS <;A CHANGE 

By Nigel Suess 

THE Club has set standards of climbing prowess the attainment of which 
is to be expected of applicants for membership. These standards are 
occasionally changed by our committee and I believe that currently winter 
leading Grade IV, summer leading VS and 50 Munros are the measure. 
The changes have been, in effect, a ratcheting-up to reflect improvements 
in equipment and technique. Not all members maintain their climbing 
over such a spectrum beyond their first few years in the Club. Some 
justification may be given by anno domini, but often we gravitate towards 
an area of particular personal appeal such as warm rock in Spain or wet 
Corbetts in Sutherland. Should we worry about this? 

Amuse yourselves with the thought of a committee dictat that 
membership should become a renewable lease requiring annual payment 
of Grade IV ice, VS rock and so many Munros for the under-40s, reducing 
by a scale to a summer ascent of Arthur's Seat from Dunsapie Loch for 
the over 80s. The Club's medical men could permit exemptions in certain 
circumstances. Fortunately, the AGM would never sanction such an outrage 
and some of our officers might be embarrassed, so it probably will not be 
on the Agenda. We shall remain the 'happy few'. 

Such is the state of things at the turn of the millennium. Now, I invite 
you to imagine how things might stand in 2050. Based on the longevity of 
our members (those who do not succumb to the dodgy belay) some of you 
may still be around. The majority of us, who will have slipped into the 
crevasse from which there is no rescue, do not envy you. At this point I 
shall adopt that pseudo-scientific approach much loved by this Journal. I 
am sure that such a well-educated membership needs no mathematical 
explanation of exponential growth. However, one feature of the exponential 
growth of a qualified set is that the cumulative total and the annual 
recruitment both grow exponentially. I refer, of course, to that branch of 
number theory, munrosis incrementalis, graphically illustrated by the 
President in Campbell's Munroist's Companion. You can study the Tables 
and see that the last year blessed by no Compleations was 1950, a good 
base year for looking ahead to 2050. In 1950 the number of Munroists 
(admitting the offence) stood at 15. The SMC] 2000 gave a total of 2307 
and annual Compieations of 241. Over these 50 years the compound annual 
growth rate in total Compleations is 10.6% and in annual Compleations it 
is 11.6% (notionally attributing one as our base). 
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I have talked to closet and full-frontal Munroists about this. One 
summarised the growth as a fashion which she did not expect to persist 
indefinitely. However, a closer look at the growth suggests that the fashion 
is very persistent, like men wearing trousers rather than hose. Take the 
year 1970, for example, when the total reached three figures. The total 
had been growing for 20 years at an average compound rate of 10% and 
would grow for the next 30 years at an average compound rate of 11 %. 
Even in 1970 the observation that 'bagging' was a fashion could have 
been made. 

The second comment that I have often heard is that "it cannot go on". 
Well, what if it does? In the SMCJ 2050 we would have to record 58,000 
new Compleations. That number seems as unbelievable today as 241 new 
Compleations would have seemed in 1950. Fortunately, the Journal Editor 
will long since have relegated the list to a fact-bin, sorry, website. In 
passing, some may wish to see other exponential material in the Journal 
treated similarly. But, how unrealistic are such projections? Such a level 
of Compleation would still be less than 10% of the UK population in a 
one-year cohort. Also, there are German, French and especially Dutch 
walkers prepared to take on the challenge. The Dutch love our more 
corrugated topography and, I suspect, choose to Compleat on Stob Poite 
Coire Ardair 

It is in the realm of winter routes that the greatest change may occur. 
This is being written during a cold settled spell of January high pressure. 
The infrequency of such spells in recent years is evidence of a phenomenon 
generally known as global warming, but manifesting itself in the Highlands 
by milder and perhaps windier winters, on average. It seems that most 
snowfalls now result from Atlantic weather and so lower hills in the East, 
such as Glen Clova, are rarely in condition. Edinburgh residents do not 
often have to dig out their cars. When we get a dump of snow, it is all too 
often followed by a sudden change of wind direction giving rapid thaw, 
not by a winter high giving cons01idation or by slow thaw-freeze. Since 
10 is roughly 150m in lapse rate, one can see that a 20 rise by 2050 would 
raise the already ephemeral conditions at The Curtain to Smith's Route. 
Higher than that, there is a lack of good winter routes for aspirant members. 
Combine the diminishing frequency of good routes in good conditions 
with exponential growth and the queuing problem will be acute. In the 
mid-1990s I did two of our classic routes, Crowberry Gully and Tower 
Ridge, midweek hoping to avoid the crowds. Actually, one only avoids 
the worst crowds. Tower Ridge involved four hours of queuing and a 
nocturnal descent to Glen Nevis. By 2050, the CIC International Hut (with 
the Richardson Memorial jacuzzi) will be regularly occupied by dozens 
of Chinese, Iranian and Brazilian mountaineers seeking to hit the short 
period when the Point is there. 
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You can be confident that no early start from the car park will be worth 
it. 

How then will our prospective new members gain their winter ascents? 
The Leith Tiso Ice Tower will utilise a converted cold store with a lOOm 
raised roof and hydraulically-adjusted panels to permit ice (not polystyrene) 
climbing at all angles from 85" (for top-roping kid dies) to overhanging by 
20°. There will be free climbing as well as top-roping and periodically 
spindrift avalanches will be released, with gales and sudden thaws to add 
to the excitement. Robotically-constructed features such as the third pitch 
of Point Five and the crux move on Zero will have been engineered to be 
better than the slushy reality. Only masochists will carry 20kg packs up 
the Alt a' Mhuilinn when one can experience the identical climb after a 
No. 10 bus ride. The 2045 Euro grade E.IX.b7 will specify sustained 
vertical ice with sections of an average lOm overhanging by 15° minimum. 
The Club will permit applicant members to list their alfresco routes but, 
in view of the variability in conditions, the Committee will place less 
weight on such eccentric behaviour. Virtual reality ascents, which the Editor 
has forecast, will however, be inadmissible. 

Fortunately, wet rock dries fairly quickly and global warming should 
allow many of our classic rock routes to be enjoyed, despite the polish 
imparted by the thousands of GM-rubber soles (a gene for stickiness). 
While queuing on Centurion, one will be distracted by the frequent 
helicopter flights to "see the mighty Ben", only 750 euros from Fort 
William. There are those outwith Scotland who hold that our rock routes 
rank lower in appeal than the Munros and ice routes . When week-ending 
in Baffin Island is affordable, only our honeypots will be mobbed (Agag's 
Motorway and the Macleod Ridge on Skye). 

So far, we have barely suffered the influence of the legislator on our 
sport. We are all aware that competing pressures on the hills will force 
decisions from above (Holyrood). Soon, we may get our first National 
Park. In due course we shall enjoy 'The John Muir Nevis Park' , 'The 
Percy Unna Glencoe Park' and 'The Norman Collie Skye Park' . In return 
for the 'gift' of our own mountains, legislators will exact a price. In the 
US permits are used on popular routes. 

By 2050 we shall certainly need permits for all our popular mountains. 
Freedom to roam will be freedom with responsibility. The voluntary MR 
teams will have buckled under the strain long before 2050. RAF choppers 
cannot indefinitely remove from the hills those foolish enough to over
estimate their ability. We shall see graded permits and penalties for rescue 
from unapproved routes, whether walking or climbing. Do not think that 
the present spectacle of 400 cars parked between the Kingshouse and the 
Clachaig on a good day can continue much longer. The solution will be 
the revival of the bus meet 

So, in one respect, 2050 will be a bit like 1950. It will not be like 2000. 
Easter 2001 : Derek Pyper and Jas Hepburn ski touring round Coire Bhrochain, Braeriach. Photo: Niall 
Ritchie. 
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THE SMC HUTS - A RECENT HISTORY 

By Jim Crawford 

LAST year when I read through the Journal I was struck by the absence of 
information about the new Naismith Hut and its genesis. This splendid 
asset to the Club merited only a photograph taken from its doorway and a 
comment in theAGM report about the excellent catering arranged by John 
Fuller at the opening ceremony. It brought to mind the almost total neglect 
within the Club record of the work undertaken by so many members to 
bring the Club huts to their present number and condition. This article is 
an attempt to redress some of that neglect but can only be a partial attempt 
because of the size of the subject and the length of time that has passed 
since the Club ventured into property development. 

I became involved in the organisation and operation of SMC huts 27 
years ago. Some friends and I were near fixtures in the Members ' Room 
that was a homely, albeit grubby feature of Lagangarbh prior to a 
reconstruction in 1973-4. We were much aggrieved by the loss of our 
howff and petulantly avoided the work parties that laboured for many 
weeks on a long overdue upgrade. In due course we returned to criticise 
the changes and were appalled by the amount of discarded rubbish. The 
work parties had run out of steam in the final stages and left George 
Wilkinson, the custodian, with no support for a clean-up. Mounds of waste 
and bed frames littered the surroundings, and eventually, spurred us into 
self-righteous action. A bonfire got rid of the consumables. Old cast-iron 
bunks and other metallic junk went into a large rubbish skip that the District 
Council provided at the lay-by in those days. The Council workers who 
emptied the skip probably blamed the owners of AUt na Feidh for the 
scrap iron and rubbish that filled it week after week for a month or so. A 
couple of mattress frames were dug into the sloping bank alongside the 
path as reinforcement and can still be detected there. Later the same year, 
awakened consciences took Bob Richardson and me to the CIC where the 
hut needed repointing and other work. From that seed grew an involvement, 
that has lasted to the present for both of us. I took over from George as 
custodian at Lagangarbh and, with Bob, joined the huts sub-committee. 

It was an interesting time. Prior to about 1970, hut usage didn't justify 
major investment. I vaguely recall that the account book for Lagangarbh 
showed an annual income of about £180 a year when George Wilkinson 
became custodian. By the time I joined the huts sub-committee in 1974 
there was a rising demand for places and better facilities. Bill Young as 
convenor and Gerry Pe et as custodian of the CIC were providing the 
dynamic force behind the drive for improvement and expansion to meet 
this demand. Their enthusiasm took the Club into a period of hut 
The CIC gas lift. Photo: Niall Ritellie. 

The Lillg gas jloat with Da ve MeCimpsey alld Roger Webb. Photo: Hamish [rville. 
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reconstruction and new building that has lasted for 30 years and looks to 
continue well into the future. 

I sometimes wonder about the motivation of the SMC in acquiring huts 
prior to the explosion of interest in hill walking and climbing that occurred 
in the Seventies. The CIC in 1929 had the emotive association of a 
memorial, not just to Charleslnglis Clark, but to other members who had 
been directly and indirectly overwhelmed by th~ First War. I doubt, 
however, if a hut would have been opened there or anywhere else without 
the financial support of the Inglis Clark family. Bob Elton's account of 
the early years, in SMC] 1979, indicated that it was little used at first. By 
1939 the Club was 50 years old but the CIC remained its sole possession. 
Perhaps the remoteness of most climbing areas from central Scotland, the 
scanty numbers involved and a membership that could afford to use hotels 
inhibited a need for huts . It's striking when compared with the attitude of 
English clubs to huts in the Lake District and North Wales - areas without 
the access problems that arise from Scotland's dispersed climbing areas. 
There appears to be a timidity here that is echoed in the SMC guidebooks 
for the period, but that's a subject for an article by someone else. 

I believe that Lagangarbh was acquired in 1946 with something of the 
same concept in mind as the CIC, a form of memorial to members lost in 
the Second War. Unlike the purpose-built and wholly-owned CIC, the hut 
was leased from the National Trust. The amount of reconstruction it 
received was fairly basic and it retained the character of the shepherd's 
cottage it once had been. Glencoe was an obvious choice for a hut because 
of the association with Unna and its purchase for the Trust. The main 
developments in the 25 years up to George Wilkinson's reconstruction 
were provision of an electricity supply, a very basic toilet and sewage 
system and an inadequate water supply from the bog behind the hut. Dougal 
Haston is blamed for perpetrating a hideous decor on the place involving 
brown painted hardboard and that was the condition in which I first came 
to know it in the Sixties. 

The next acquisition was the Ling Hut in Glen Torridon in 1955. This 
was barely a step up from a bothy and possessed few comforts. Its lease 
offered no security of tenure and for many years there was a reluctance to 
invest money or effort in the place. 

All the huts originally relied on coal and paraffin for lighting, cooking 
and heating, with the consequent squalor that went with these dirty fuels. 
It was probably custodians rather than users who pressed for cleaner energy 
sources. It's easy to forget how recently we tolerated homes without central 
heating and showers, where coal fires were commonplace and where 
electricity only became a widespread replacement for coal gas after the 
war. 

Lagangarbh was the simplest to deal with as an electricity supply could 
readily be run from the main road. There was criticism of the poles and 
this still surfaces from time to time but an underground supply was 
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unthinkably expensive and the river an obstacle. Calor gas provided an 
obvious answer at the other huts but transporting cylinders added to the 
problems already faced for coal and paraffin. Pony supply to the CIC was 
eventually replaced by a snowcat that couldn't make the final rise to the 
hut so cylinders had to be carried on a stretcher by hut users, over the last 
half-mile from their dump, a major handicap for single occupants! Roger 
Robb dealt with the problem at Ling by floating the cylinders across the 
lochan and then dragging them up the burn. A few inches of water provided 
sufficient buoyancy to make this feasible but it still required a sizeable 
work party and remained the solution for many years. The eventual answer 
was helicopters and, despite the expense, these have been the method 
used for replenishment and major work at both CIC and Ling, for much of 
the past 30 years. Recently, though, Ling has returned to the float-and
drag method. Hamish Irvine obviously has lots of friends. 

Water supplies were and remain the weak point in most huts. Raeburn, 
Ling and Lagangarbh have inadequate heads and require pump assistance. 
Most are prone to freezing in cold weather. These problems complicate 
water systems in huts and are the main cause of complaint from users, 
generally because they increase the likelihood of maloperation. 

Murphy's law dominates the use of huts and is a primary influence on 
upgrades. If it is possible for hut equipment and systems to fail through 
abuse and stupidity then climbers will find a way to demonstrate this. 
Custodians usually end up cynical and older than their years after dealing 
with the unthinking and uncaring who make up a tiny percentage of hut 
users but have an effect out of all proportion to their numbers. 

The CIC in its prime position came under the greatest pressure from 
such users. For a time in the Fifties and Sixties the hard men of the Scottish 
climbing scene tried to treat it as their fiefdom and a succession of 
convenors and custodians fought a battle with the barbarians to restore 
and maintain order. There was a danger of the hut being treated as an open 
howff and only under Gerry Peet could it be said that the Club fully restored 
control. The battle had a lingering effect and is directly responsible for 
the ruthless approach to management of the CIC adopted by Gerry and 
his successors because the barbarians are still at the gate. When Gerry 
indicated a wish to retire as custodian, Malcolm Slesser asked: "Are we 
training a bastard?" (Could it possibly be that he had a premonition? Ed.) 

Endemic damp in the CIC, exacerbated by the condensation output from 
the use of gas, led to fairly frequent internal rebuilding and refitting. 
Sentimentalists regretted the passing of the coal-fired stove that had kept 
the hut fairly dry but, apart from its inefficiency, it was a fire hazard that 
wouldn't be tolerated nowadays. As the sole source of heat before the first 
drying room was built when gas was installed, it was often festooned with 
wet gear that was allowed to toast to the point of combustion. On one 
occasion when new fire resistant mattresses were installed the old 
mattresses were piled up against a boulder outside the hut, to be burned. 
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Within a minute of putting a match to them there was an unapproachable 
inferno accompanied by poisonous black fumes. The heat was so extreme 
that it cracked windows in the hut. It was a lesson that everyone present 
never forgot. 

The next project after Lagangarbh was the extension.to the CIC in 1974 
by construction of the present porch. This was intended to keep climbing 
gear out of the hut and improve drying facilities. The earlier drying room 
was located by the entrance door and good fortune spared the Club a 
tragedy. A fire there would have blocked the only way out in the days 
before the internal escape window was installed. When the old drying 
room was dismantled it was found that the base supporting the gas ring 
that provided the heat had been converted to carbon. It may have been on 
the same occasion that Geny discovered a ring of matches surrounding 
the burner - obviously left to dry and then forgotten by some moron. The 
work party that cleared the site, dug and laid the foundations on a 
magnificent June weekend, was one of the largest. A squad of navvies 
couldn't have accomplished more in one day and no one had the strength 
left on Sunday to take advantage of the best weather and rock climbing 
conditions that I have seen on the Ben. The rest of the construction and 
finishing work extended into the autumn and used up the entire supply of 
available labour so that for weekend after weekend it was reduced to a 
core of about three until a final finishing spurt on a wet September day 
that is recorded in a photograph in SMCJ 1975. 

After the CIC, attention returned to Lagangarbh. Previous work had 
concentrated on the interior but the roof was in need of repair and the 
wooden lean-to that housed the toilet facility had fallen into an advanced 
state of decay. The latter was replaced by an extension constructed from 
heavy-density breeze blocks. We attempted to short circuit the burden of 
canying these from the track by driving a lony across the river which was 
broader in those days before the Army changed its course and character 
by embanking it with groynes and at the same time wrecked the track 
with their heavy transport. The lony bogged down and had to be dug out. 
At the end of a long day spent carrying the blocks and timber to the hut 
we went to the Kingshouse where I ordered a pint of cider, drank something 
less than half of it, stood up, announced that I was drunk and then fell 
over comatose. 

Looking back to those days when work parties were the norm for all the 
rebuilding, renovation and supply undertaken on huts, one person stands 
out in the memory. The late Bill Bennet was a quiet, unassuming man 
whose knowledge of roofing, slating and plumbing was applied to each of 
the huts and the rest of us learned a range of practical skills that served us 
well as house-owners. At Lagangarbh much of the roof was replaced and 
reslated, a much needed fire door was fitted by breaking though the upper 
wall and a new roof was put on the barn. At the Ling we unde1100k slating 
and bargeboard replacement and installed a new plumbing system. At the 
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CIC the extension was roofed and the hut refurbished. Without Bill Bennet 
and Gerry Peet, few of those involved in work parties would have had the 
confidence to tackle the work that we eventually approached without any 
qualms. One day, while working on the roof at Lagangarbh, some elderly, 
Edinburgh based SMC members of the old school came past and stopped 
for a chat. It became evident that they thought we were tradesmen employed 
by the Club. It was amusing to note their surprise on discovering that 
there were members who could undertake such work. 

The worst job at Lagangarbh was emptying the septic tank. This was in 
the traditional form of a deep concrete pit, buried in the bog. It never 
functioned properly and when it eventually filled with solids, these had to 
be emptied by removing the concrete slabs that covered it and dropping in 
a bucket on the end of a rope. The contents (something like four cubic 
metres) were carried well away from the hut to be spread out over the 
moor. There were few volunteers for the job. I did it once with Bob 
Richardson 's help and assisted Dave Dawson another time when he was 
custodian. He came within a hair's breadth of falling into the tank. I 
remember the look of shock on his face as he teetered on the edge and just 
managed to recover his balance. Fate has a way of dealing with those who 
elude its grasp. Years later Dave ran across a road in Timbuktu to evade 
traffic and fell headlong into a ripe sewage ditch. On another occasion 
Bob and I were clearing the outlet ditch from the tank. This became 
overgrown yearly due to the plentiful supply of nutrients. The run-off was 
supposed to be a clear harmless liquid but we hadn ' t realised that there 
was a back-up behind the outlet pipe. As we cleared the last bit there was 
an explosion and a torrent of liquid sewage spewed into the ditch and 
down to the river. We tried in vain to stem the flow. In minutes the river 
was deep green for several hundred yards and we had visions of wiping 
out lacksonville and every camper down to Loch Etive. That septic tank 
is long gone and the sewage facilities at Lagangarbh are now as good as 
regulations demand. 

All the available energy in the Club in the Seventies was devoted to 
improving the standard of existing huts. There was no stimulus for 
expansion into new areas although Skidmore conducted a campaign for 
an Arran hut but got little support, even from his friends . By the Eighties 
there was loud pressure for a hut in the Cairngorms and a search began 
that extended over several years and involved a variety of people. I don ' t 
remember much enthusiasm in the huts sub-committee where 10 years of 
fairly continuous upgrading work had exhausted the supply of willing 
helpers. Some cottages were explored in and about Glen Feshie, but 
eventually, a decision was made to purchase one near Dalwhinnie, known 
then as Halfway. It was no longer occupied and in poor condition, 
something confirmed by survey. The original aim to refurbish the existing 
structure was abandoned and a commitment made to demolish it and build 
a new cottage to be funded by a loan from the SMT. This was to be built 
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by professionals and outfitted by Club members, a decision that must 
have been regretted many times by Gerry Peet, the convenor, and Bill 
Duncan, the custodian . The outfitting became a marathon slog that lasted 
months for the three or four regulars who brought it to completion late in 
1988. Those work parties were just about the end of the old ways for 
carrying out major work using Club members. The well of goodwill had 
run dry. Individual custodians can still rely on members and friends for 
routine upkeep tasks such as painting, but the usual approach now is to 
leave major work to professionals. Growth of hut income makes this 
possible and it is, overall, the most economic approach but it has to be 
admitted that something of the old camaraderie has gone with the passing 
of big work parties. The gas lift on the Ben retains something of the flavour 
of the old days but that work party is popular because of the opportunity 
to ride in a helicopter. 

I question if the Club 's investment in the Raeburn has paid off. It is the 
least used of our huts and if it were a commercial enterprise it would have 
been abandoned long ago. It may be the setting. The distant outlook to the 
north-west is pleasant but the immediate surroundings of the hut are a bit 
dull and can only get worse as the surrounding forests grow. It lacks the 
romantic sense of off-road isolation that even Ling possesses, or the 
compensating convenience of location close to any of the climbing and 
walking areas that its users aim for. It is an excellent facility in the wrong 
place. One thing in its favour from a custodian's point of view is that 
university and other problem clubs avoid it and it has been fairly free 
from user-originated problems. 

From the late Seventies on, the sub-committee changed its policy towards 
Ling and invested heavily in improvements to make it more comfortable. 
Before then, work was confined to keeping it wind and watertight. The 
lease included a requirement to maintain the access path, and one Sunday, 
while repairing the bridge a work party was harangued by the Free Kirk 
minister from Applecross for desecrating his Sabbath. An attempt was 
made to provide work parties for Ling by combining the twice-yearly 
sub-committee meeting with work on the hut. It was a successful approach 
for a year or two but tried the patience of Club officials who had to attend 
the meeting and the main committee meeting somewhere else the following 
weekend. Current practice has the sub-committee meeting on the same 
day and prior to the main committee. Meetings alternate between Raeburn 
and Lagangarbh. 

Although Ling custodians have steadily transformed the hut over the 
past 30 years, it will never receive the wholesale reconstruction that has 
been applied to Lagangarbh unless the conditions of lease are altered to 
our advantage. To date, the estate has indicated that it has no plans to evict 
us but is unwilling to provide a long-term lease that would justify a major 
upgrade. 
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The Nineties saw Lagangarbh reconstructed for the fourth time in 30 
years ; Dave Dawson had carried out an internal rebuild after the work on 
the exterior and the toilet done in my time. Some of the deficiencies in 
materials used in earlier rebuilds had been emphasised when Neil Quinn 
fell through a floor weakened by damp. The work, for which Curly Ross 
and Benny Swan were responsible, included reroofing, a complete internal 
refit and a rebuild of the extension, which had never been a success. The 
interior of the hut today retains very little of the original. 

From the mid-Nineties, members keen to have a North-west hut harassed 
the subcommittee. The growth of rock climbing in that area, coupled with 
an increasing number of members north of the Great Glen and the great 
improvement in road links since the 1960s, coincided with the existence 
of the Ayscough bequest. The latter needed an outlet and that was provided 
by the North-west hut. Like the Raeburn Hut it had a long drawn-out 
gestation but the wait has been worth it. The Naismith hut opened in early 
2000 and is a gem, both in itself and in its setting. It is hard to see how it 
can be anything other than a success with SMC members and other hut 
users in the years to come. This hut has been reconstructed and outfitted 
by a professional builder with only a minimal Club involvement. Like the 
Raeburn, the Naismith 's design is the work of Dougie Niven but it has a 
cosiness that the Raeburn lacks. 

In recent years attention returned to the CIe. The sub-committee had 
long been conscious of the hut's impact on the environment of the Ben, 
arising from its users and the hordes that make it a waypoint. The 70 or so 
gas cylinders that accumulated over time to meet a two-year replenishment 
cycle were an eyesore and potential hazard. Developments at the hut in 
recent years and for the near future had two aims. Firstly, to greatly reduce 
the number of cylinders and house them in a less obtrusive spot and, 
secondly, to deal with faecal waste derived from hut users. The first aim 
has been largely achieved, at increased running cost, by moving to a shorter 
replenishment cycle and by storing the reduced number of cylinders in a 
less conspicuous position. There was also an aim to reduce the amount of 
gas being used in the hut by generating electricity that would take over 
the lighting and other services and provide heat to reduce condensation. 
The difficulty to be faced was the method of generating electricity. Power 
cables were a non-starter on cost and environmental grounds. A hydro 
scheme was proposed but the problems associated with the range of water 
conditions to be coped with could not be solved in a suitably small-scale 
facility. The present solution, which uses a wind-powered generator, 
aroused considerable hostility and the scheme was accepted by the Club 
on a trial basis only. If it survives the hostility and proves to be effective 
over time then the power generated can also be used to run a waste 
management facility for hut users . This will recycle toilet waste under the 
range of climatic extremes encountered on the Ben. The proposal is also 
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the cause of objections, arising from the cost involved. There is, in addition, 
growing pressure on the Club to make provision for the waste deposited 
near the hut by passers-by. Some members take the view that this is not 
the Club's problem, but without the presence of the hut it would not be a 
problem at all so we cannot close our ears to criticism. These issues will 
remain the most pressing and contentious to be addressed by the sub
committee and the Club in coming years. It's worth recording that regular 
tests on the water supply at the CIC and other huts have never indicated 
any contamination above EEC standards and much of the concern is on 
aesthetic grounds. It should also be noted that sheep and deer make their 
contribution too. 

The policy of the sub-committee is continuous improvement to the huts 
using the income from charges. At one time, hut income was used to 
subsidise membership fees but that ended long ago. The only benefit that 
members receive is free use and a guaranteed number of places in each 
hut at all times. On occasions the allocation is too small but this is a fairly 
infrequent occurrence. If use by members increased then the allocation 
would be raised. Income derived from hut users is devoted to upkeep and 
development, apart from a proportion set aside for a contingency fund to 
cover any major and unforeseen costs. It is the fees paid by non-members 
that maintain the huts so we have a duty to provide value for money and 
to treat these users with respect. We have moved away from the Spartan 
facilities that were once acceptable, but the intention is not to provide 
luxurious accommodation for its own sake. A high standard of finish aims 
at reducing maintenance and increasing durability and ease of cleaning. 
Provision of showers is a debatable area. My own view is anti, as they 
tend to become grot holes. The acid test for any hut facility is the one that 
applied to the old chemical toilet at the Cle. Ask yourself if you would 
use it (or clean it!). 

As we come to the end of the current upgrading cycle we may accumulate 
more money in the hut fund than can be used if the protests of critics keep 
major expenditure on the CIC on hold. When income is accumulated at 
too high a rate, hut dues can be retained at current levels for a longer 
period as has been done in the past in similar circumstances. For many 
years Youth Hostel charges were used as a rough benchmark in setting 
rates. The present levels are usually determined by the Treasurer's judgment 
of whether current and future income will match custodians' predictions 
of expenditure for the next year or two . 

. The most recent development at huts is a change to the locks that provides 
dedicated keys for each hut but a master key can be purchased by members 
that gives access to all huts. This means that hut users who purchase keys 
can make a considerable saving, apart from the convenience. The former 
key at Raeburn cost £16 alone. 

Criticism of SMC policy on huts that is levelled at us by individuals 
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outside the Club, or uninformed parts ofthe outdoor media, is unjustified 
when one considers that our policy makes huts available to users with few 
restrictions other than the need to treat them in a civilised manner. 
Ignorance and malice from these quarters can be tolerated and the most 
vocal are not regular hut users. It is harder for those most closely associated 
with running the CIC to absorb criticism from our own members, even 
when it is well intentioned. Only those directly responsible for meeting 
the huge demand for places at the CIC - from Gerry Pe et, through Bob 
Richardson to Robin Clothier - can appreciate the problems involved in 
maintaining this facility in an acceptable state for users while addressing 
the environmental problems caused by its presence in a sensitive area. If 
we have failed to achieve a satisfactory balance between these 
considerations, it is not for the want of imagination or effort. 

There is still a view among members that the sub-committee's 
unwillingness to allow access to the huts by casual visitors reflects badly 
on the SMC and indeed many critics have used it against us. The policy is 
the result of direct experience, especially at the CIe. It would be much 
more pleasant for everyone if we could offer this kind of hospitality, but 
numbers and the high incidence of theft makes it impossible. Among my 
list of things I wish were different, such as no nuclear weapons and no 
Phillips screws, I would include the discovery that Ben Nevis was the 
second highest mountain in Britain. 

In looking back over work on our huts during the past 30 years I have 
concentrated on my direct experience. Outstanding work by custodians 
and others that took place outside my ken has received little or no coverage. 
It would require a much lengthier account than this one to give everyone 
due credit. The SMC has been fortunate in the convenors, custodians, 
sub-committee members and participants in work parties who have toiled 
on its behalf through more than 70 years of hut ownership. The periods of 
service of some convenors and custodians are very impressive, particularly 
for the CIC, which is the most difficult of the huts to maintain. 

If criticism from the wider Club has seemed at times to be gratuitous 
and unfair, those involved with huts have to remember that no one was 
forced to undertake the work. Criticism is a necessary safeguard for the 
overall interests of the whole Club. However, a criticism that might be 
levelled at the wider Club in reply is regret that so few members take 
advantage of the facilities offered by the huts for convenient and 
comfortable access to our mountains. 

We may have reached the finallirnit in hut ownership now but I doubt 
it. There are still areas where access to the hills would benefit from an 
SMC hut, both for members and the whole body of climbers and walkers 
that we also serve. Restrictions on wild camping are spreading and many 
climbers have an innate dislike of organised campsites. Skidmore may 
yet get his Arran hut before he becomes too old to take advantage of it. 
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THE GREAT BEAST 

By Hamish McInnes 

"Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law." 

THERE have been some great characters in the climbing world, but none 
approach the notoriety of Aleister Crowley. He had a long association 
with Scotland and in 1889 he bought Boleskine House overlooking Loch 
Ness with two acres ofland after scouring the length and breadth of Britain 
for a retreat suitable for his unusual tastes and rituals. He wasn 't labelled 
The Great Beast for nothing! Later Boleskine was to have another well 
known owner, Jimmy Page of Led Zeppelin, who together with the Beatles 
was an admirer of Aleister the 'magician'. 

Like most climbers of my era I had heard of Crowley and the accounts 
of his deeds, I assumed, were exaggerated. It was only when I was recording 
an interview with Dr. Tom Longstaff in Achiltibuie that I had a first-hand 
account of the man. Tom obviously didn't have much time for him. They 
had returned from separate expeditions on board ship from the Indian 
sub-continent and at dinner Crowley was flamboyantly dressed in Highland 
regalia with a white silk shirt. Next night Crowley's evening attire was 
the same and Tom asked him pointedly if he was wearing the same white 
shirt as on the previous evening. Aleister protested that he wasn't. 

"The man was an impostor," Tom told me. 
However, my literary encounter with 'The Great Beast 666' was on a 

Himalayan expedition, where I devoured his book, which he modestly 
described as the autobiography of a saint. The voluminous paperback had 
been dismembered, with a well-thumbed chapter left at each camp on the 
mountain - inspiration to gain altitude if you were a Crowleyite? 

Young Aleister's first hands-on contact with Scottish mountains was in 
April 1892 when, with his mother, he went to stay at Sligachan Hotel on 
the doorstep of the Cuillin. Alick, as he was originally called, knew zilch 
about climbing. For six years the famous Professor Norman Collie had 
been using the hotel as a base for his Cuillin peregrinations and he was 
there. Also at Sligachan on that occasion was Sir Joseph Lister of antiseptic 
fame , a keen mountaineer. He was so impressed by young Alick's 
enthusiasm for mountains that he suggested that next day the 16-year-old 
should accompany a bunch of climbers - Baron Lister' s pals - on an 
ascent of Pinnacle Ridge of Sgurr nan Gillean, a peak appropriately named 
in Gaelic, 'The Peak of the Young Men'. That was a 'jump start' for the 
youthful Aleister and he became as addicted to mountaineering as he later 
became addicted to morphine. He was destined' to become the most 
controversial climber of the Edwardian era. 
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In his late teens, after his Skye vacation, he was shuttled from one public 
school to another and ended up in Eastbourne, where as a young, but 
celebrated, chess player, he wrote a local chess column for the Eastbourne 
Gazette. Nearby were the dangerous cliffs of Beachy Head which was to 
be his klettergarten. Here, as well as in Wales and in the Lakes he pioneered 
new routes, some of which can still be found in guidebooks today. 

His first alpine trip was in 1896 - to the Bernese Oberland. He was 
studying at Trinity College, Cambridge at the time and accompanied one 
of the tutors, Morris Travers, the famous chemist and a mate of Collie's. 
Aleister had considerable respect for Travers, who as well as being a 
competent mountaineer, was popular with his female students. They made 
the first guideless traverse of the Monch and the first traverse of the 
Aiguilles Rouges. Travers, a strong man, must have been an understanding 
tutor of 666 for he allowed Aleister, who was wearing crampons, to stand 
on his shoulders for 40 minutes as he acted as a human bridge across a 
crevasse while Aleisteir cut steps in the ice above. The two men had 
obviously a successful partnership and it may have blossomed further 
had it not been for Travers 's success in chemistry, for in 1890 he discovered 
neon, xenon and krypton - exit their embryo plans for the Himalaya. 

Aleister's next mountaineering contact of importance was when he met 
Oscar Eckenstein at the Wastdale Hotel in Cumberland. Eckenstein was 
even more of a maverick than Crowley, but they had similar mathematical 
brains. In fact, Oscar was a mathematician and he was to become the 
young man's mentor. Eckenstein, as well as developing the crampon from 
its primitive concept, taught Aleister to glissade as they called it. In fact, it 
was the 'modern ' technique of self-arrest on steep snow slopes. Oscar 
was a formidable mountaineer, but didn't conform to the dictates of the 
then all powerful Alpine Club. 

Later Crowley was to write in his Diary ofa Drug Fiend of Eckenstein, 
one of the few people he ever respected . "I had the great fortune to be 
adopted by this man; he taught me how to climb; in particular how to 
glissade. He made me start down the slope from all kinds of complicated 
positions; head first and so on; and I had to let myself slide without 
attempting to save myself until he gave the word, and then I had to recover 
myself and finish, either sitting or standing, as he chose, to swerve or 
stop, while he counted five . And he gave me progressively dangerous 
exercises. Of course, this sounds all rather obvious, but as a matter of 
fact, he was the only man who had learnt and who taught to glissade in 
this thorough way .. . " 

On one occasion in the Alps, Tom Longstaff watched Aleisteir climb an 
ice fall "just for a promenade - probably the first and perhaps the only 
time this mad, dangerous and difficult route had been taken .. . " 
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In 1902, Crowley and Eckenstein fulfilled their ambition in tackling 
K2. Crowley who should have been founder of a book of unusual records , 
reached, "a world record height for a poet of 20,000ft.". His verse was of 
questionable merit. He also claimed a world altitude record for someone 
suffering from malaria! 

The next major expedition, of which he was leader, was to 
Kangchenjunga in 1905. This time Eckenstein couldn't make it, which 
probably spelled disaster for his young understudy. He was one of the few 
people Crowley respected and listened to. 

One of the members of this expedition was Jacot Guillarmod, who had 
been with him on the K2 trip. They fell out, for Crowley behaved 
abominably. At 21,000ft., Guillarmod and two other climbers plus three 
porters decided to retreat to Camp 3. Aleister decided to stay where he 
was at Camp 5. Later, he wrote that he had warned them not to descend as 
he had a premonition of disaster. On the descent one of the porters slipped, 
pulling off four of the others which started a large avalanche. Another 
expedition member, Charles Reymond, who had also decided to stay at 
Camp 5 in another tent, dashed down to help the avalanched party. Aleisteir 
stayed where he was and went down the next morning. Afterwards, he 
claimed to have heard ghostly voices in the region of Camp 4 (they were 
still digging for the bodies) but he claimed he didn't see them, though 
they saw him! He carried on down the mountain and next met up with the 
furious survivors of the expedition in Darjeeling. 

Aleister Crowley's career went into decline after the fateful 
Kangchenjunga tragedy spiralling into a freefall of excesses, black magic, 
sexual depravity, secret temples and drugs. He was a man of great potential 
who took several wrong turnings. Somerset Maugham was an admirer 
and 'Oliver Haddo' in Maugham's Magician is a thinly-disguised Crowley. 

"Do what thy wilt shall be the whole of the law," was the watchword of 
The Great Beast. It was a quote which later was to became fashionable in 
the freedom of the 1960s. Aleister Crowley died in Hastings in 1947 a 
broken man. 

AN examination of the records at the National Library in Edinburgh shows 
that Crowley's application to join the Scottish Mountaineering Club dated 
September 24, 1894 was sponsored by none other than A. E. Maylard. Well, 
how was he to know. Having said that, quite clearly a man who would, or 
indeed was of such calibre that he could be reasonably suspected of wearing 
a white shirt two days running was only one short step away from drug abuse 
and sexual depravity. For anyone interested to read more of Crowley see his 
own article (SMCJ Vol. Ill. P.288), Chalk Climbing On Beachy Head. 

We have also heard tell that our own R. N. Camp bell is, if not a disciple, 
then at least an admirer of Crowley and all his works. Not surprising? You 
might think that but we couldn't possibly comment. (Hon. Ed.) 
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THE WAY THINGS WERE ... 

By Derek Pyper 

SOMEHOW we knew this winter was going to be different. The signs came 
at the back end of 1962 with reports of storms wreaking havoc on the 
Continent - the worst in living memory they said. It quickly became our 
turn and the North East of Scotland was subjected to days of fierce gales 
and blizzards. It was the first time anyone in Aberdeen could recall the 
necessity for trawl skippers to move their vessels into the more sheltered 
Upper Dock. 

Headlines of gloom abounded: Snow chaos in the North East, Crew 
winched from battered trawler, Blizzard from Hell - never understood 
that one. We were unashamedly rubbing our hands with glee - surely this 
would be a special winter for climbing. 

It had also occurred to me that the approaching winter might be 
extraordinary, not just for climbers, but for the whole planet. 

John F. Kennedy had just blockaded Cuba and the Russian Fleet was 
sailing for a confrontation. The threat of all-out nuclear war loomed very 
large. If only they could delay throwing the things about until end of the 
winter! 

It was certainly a troubled time - the Chinese were starting to make 
their presence felt; there was fighting in the Congo; the Berlin situation 
was deteriorating; nuclear devices were being tested in the Pacific far too 
often for comfort, but there is always a silver lining - we got an extra 
half-hour's drinking time. Then the authorities excelled themselves by 
allowing - for the first time - hotel bars to open on a Sunday. Gone was 
the bizarre situation where it was compulsory to sign your name in an 
hotel's bona fide travellers' book before being served. It was nothing 
unusual to have a Sunday pint in the company of Donald Duck, Goofy 
and numerous Mickey Mice. 

Half-an-hour may not seem long but it made the world of difference to 
us. It meant that after sitting in a refrigerated Deeside bus for three hours, 
which arrived in Braemar with irritating punctuality 10 minutes after the 
pub shut at 9.30, we now had at least 20 minutes to psyche ourselves up 
for the long trudge to Bob Scott's Luibeg bothy. 

Despite the fact that no one in our group owned a car - which precluded 
trips furth of Deeside - we nonetheless recognised that we were very 
fortunate in having a bus service which gave access to some magnificent 
climbing areas. We had the choice of climbing on Lochnagar from the 
Gelder Shiel; Beinn a' Bhuird from the howffs in Glen Slugain; Creag a' 
Choire Etchachan, Coire Sputan Dearg from Luibeg or the Hutchison Hut, 
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and Braeriach, again from Luibeg, or Corrour Bothy. On occasions we 
would climb in the Northern Corries of Cairngorm after having tramped 
from the Coire Etchachan hut - they were long days. It became the norm 
for us to run out of daylight after only having climbed the first pitch. 

I can just about hear: "Tut, Tut," from today's instructors and 
sophisticated rescue teams, but climbing for us at weekends was delicious 
freedom from the town and work place. Climbing manuals - if they existed 
- would not have interested us; instructors and rescue people were thin on 
the ground; we knew none, and even if we had crossed paths any proffered 
advice would have provided some mild amusement. 

In this insular environment we encountered few climbers from the south; 
probably because the Glen Shee road was always blocked, but this all 
changed once the skiing started. 

Lochnagar was our favourite place because of the bothy in Glen Gelder. 
It only took an hour of brisk walking from the road and there was a good 
chance we would have the place to ourselves. In winter, it was not a popular 
place: there was no fire , and occasionally water would come through the 
wall below the window, cross the cobbled floor, and out the door. 
Sometimes a hard frost prevented its exit. In the days before camping 
mats the cobbles made for aching bones in the morning. Of course, this 
was all grist to the mill- if we could survive in Gelder, future benightments 
held no terror. 

So, a few weeks after the New Year, it was to this lonely circle of trees 
that Jim McArtney and myself were headed one cold and frosty Friday 
night. We stepped off the bus into the snow and hoisted on our rucksacks 
with Mac Smith 's incredulous voice ringing in our ears: "Ye' re nae gaun 
up tae 'at cauld hole GelderT' 

We replied saying that Lochnagar would be in great nick, and - just 
before the bus moved off - that we had heard the Army had been at the 
bothy and had left piles of tinned food. This was just a wind-up for we 
had heard no such thing. We fully expected a scramble for the door because 
finding Army tins at a bothy was a real boon. If buried nearby they could 
sustain a couple of climbers for a number of weekends, depending on the 
haul. I well remember a bunch of us arriving in Braemar where it was 
rumoured that the Army had been exercising at Etchachan. Immediately, 
all plans of climbing elsewhere were abandoned and it was hell for leather 
to the Hutchison Hut. 

So, there we were, watching the rear lights of the Strachan's bus 
disappear round the corner - our last chance of a pint and a warm fire. 
After half-an-hour, thoughts of that nonsense were dismissed when we 
saw the North-east Corrie bathed in moonlight and looking so near. It was 
really plastered - no black bits showing through. It always seems a quick 
walk-in when the cliffs can be viewed in such splendour. 
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Good, just as we thought, the hook was firmly in its place - no one in 
the stable. It would have spoiled the night if there had been others present. 

Gelder is a strange place - some think it is haunted - with the two 
buildings in a circle of tall pines set in the middle of a vast moor. The 
house is always locked except when the Royals finish their day's shoot 
and use it for a brew-up. It was on one such day that Mike Rennie and 
Mike Forbes returned to the bothy - after their first ascent of Crypt - to 
find a great clutter of Land-Rovers and a huge stag lying very dead on the 
grass. They had never been so close to a beast before and were admiring it 
when this woman in a headscarf came round the side of house and asked 
them if they had been climbing and if they were staying the night at the 
stable. They told her they had been rock-climbing and were off down the 
glen to catch the bus to attend the Braemar dancing. 

"You must be tired after your climb, if you wait a few minutes I will get 
my husband to drive you down to Crathie," said the Queen. 

The two Mikes were soon ensconced in the front seat of the Rover, with 
a very grumpy Duke, leading a convoy of shooters, and soldiers who had 
been on gillie duty. Rennie tried to engage his chauffeur in light 
conversation, but his high and mighty was having none of it and was 
extremely rude. The lads must have noticed the thumb mark on his head! 
In the Fife Arms that night Rennie, who was well known for having 
abrasive encounters, said: "If the sodgers hidnae been there I wid have 
belted him." 

So, Jim and I, before nodding off into a dreamy world with Bridget 
Bardot and Sophia Loren, we had given some thought as to what we would 
climb next day, but as usual, we decided that the Corrie was the best place 
for choosing a route. Anything can happen before the sun does its twirly. 
At Gelder you don't have to go outside to know that the weather has 
changed - the sough of the wind through the tall trees tells you all you 
need to know. 

Bloody hell! After such a great night. We stayed in our bags, but the 
cobbles ensured that a long lie was out of the question. Jim had a look 
outside and said: "The hill is covered in cloud ... it looks like it might 
snow .. .it's starting to blow a hooley ... but apart from that it 's a fine enough 
day!" That tells you nothing. You have to get up and see for yourself, even 
just to argue about it. 

He was right, it wasn't bad enough to stay at the bothy, but not good 
enough to be ambitious. 

I started the fry-up. A couple of years previous this would have been 
McArtney's job when he was Davie Reid and myself's Deeita (do it all). 
The Creag Dhu had their Black Boys - we had our Deeitas. One morning 
at Luibeg he was told to prepare breakfast while we went outside to see 
what the weather was doing. A few moments' later he joined us. He only 
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remembered his responsibility when there was a loud bellow from the 
bothy and the door opened discharging a cloud of smoke and revealing a 
figure in underpants trying to get some distance between himself and a 
hot dixie of charred sausage, bacon and eggs. 

Jim, I think, learned from his father, who worked in the shipyards, where 
they used to say: "If you don't like a job make an arse of it and they'll 
never ask you again." It certainly worked as far as we were concerned. 

Greased up and geared up we set out for the corrie. We always found it 
difficult getting going after a fry-up, but comforted in the thought that it 
would sustain us for a good part of the day. Porridge, on the other hand, 
lasted about five minutes which, I suppose, was still close enough to the 
bothy to turn back for something more substantial! 

Part of the enjoyment of climbing in those days was the unsophisticated 
gear. I wore Army moleskin trousers cut into breeches - Jim preferred 
Army riding-type breeches; pullovers that our mothers had knitted, and 
we both wore U.S. Army boots which I had nailed with Swiss tricounis to 
our own patterns. We didn' t have gaiters . I had an aunt who made kilts 
and I got long off-cuts of 3-inch tartan which I wrapped round my ankles 
and legs. Sometimes on the middle of a pitch the safety pin came out and 
I would reach a stance with a tartan trail. Ex-war department ice axes 
were the most common unless you had visited the Alps and acquired an 
Austrian Aschenbrenner or a French Charlet. We considered crampons 
were fine for the Alps but a waste of time in the Cairngorms. 

The walk up to the corrie usually gives an inkling of what the conditions 
on the cliff are going to be like - today was no different. Great walking up 
bone-hard snow at the start, but higher up, we met with big drifts of powder 
snow. So, one thing was plain to us, it was a buttress day, keep out of the 
gullies. 

We had done almost all of the existing summer routes and quite a number 
of them in winter but we hadn't done Eagle Ridge or Shadow Buttress B 
in winter. The weather didn't seem to be getting any worse, but then again 
sometimes the corrie is very sheltered with the wind blowing over the 
top. 

It was now midday and Eagle Ridge could take a while, and anyway, I 
had always dreamed of doing it on a perfect sunny day. (I did eventually 
climb it, but never got my sunny day!). So Shadow B it was. 

We didn 't know anyone who had climbed it in winter apart from the 
first party of Tom Patey and Alan Will and they had dispensed with the 
650ft. in about an hour and a half. I knew Patey could move fast, and they 
were blessed with perfect snow, but on looking up I reckoned it would 
take us about two hours just to get over the first steep 200ft. 

On reaching the rocks at the side of Douglas Gibson's Gully we could 
see there was no chance of a short excursion to the top. From below it had 
Derek Pyper, Davie Reid and lim McArtney and Lochnagar ill 1962. Photo: Mike Smith. 
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looked so different, but closer inspection revealed hard snow in the grooves 
and ledges but an inch coating of fog crystals on the rock - not enough to 
stand on but enough to hide any holds. 

In the guide book a reason given for Patey's fast time was "the party's 
thorough knowledge of the route in summer". Well I had climbed the 
route twice and could claim to have more than a little knowledge of it, but 
that was cold comfort in these conditions. 

Off went Jim eager to get to grips with whatever presented itself. 
Hacking, kicking and scrabbling his way up the first grooves was not a 
pretty sight - style, he cared not a jot. I once told him that there were so 
many sparks coming from his nailed boots that the climb was in danger of 
losing its winter status. 

I liked climbing with McArtney - he didn't hang around: not the up one 
minute, down the next; a dither here and a teeter there; no tentative 
outstretched leg with a foot at the end of it that knows there is nothing at 
all there to put a toe on; none of this caressing-the-rock nonsense, just 
honest-to-goodness progress. 

"Hey min, up ye come," drifted down from his perch about 150ft. up. I 
had shouted a few minutes before that he had only about 10ft. of rope left 
but he seemed not to notice until no more rope was forthcoming, got the 
message and found a belay. After a slow start I began to get some rhythm 
into my movements and started to enjoy the typical Lochnagar climbing; 
jamming feet in the grooves and pulling up on the rounded edges. On this 
sort of ground I find the axe more of a hindrance, so into the waistline it 
goes - besides everything has been cut or brushed away by the leader. It 
also saves time. 

I reached the belay - if that's what it was - got the axe out of the waistline 
and climbed past. It seemed to be a lot steeper here with great smooth 
slabs on the right overlooking the gully giving two-dimensional exposure. 
I followed a crack which was choked with good hard snow ice - perfect 
for fashioning great jugs and soon reached the two small pinnacles, about 
60ft. above Jim. I thought about carrying on, but I remembered his 'belay' 
- a flake which was probably loose in summer but was now frosted into 
the turf. My suspicions were confirmed when I shouted for him to come 
up for he left his ledge with indecent haste - he would normally have sat 
tight and told me I still had 100ft. of rope. 

The Lochnagar cliffs must rival any other in Scotland for the best view 
while sitting at a belay. The mist might be swirling around above you but 
often the lesser hills of Deeside are clear and pink with the afternoon sun. 
The eye can rove from hill to hill but always seems to settle on the Gelder 
Shiel- a black oasis in a big white desert - before appraising the cliff and 
tracing the routes. This is real Patey country with his legacy of new rock 
and winter routes, and a girdle traverse. He was a keen lad and different. 
Tough-Brown Face, Locllllagar - July 2000 - Parallel B chimney no more. Photo: Creg Strange. 
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One weekend Big Stan Long (he was big - 6ft. 6ins.) decided that his old 
climbing trousers had been trousers a long time; climbed up onto the roof 
of the Gelder Shiel, and ceremoniously tied them to the chimney to give 
them a right Royal send off. Alas, it was not to be. Tom arrived at the 
bothy the next weekend, and in passing, admired the garment. Up he went, 
fetched down the trousers, discarded his own, donned his new-won prize 
and made a bee-line for the Corrie. They don't make them like that any 
more - and I'm not talking about the trousers. Mac'Smith used to call him 
'The Machine'. 

"Tak' in the slack," interrupted my reverie. Jim was just a few feet 
below me and between moves was looking at what was above the belay. 
When he reached my stance he realised why I had stopped. 

Above the left-hand tooth of rock is a wall which I remembered as a 
friction move left to grab a flake and a line of good holds to gain the foot 
of a groove. I stood on top of the little pinnacle and scraped some of the 
hard snow and crystals for a foothold which I hoped would hold long 
enough to move up and left to the flake. Each time I tried I was completely 
out of balance so I got Jim to adjust his belay and climb up a few feet to 
give me a bit of tension. It was all I needed and after couple of scrabbling 
heart-in-the-mouth moves I got the flake, but then had to transfer the axe 
to my left hand in order to clear the snow off the rest of the holds. This is 
a particularly exhausting exercise if you are right-handed, especially when 
there is nothing much for the feet. 

Eventually, I gained the groove and decided to stop at the first available 
belay. I knew that there was a belay at the top of this steep section where 
I could stop but maybe I wouldn't find it. After a few feet up the groove I 
spotted a snow-filled crack and scraped it clean. Yes, this was just perfect 
for the secret weapon - a lO-inch ring spike. I thumped this in, with the 
slater's hammer, right up to the hilt and reckoned it would hold McArtney's 
beer gut - no bother at all. 

So, it was his turn at scrabble! The trouble for him was that my thrashing 
about had left most of the slab devoid of snow. I was itching to give him 
a tight rope, but our Jimmer was made of stern stuff and after a couple of 
quicksteps - that would have had the local whirlybirds at Braemar's 
Auchindryne Hall on a Saturday in raptures - he grasped the flake and 
nipped across to the groove and soon reached me with a grin and said: 
"You thought I was going to ask for a pull on the rope." 

"Never crossed my mind." Liar, liar, you're bum's on fire. 
He admired the belay and said: "That's yon peg that we got in Parallel 

B in the summer." He was right. He moved off up and I sat and recalled 
how I got the peg. 

A couple of winters previous, on quite a bad day, I came into the corrie 
and saw a pair retreating from Parallel B. Our paths crossed and it was the 
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Edinburgh climbers, Robin Smith and George Ritchie, who had been trying 
to claim the second winter ascent but had been beaten by spindrift. Robin 
wasn't very happy at having to come down, and to add insult to injury, 
was forced to leave his new ringspike. Volunteering this information was 
rather naive, I thought. He maybe forgot I was an Aberdonian. So, a few 
months' later Jim and I made a date with Parallel B, and what do you 
know? Here it was, sticking out from the left wall of the big chimney (no 
chimney now). It lifted straight out without the slightest resistance - I 
never got the chance to tell Smith that. 

Another roar from Jim took me back to the present and on up to join 
him. It had taken almost two hours to get up the steep part. Patey/will's 
one-and-a-half hours was beginning to prey on our minds. But at least we 
were on fairly easy ground now and might reach the top in a respectable 
time. Fat chance! 

Through the gloom and mist of the late afternoon we managed to move 
together for sections, but had to take belays for one or two awkward steps. 
The higher we got we became aware of something that could seriously 
damage our chances of a pint in the Fife that night - the cornice. The 
nearer we got the worse it looked. 

We took the usual useless ice-axe belay and I started to cut my way 
through. It was going to be a tunnel job. I got up about 20ft.; seemed to be 
going into the very bowls of the mountain; got extremely nackered, so 
came down. Besides, Jim had started singing and the only way to get him 
to cease was to get him climbing and short of breath. 

His voice defied description except possibly to say that it made a 
didgeridoo sound melodic. When he was at primary school it was the turn 
of his class to sing at the annual concert. During the rehearsal his tortured 
tones had such a disheartening affect on all present that the music teacher 
suggested to little James that on the big night it would be better if he 
mimed. He thought that was a great wheeze, but after the concert, when 
his mother found out, she was furious - felt that somehow she had been 
cheated. 

After a quick change-over off he went and I knew that he wouldn't 
have too far to go after my high point, and also there was probably no way 
he would come back down anyway - he was a strong lad of shipyard 
stock. 

The rope ran out quickly at first, then stopped when he had to start 
tunnelling for himself. I settled in for a long wait. After what seemed like 
an hour the rope started snaking out. Good, he had reached the windy 
plateau. This is the point where you don ' t know what to do. You can't 
hear a thing. You can't start climbing in case he's not ready and you slip 
and pull him down. He is more than likely yelling his head off for you get 
a move on. But somehow, you know when its time to go as the rope begins 
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to pull you Up and you can't bend down to get the axe; but it's being 
pulled up as well, so off you go, hoping you've guessed right. 

It was dark when I reached out of the hole and did a mantelshelf onto 
the plateau. The climb had taken all of four hours. The first ascent of one
and-a-half hours seemed like a joke - a bad one. But, no matter, there was 
still the faintest chance of that pint. Off we went counting the gullies until 
we passed the Black Spout and scampered down the North-east Arete. 
Then across the moor cursing when we fell down holes and giggling when 
we rolled in the drifts. At Gelder, a quick mouthful of last night's cold 
corn beef hash and down the road to intercept the bus for the Promised 
Land - Braemar. 

Into the pub we went. There they were, the usual beery faces looking up 
in anticipation of someone fresh to take the piss out of. Later, at closing 
time one of the old guard asked us what we done, and on telling him 
Shadow Buttress B, there was a murmur of: "Very good." But then Mac 
Smith, who knows how to hurt a man's feelings , said: "Ah, but foo lang 
did ye tak '?" 

"Four hours," I said. 
For the second time in 24 hours we were the respondents of his 

incredulous voice accompanied by a gaze of withering intensity: "Four 
hours? Patey did it in ... " 

"Yeh, yeh, yeh," and we disappeared in the direction of a pig shed called 
Vermin Villa and crashed out just as happy as the pigs among .. . . 

SPECTRE ON AN-TELLACH 

It came as a surprise above 
louring, leaden clouds 
breaking into sunshine, filtering, 
falling through light mists. 

This was no religious revelation 
spectacular yes, special, fleeting 
but my own shadow nevertheless 
cast ephemerally out and below my rocky stance. 

My only view of the Broken Spectre 
in a lifetime of summits left as quickly 
as it arrived to reveal sun-lit white cottages 
studded like diamonds on the bays and inlets far 
below. 

Gair Swanson 
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THE ARRAN MURDER OF 1889 

By Robin N. Campbell 

THE year of 1889 embraced the initiation and foundation of our Club, an 
organisation devoted to the offence of trespass. It was also a vintage year 
for the crime of murder. It was the year of Jack the Ripper's seventh and 
last murder in London (July 18), the year that the poisoner Mrs Maybrick 
was brought to trial in Liverpool (July 26), and it was the year of the 
'Arran Murder'. Two men - John Laurie and Edwin Rose - went up 
Goatfell on July 15, and only one - Laurie - came down. Rose's badly 
mutilated body was found three weeks later hidden below a large boulder 
in Coire nam Fuaran on the south side of Glen Sannox, by which time 
Laurie had guiltily fled from Glasgow. Laurie was apprehended and 
charged that he "did assault Rose, and did throw him down, and did beat 
him, and did murder him". He was subsequently tried and convicted in 
November. So far as I know, this is the only case of murder in our mountains 
to go to trial since recreational mountaineering began. 

The case was widely reported at the time, and excited enormous public 
interest before and after the trial. Even the adherents of the newly-formed 
SMC took note. Fraser Campbell, writing in the Journal of 1890, described 
a visit to Arran "on a Sunday" in July 1889, in the company of W. R. 
Lester. I The party made an anti-clockwise round of Glen Sannox. Reaching 
Mullach Buidhe, Campbell remarked: "As we looked down its rocky sides 
in Glen Sannox, we little recked of the horrid drama of which it was soon 
to be the scene - the ill-fated tourist, Mr Rose, having met his death there 
within 24 hours of our ascent." 

So Campbell and Lester passed above the murder site on July 14, just 
missing their chance to provide that forensic rarity - a witness to a mountain 
murder. For murder is never easier than in the mountains: a little push, 
gravity amply supplies the violent force, and who is to know, unless there 
is someone to see? Another early mountaineer, A. E. Robertson, noted in 
his diary for August 1889 that he mistook an Inspector of Schools from 
Edinburgh - no doubt a repulsive and menacing figure - for the 
unapprehended Arran murderer, simply because the Inspector suggested 
joining forces with Robertson and his friend for an ascent of Ben Cruachan.2 

Despite this proof of strong interest in the case from mountaineers, no 
expert witness from our ranks was called to the trial. However, there are 
some aspects of the case in which such expert advice would have been 
useful, particularly perhaps to the defence. I began reading about the case 
some years ago, when I was preparing the plot of a Sherlock Holmes 
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pastiche, and thinking about the likely conduct of a murderer-by-pushing 
in the aftermath of the fateful shove. 3 Although this was not how Laurie 
was charged, some of those who have written about the case subsequently 
have supposed that if Laurie murdered Rose, he did so by pushing him 
over a crag. 4 On a visit to Arran at Easter a few years ago, I located the 
place where Rose's body was found, took photographs, and explored the 
surrounding ground. Since that time, I have talked about the case to 
mountaineering audiences, exciting a degree of interest, particularly among 
hill walkers. For that reason, and to satisfy our new Editor, I offer a 
compressed account of the case here, together with a discussion of points 
of mountaineering interest and some other specific issues surrounding the 
trial and its verdict which have not been discussed elsewhere. Any reader 
whose interest is pricked should put flesh on the skeleton presented here 
by reading the books identified in notes 4 and 5. 

A Diary of the Case 
The facts of the case are as follows : 5 

Saturday, July 6: John Watson Laurie, 25 years old, a Coatbridge pattern
maker (mould-maker) employed at the Atlas Engineering Works in 
Springburn, leaves Glasgow and goes on holiday to Port Bannatyne, 
Bute, residing at the guesthouse of Mrs Currie of Iona Place under the 
alias of 'John Annandale' . 

Friday, July 12: Laurie goes on a day trip to Arran on the 1vanhoe. On 
board, he meets Edwin Robert Rose, 32 years old - a builder 's clerk 
from London, and Rose's holiday acquaintances Francis Mickel and 
William Thorn, both of Linlithgow. All three are resident at the Glenburn 
Hydropathic Hotel in Rothesay. Laurie mentions his new acquaintance 
by name to a friend, J ames Gillon Aitken, who is also on the ferry. Laurie 
books accommodation for a week with a Mrs Walker, at Invercloy in 
Brodick, then returns to Rothesay to spend the evening with his new 
friends at the Hydropathic. 

Saturday, July 13: Laurie, Mickel, Rose and Thorn sail from Rothesay to 
Brodick. Rose will share Laurie 's accommodation (and bed). All four 
take tea at Corrie in the residence of a friend of Thorn's, Andrew Francis 
Craig Gilmour (medical student) of Linlithgow. Mickel and Thorn had 
probably hoped to stay there, but eventually, they find lodging on a 
friend's yacht. 

Sunday, July 14: Laurie and Rose walk in Glen Rosa. 
Monday, July 15: Laurie and Rose spend most of the day with Mickel and 

Thorn. The latter pair then leave on the 3.30 ferry. Laurie and Rose.climb 
Goatfell and are seen on the summit by five witnesses, for the last time 
around 6.20. Laurie is seen by a shepherd crossing a field from the Sannox 
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graveyard to the Corrie road "between 9 and 9.30", but this evidence is 
firmly contradicted by two witnesses at the trial. So Laurie is next securely 
identified in the bar of Corrie Hotel just before lOpm. He drinks there 
briefly, then leaves on foot presumably for Brodick. 

Tuesday, July 16: Laurie is identified on the 7 am ferry and train to Greenock 
by A. F. C. Gilmour (see above). At llam Mrs Walker goes to rouse her 
sleeping tenants and finds the outhouse empty apart from a few worthless 
items. She writes off her unpaid bill to experience. Laurie continues to 
Glasgow and his rooms in North Frederick Street, before making his 
way back to Port Bannatyne later in the day. A striped jacket known to 
belong to Rose is identified by people at Iona Place as being in Laurie's 
possession. 

Thursday, July 18: Rose becomes overdue at home. 
Saturday, July 20: Laurie leaves Bute, without paying his bill (!) , and 

returns to his Glasgow lodgings in North Frederick Street. Throughout 
this period in Bute and Arran Laurie has maintained his alias as 
'Annandale' . 

Monday, July 22: The Rose family instigate inquiries at Rothesay. 
Saturday, July 27: Brother Benjamin Rose arrives at Brodick. 
Sunday, July 28: A general hue and cry is raised. Search parties are out on 

Goatfell. "Two hundred stalwart men mustered at the Kennels, Brodick 
Castle grounds. One party proceeded northwards (by Corrie to Glen 
Sannox), the centre party followed the normal tourist path and the third 
party proceeded westwards. After marching for an hour the central 
division were thrown out like a line of skirmishers and ascended the 
face of the hill. This division met the western division at the top of Goatfell 
enveloped in mist. After an hour the fog lifted, and from the top of the 
mountain a marveIIously distinct view was /obtained of all the ravines 
and gullies of Goatfell. Glasses were brought to bear in every direction 
but nothing like the form of a dead body could be described. Some parts 
of the mountainside looked as if they had been visited by man for the 
first time. With the sweat running down their brows the men passed 
from crag to crag, sometimes sliding, sometimes as if descending a stair. 
The utmost consternation prevailed among the sheep and partridges. 
Rabbits were plentiful and the dogs made strenuous but futile efforts to 
come to close quarters. Deer were also to be seen and one gentleman 
killed a beautifully marked adder about 18ins . long and 2ins . 
circumference at the thickest part. When approaching the peak of Goatfell 
the climbing was not only arduous but attended with great danger. Every 
overhanging cliff was scaled as far as possible, the ordinary and less 
dangerous paths being neglected as not likely places in which to find the 
body." 6 
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Wednesday, July 31: Laurie is confronted by J. G. Aitken (see above) in 
Hope Street, Glasgow, who asks him what he knows about the 
disappearance of Rose. Laurie says Rose returned with him and proceeded 
to Leeds. But Aitken threatens to go to the police with the information 
that ' Annandale' is Laurie. Laurie tells work colleagues that he is leaving 
Glasgow for a new position in Leith. Instead, he sells his tools for 25 
shillings and flees, but pays his bill this time. He begins a month of 
wandering between Liverpool, Dublin and Aberdeen. Aitken alerts the 
Glasgow police. 

Sunday, August 4: After a week of searches, a body is discovered in Coire 
nam Fuaran, secreted face down under a boulder 600ft.-700ft. directly 
below the lower of the two cols between North Goatfell and Mullach 
Buidhe. The cavity below the boulder is concealed by a man-made wall 
of 42 stones, one weighing "a hundredweight and a half'. These are 
removed by the police and volunteers. The body has massive damage to 
the head and face (the skull is in 8-9 pieces, with brain and soft tissues of 
head and face decayed or eaten away) , a broken shoulder, upper vertebrae 
detached, broken ribs and a buttock wound (principal injuries all on left 
side). Damage to clothing is evident only around the sites of the shoulder 
and buttock wounds. There is no other damage to limbs or hands and no 
signs of extensive bleeding. The 'skirt' of the coat is turned back and 
pulled up around the head. The body is identified (by means of the 
clothing) as Rose. It is examined on the hill around 9pm by Andrew 
Gilmour MD, on holiday at Corrie, and brought down to Corrie Hotel. 
Nothing is found in Rose's pockets. Various other objects possibly 
belonging to Rose, are found in the gully above the boulder. Moving up 
the gully these are a stick, a torn waterproof coat, a knife, a button, a 
pencil, and a cap, folded over, with a stone on top and lying in the stream 
bed. 

Monday, August 5: Gilmour and Fullarton (Lamlash MD) examine Rose 
and conclude that death occurred as a result of many violent blows to 
the head, delivered by a boulder. Rose is buried in late afternoon in 
Sannox. 

Tuesday, August 6: Laurie is identified in Liverpool. 
Saturday, August 10: Laurie writes to the North British Daily Mail 

postmarked from Liverpool. He implies that it is his intention to commit 
suicide. He states that Rose and he "went to the top of Goatfell, where I 
left him in the company of two men who came from Lochranza and 
were going to Brodick. I went down to Corrie and met some friends and 
we afterwards visited the Hotel where we met several of the gentlemen 
who were camping out and I left for Brodick about ten. I could easily 
prove that what I say is true, but I decline to bring the names of my 
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friends into this disgraceful affair. So will content myself by wishing 
them a last adieu." 

Tuesday, August 27: Laurie writes to the Glasgow Herald. The letter is a 
rambling series of denials and adds no useful information. 

Tuesday, September 3: Laurie is apprehended in a wood outside Hamilton. 
When arrest is imminent, he cuts his throat with an open razor, 
unsuccessfully. "I robbed the man ," he says, "but I did not murder him." 

Friday, September 27: The Crown orders exhumation of Rose for 
examination of the chest and abdominal cavities. These had been 
neglected in the original examination. Nothing is found in the chest cavity. 
But the liver and other abdominal organs are in reasonable condition. 
The examination is carried out by Henry Littlejohn (Edinburgh Police 
Surgeon) and the aforementioned Fullarton. 

Friday, November 8: The first day of the trial. Prosecuting is Solicitor
General M. T. Stormonth Darling, assisted by Grabam Murray and Dugald 
McKechnie. Defending is Dean of Faculty of Advocates J. B. Balfour, 
assisted by C. Scott Dickson. Presiding is The Lord Justice-Clerk Lord 
Kingsburgh (l H. A. Macdonald, eventual author of a standard work on 
Criminal Law). Crown witnesses are heard all day in a bizarre order. All 
the Arran witnesses are taken early, presumably so that they can catch 
the last Saturday ferries. Then the medical witnesses Gilmour, Fullarton 
and Littlejohn give their evidence: they are pushed hard by the defence 
to justify their theory of cause of injuries against the defence's theory 
that the injuries were caused by a fall. Last come the London witnesses, 
mostly identifying items belonging to Rose. At the close of proceedings 
Lord Kingsburgh insists that the trial must be concluded on Saturday. 

Saturday, November 9: The second day of the trial. More Crown witnesses 
are heard. Eighty-six Crown witnesses were summoned to the trial, and 
53 of them gave evidence! 7 Although the Crown succeeds in showing 
that Laurie was in possession of several articles of Rose's after leaving 
Arran, they fail to show that he took anything that Rose had with him on 
the hill. Defence witnesses are then heard. Thirteen defence witnesses 
were summoned, and seven gave evidence. Most of the defence's time 
is taken up with medical evidence establishing (a) that Laurie's injuries 
were consistent with falling backwards over one of the suitable crags on 
to his head, and (b) that they were inconsistent with receiving a series of 
violent blows (with a non-existent weapon). This evidence is exceedingly 
impressive. The principal witness, Patrick Heron Watson - Surgeon to 
the Queen in Scotland - describes startling experiments in which corpses 
are dropped down stairwells sustaining injuries similar to Rose's, and 
others in which skulls are successfully smashed only by wedging them 
into the corners of rooms and setting to work with a heavy hammer! 
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Summings-up by the advocates are followed by the Judge's Instruction. 
The verdict (majority of one in ajury of 15) for Guilty is delivered about 
1O.30pm after 45 minutes deliberation. According to later petitions, the 
seven dissenting jurors prefen'ed a Not Proven verdict. Lord Kingsburgh 
sentences Laurie "that you be removed to the prison of Edinburgh, and 
thence transferred to the prison of Greenock, in the precincts of which 
prison you will be hanged by the neck between the hours of eight and 
ten in the forenoon of November 30. This I pronounce for doom, and 
may the Lord have mercy on your soul." Laurie turns around in the dock 
and addresses the crowded benches: "Ladies and gentlemen, I am 
innocent of this charge." 

Friday, November 29: Following vigorous public protest and petition, 
Laurie's sentence is reduced by the Scottish Secretary to life, on what 
amount to psychiatric grounds. 

October 4,1930: Laurie dies in Perth Prison, in the Lunatic Division. For 
many years prior to death, he had been a trusted prisoner and allowed 
the freedom of Perth during the day. 

The Crown and Defence Theories 
These are the bare facts of a complex case. The complexity arises 
particularly from the fact that the evidence against Laurie is entirely 
circumstantial. That is, there is no direct evidence (e.g. a witness, blood 
on Laurie's clothing, a murder weapon) that Laurie - or indeed anyone -
had assaulted Rose. Nor was the Crown able to secure any worthwhile 
motive for murder, not even robbery of the body, since no item found in 
Laurie's possession was shown to have been carried by Rose on the ascent 
of Goatfell, and since Rose and Laurie were to all appearances on the best 
of terms. Even when last seen together on Goatfell summit, they were 
chatting together in a friendly manner. On the contrary, arising from a 
sub-plot mentioned in Laurie's letter of August 10, Laurie had a decent 
motive to murder someone else - a Coatbridge schoolteacher who was on 
holiday in Bute at the time with Laurie's former girlfriend oflong standing, 
and despite Laurie's statement in the letter that it was "to watch her 
audacious behaviour" that he went to Bute, there is no evidence that Laurie 
as much as said "Boo!" to this enemy. 

Worse still, the Crown could not even show that the two men descended 
the mountain together or even by the same route, for the evidence of the 
only witness placing Laurie in Glen Sannox was contradicted by two 
women whom the witness was with at the time of the supposed sighting 
of Laurie. Worst of all, Rose's injuries did not point convincingly to battery. 
Indeed, the defence produced distinguished r"nedical witnesses who 
presented impressive arguments that the injuries were perfectly consistent 
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with a fall , and inconsistent with battery. So the medical evidence simply 
fails to establish that Rose died by violence. In any murder trial, one would 
expect to see the Crown establish the manner of death of the victim, and a 
motive, the indicated means and an opportunity for the accused to kill 
him. Here not one of these key elements of evidence was securely 
established. 

Yet Laurie left Arran without making inquiries about Rose, and took 
away some of Rose's possessions. Why would he do that, if he didn't 
know that Rose was dead? It is not easy to think of convincing alternative 
explanations, and the defence offered none. And then, as soon as it became 
obvious that he would be identified as 'Annandale ' , he fled to Liverpool, 
concealing his destination with lies. This conduct suggesting knowledge 
of death and later conduct displaying guilt was emphasized by both Crown 
and Judge and it may have been a potent factor for the Jury. But, again, 
Laurie 's behaviour is exactly what one would expect from someone who 
made off with the possessions of a man killed in an accident. That is, it 
does not point clearly to murder rather than theft, albeit a particularly 
callous and odious theft. 

Reasonable men such as are presumed to compose juries should therefore 
reach the conclusions that Laurie was present when Rose died, and that 
Rose died as a result of injuries sustained in a fall. But the Crown did not 
prepare the fallback position that Laurie may have caused Rose to fall by 
tripping or pushing him, but stuck to the unlikely theory that he had beaten 
him to death with a rock. Likewise, the defence might have argued that 
Laurie had merely (and meanly) robbed Rose's corpse following an 
accident, but chose instead (apparently on Laurie's instructions) to argue 
that the two men had descended by independent routes. But, if Laurie 
descended independently, what was he doing between 6.20pm at the top 
of Goatfell and lOpm in the Corrie Hotel? Although Laurie stated in his 
letter that he was with friends in Corrie, no evidence was produced to 
support this statement. So the unfortunate jurors, pressed for time by the 
impatient Judge, were obliged to decide between two implausible and 
unsupported accounts of Rose's death. 

The Third Theory 
Perhaps, then, the facts favour a third theory that the two men descended 
together, that Rose fell to his death in the gully, and that Laurie robbed the 
body and hid it. Much the same conclusion is reached by Jack House (see 
note 4), whose opinion is that a verdict of Not Proven ought to have been 
returned. But there are still some difficulties with this account. If he hid 
the body to avoid or delay discovery, why did he not also hide or remove 
the various objects belonging to Rose found scattered about the gully, two 
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of them - a stick and a torn waterproof - within a few yards of the Boulder? 
Rather ridiculously, the Crown, and rather naughtily, the Judge both suggest 
that these objects were on the contrary scattered about the gully by Laurie 
so as to suggest that Rose fell. Surely, this argument depends on the far
fetched assumption that Laurie took this action in order to prepare his 
defence! The other difficulties have to do with time and route. Was there 
time enough for Laurie to put the body under the boulder and conceal it 
with a wall? And what circumstances led them to return to Brodick from 
Goatfell so late in the evening by this very circuitous route, which was 
bound to add a clear two hours to their journey time, when they might 
have either gone down the Brodick path, or gone straight down to Corrie 
by another well-known and quick route? Before considering these 
difficulties, it is necessary to consider the nature of the ground between 
Goatfell summit, the descent gully and the Boulder. 

The North Ridge of Goatfell begins with a steeply-descending rocky 
section and continues to North Goatfell over a series of awkward rocky 
tors. However, these may be by-passed on sheep tracks to the east or west. 
If passed on the east, it is then possible to make a descending traverse 
across easy ground to the col between North Goatfell and Malloch Buidhe 
above the gully. The gully is best descended after the steep initial section· 
by following ledges diagonally to the right (east) side away from the gully 
bed, then retuming by a second series of leftward diagonal ledges to reach 
the gully below all difficulties and just above the Boulder. Descent of the 
gully itself or of its left (west) bank is dangerous and difficult; descent of 
the right bank is awkwardly steep and rocky and brings a sizable crag -
referred to in the trial as the '32-foot drop ' - into play. This is a serious 
hazard, topped by smooth convex slabs and the landing area is the usual 
scree oflarge boulders. The ground below this crag is , however, still steep 
and it is quite likely that someone falling would continue to roll down the 
gully towards the Boulder. So there is no difficulty here for the defence 
theory that Rose may have fallen down this crag, and also such a fall 
might have brought him down the gully to a point quite close to the Boulder. 

The Boulder is a long thin .slab, lying parallel to the course of the gully, 
firmly embedded on the right (west) side and sloping slightly downhill. 
The left side is open, but the space below the Boulder, floored with heathery 
turf, is very cramped; there is just enough room for one person to lie flat, 
with very little headroom. However, these are preseryt conditions: it must 
be considered whether or not the Boulder had been used as ·a shelter or 
'howff', in which case the floor would have been cleared to subsoil, 
providing a little more room. Unfortunately, the police evidence gives no 
indication whether the 'wall of 42 stones' was newly-built, or whether 
Laurie or whoever had simply added rocks to an older foundation. There 
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are several confusing reports of the nature of the enclosing wall given at 
the trial. The most detailed comes from Francis Logan, the fisherman 
who found the body, and in his evidence it is clearly a wall that is described. 
"There was a dyke built in front of the boulder so as to close up the opening 
... with pieces of turf between the stones." 8 This is exactly what would 
be expected of a howff, which must be made windproof, whereas a structure 
made only to conceal a body might well neglect such comforts. 

Of course, the theory of the Crown was that the bizarre and circuitous 
descent route was chosen by Laurie because he had already decided to do 
away with Rose, and wanted a quiet place away from prying eyes. But the 
circumstances allow a different explanation, needing no assumptions of 
bad faith. When Laurie and Rose were on top of Goatfell the weather was 
by no means perfect. There had been two heavy showers as the three 
parties approached the summit and one of the witnesses said that mist 
filled Glen Rosa. According to the five other climbers, Laurie and Rose 
didn't follow them down the east ridge. It seems likely, then, that they 
proceeded along the rocky ridge towards North Goatfell with a view to 
turning east down the easy slopes leading to Corrie. It is most unlikely -
in late evening and with midges probably already at work - that they 
would plan to descend via the Saddle or by any other route involving 
descent to Glen Sannox, committing themselves to a lengthy return journey 
in darkness. So the descent by the steep gully into Coire nam Fuaran looks 
very like a navigation error, perhaps caused by mist. If they followed the 
ridge to North Goatfell for some way before turning off to the east, it 
would be perfectly possible in misty conditions to stray too far left and 
end up at the col above the gully. It is very unfortunate that the trial evidence 
didn't go into the question of weather conditions, particularly visibility, 
more thoroughly. For, aside from the question of explaining the route 
taken, visibility affects speed, and time is of crucial importance in assessing 
what might or might not have happened in Coire nam Fuaran. 

Assuming good visibility and good know ledge of the complicated terrain, 
the Boulder can be reached in half-an-hour from Goatfell summit. But 
false moves in mist on the tricky ridge between Goatfell and North Goatfell, 
or in the descent gully (these would be likely even in clear weather) could 
add to this considerably. The next definite sighting of Laurie is 'just before 
lOpm' in the Corrie Hotel. From the Boulder to the Hotel is about 31

/
2 

miles, so the police estimate (given by Sergeant Munro) of 1 hour 40 
minutes Seems about right. Therefore Laurie had to leave the Boulder at 
8.15 or thereby, having reached it by 6.50 at the earliest. He had then a 
maximum of 1 hour 25 minutes to pull or roll Rose down to the Boulder 
(assuming Rose fell) and wall him in. The time appears tight, and any 
lingering on the summit, dithering on the ridge or in the gully would seem 
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to make it too tight. But if the Boulder was already a howff, then the 
problems concerning time become less severe. Laurie would only have 
had to push Rose into the howfffeet first (this would also explain the fact 
that Rose's jacket was turned back over his head) and add a few stones to 
'close the howff door' . So the third theory that Laurie and Rose descended 
the gully together, Rose fell and died, and Laurie robbed the body and hid 
it, is considerably assisted by these mountaineering considerations. 

The Linlithgow Factor 
The Crown 's theory depended principally on Dr. Andrew Gilmour's 
evidence that Rose's injuries could only have been caused by violent blows 
to the head delivered by a stone used as weapon. Gilmour was Provost 
and Sheriff of Linlithgow for 19 years, and Master of St. Michael's Lodge 
- in a word, King of Linlithgow. According to his evidence, "in the month 
of July I was staying as a summer visitor in Arran". Rose had made friends 
with two men from Linlithgow, Francis Mickel and William Thom, and 
after Laurie and Rose arrived in Brodick on Saturday, July 13, they spent 
most of their time with Mickel and Thorn. In particular, on the Saturday 
afternoon all four paid a visit for tea to Andrew Francis Craig Gilmour, 
another Linlithgow man resident at Corrie. Now, astonishing as it might 
appear, there is nothing in the trial report to tell us that this Gilmour was 
the son of Andrew Gilmour. 9 But he most certainly was, and so it is more 
than likely that Gilmour Senior met Laurie and Rose on the 13th, and 
absolutely certain that Dr. Gilmour had the benefit of hi s son 's, Mickel's 
and Thom's opinions regarding Rose and Laurie before he was called to 
examine the body. The trial record tells us nothing about Gilmour Junior 's 
opinions, although he gave evidence about Laurie 's journey from Brodick 
to Glasgow on the 16th. But Francis Mickel made his negative opinions 
of Laurie clear at the trial and claimed that he had warned Rose against 
him and advised him not to climb Goatfell with him. These opinions 
appeared to be based on nothing more than that Laurie was "silent and 
uncommunicative" : as the Defence pointed out, there was ample evidence 
that Laurie was suffering from toothache, which would have rendered the 
most amiable soul 'silent and uncommunicative'. Now, although the Crown 
made use of Mickel's evidence to blacken the character of Laurie, the 
Defence - had it decided to explore this Linlithgow factor - might equally 
have used it to suggest a source of prejudice in the mind of the medical 
examiner! My own view ofthe matter is that, long before the discovery of 
the body, Dr. Gilmour had formed the appalling conclusion that he and 
his fine son had entertained a murderer and his victim to tea, and then 
used his considerable influence to make sure that nothing of this emerged 
at the trial. 
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The Curious Incident of the Folded Cap 
One of the many objects discovered in the gully was a cap (Label No. 3 in 
the list of Productions) . This was found high in the gully, well above the 
'32-foot drop' just below a ' 19-foot drop' on the west side of the stream. 
The finder, Angus Logan, quarryman, described it as follows : "It was 
folded in four, with a stone about 6 inches square and 3 inches thick, and 
7lb. or 81b. in weight, lying on the top of it. The cap was in water, there 
being a small stream of about 3 inches." 10 The cap was identified by John 
Silverman, Rose's tailor, as belonging to Rose. 

The Crown and the Judge both made much of this cap. In summing up, 
the Crown suggested that the position of the cap disposed of the theory 
that Rose had fallen over the '32-foot drop'. 11 The Judge, it will be 
remembered, suggested that Laurie may have deliberately scattered Rose's 
possessions about the gully "so that if the body should ever be found it 
might appear as if he had fallen over a precipice", and then observed that 
the cap had evidently been deliberately placed where it was found. 12 

But if one pauses to consider the question: "Why would anyone fold a 
cap in four, put it in the bed of a stream, and place a heavy stone on it?", 
it is obvious that we are faced here with an inexplicable fact, or rather a 
fact which admits of a myriad of explanations, all highly improbable. 
Perhaps Rose stopped on the way down the gully for a rest, removed his 
cap, put it down in the stream-bed, then dry, and put a stone on it to stop it 
rolling away. Leaving, he then forgot it. Or perhaps someone climbing 
the gully in late July picked up the cap lower down and then, thinking 
better of this minor act of theft, placed it as found. Perhaps - the Judge 's 
theory - Laurie, having killed Rose beside the Boulder and buried him, 
climbed 300ft. up the gully to put the cap there to suggest a fall, and then 
so forgot this plan as to put a heavy stone on top of it! So the curiously
positioned cap is a complete red herring. It is a fact which points in no 
particular direction, since there is no explanation of it that makes any 
great amount of sense. 

Final Thoughts 
What seems to me crucial about the case is that not one of the key elements 
of a murder was established: the death was not shown to be homicide, but 
might well have been accidental; Laurie could not be put at the scene of 
the crime, if crime it was ; no motive other than petty theft was suggested, 
and none was established ; no murder weapon was found. Unless there 
was witness evidence, now lost or mislaid, which helped to establish some 
of these elements, and bearing in mind the plausibility of the third theory 
discussed above, Laurie should surely have been simply found Not Guilty. 
The Judge's breakneck approach to timing and his somewhat biased 
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Instruction would nowadays have resulted in a successful appeal against 
conviction, but such appeals were not allowed in the High Court until 
1926. Perhaps, too, if Laurie had been additionally charged with Theft
as he should have been - the Jury would have found him Guilty on that 
charge but would have adjudged the murder charge Not Proven. 

So it may be that the stain of murder should not have been applied to 
our gentle recreation. But that it was so applied provides the present-day 
climbing visitor to Arran with interesting opportunities. Mrs Walker's shed 
in Invercloy, Rose's grave at Sannox (marked by a boulder!) and the fateful 
gully and Boulder grave are easy destinations for a wet day, and rich with 
morbid associations. For the very hardy, a bivouac in the Boulder would 
provide a memorable conclusion to this novel excursion! 

References and notes: 
1. SMCJ 1890, 1, 31. 'The Glen Sannox Hills' 
2. See my The Munroist s Companion, p.49, for details. 
3. See 'The Dreadful Business of the Abernetty Brothers' , SMCJ 1995, XXXV, 604-615. 
4. Notably Jack House, in Murder Not Proven?, 1984, Penguin Books. 
5. Unfortunately there is no official published transcript of the trial. I have relied heavily on 
William Roughead 's detailed record The Trial of John Watson Laurie. Wm Hodge & Sons, 
1932, supplemented by later accounts and by contemporary newspapers, especially The 
Buteman & Advertise!: Roughead attended the trial as a young man, and gave an earlier 
briefer account of it in his Twelve Scots Trials, published in 1913 and recently reprinted by 
Mercat Press. 
6. From The Buteman, 10-8-89, p. 3. Needless to say, this posse found nothing! 
7. Actually, that only 53 gave evidence is by no mean certain. The trial record in Roughead 's 
book is conceded to be imperfect, and certain remarks in the closing speeches refer to 
witnesses whose testimony is absent from Roughead 's transcript. So it may be that some of 
the missing 33 witnesses provided evidence after all. 
8. Roughead 1932, p. 91 
9. See A. Eddington & w.T. Pike. Edinburgh and the Lothians at the opening of the 20th 
Century. Brighton, 1904. A modern reprint (Peter Bell, 1983) is titled A Dictionary of 
Edwardian Biography: Edinburgh and the Lothians. 
10. Roughead 1932, p. 96 
11. Roughead 's report (ibid. , p. 197) is not very intelligible: "But what very definitely disposes 
of this [the idea that Rose fell at the 32-foot drop - RNC] is , that it was at a point 40 yards 
below [the place] that the cap of the deceased was found. [There must be a typo here, as 
indicated, since the cap was found 40 yards above the 32-foot drop]. I do not think that 
anyone can doubt that the position of the cap had something to do with this [with what?] -
everything to do with it, in fact. It was put in the position in which it was found by a human 
hand, in a place where it was difficult to reach from below. Then, as regards the other drop, 
the 19-feet one, which is certainly above where the cap was found, it so happens that at the 
upper edge of it there is a comparatively flat stone. It does not have a sloping top, and thus 
it does not satisfy the essential condition of Dr. Heron Watson's theory [that there was a 
fall]." 
12. Ibid. , p.22 

Cir Mhor from the summit of Goatfell, Arra/!. 
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PARTNERS 

By N. F. Christie. 

"OFF hill climbing again then Hugh?" 
"Yes indeed", he replied wearily, waiting for the inevitable ban mat to 

fall from Mr McNiven's lips. 
"Be careful with that pickaxe of yours, you'll take someone's eye out! 

Anyone one would think you were away to climb Everest, he-he!" 
Hugh grinned weakly back at his boss, hoping this was the end of the 

ritual exchange. Unfortunately, McNiven seemed to be warnllng to his 
theme. 

"I used to get up to a bit of that sort of nonsense when I was a youngster, 
rambles in the Campsies and all that. Bit old for it now though, stick to 
golf these days, and the FP 4ths of course. Surely its about time you gave 
up gallivanting about at the weekends as well? You could have prospects 
with the firm if you settled down a bit, you know. What was that girl's 
name, the one you brought along to the Christmas do, does she not try to 
keep you indoors?" 

"She's called Heather, but I'm afraid we're not really seeing each other 
any more." 

"Oh well, plenty more fish eh, not a bad chassis on her though, if you 
don 't mind my saying so." McNiven leered horribly. "Did I ever tell you 
about this floozy I met in Jo 'burg when I was on the Old Farts tour the 
other year?" 

A few minutes later, having extricated himself, Hugh was grappling 
with the Spitfire's distributor cap in the office car park, brogues skittering 
on the frost as he contorted himself under the bonnet. Why don ' t I have a 
Vauxhall bloody Vectra? he muttered to himself. His car somehow reflected 
his relationships with women, he mused. They found the Triumph amusing, 
retro, even cute, and were often quite happy to come along for a wee 
jaunt, out to Craigmore and the Carbeth of a summer's evening or similar. 
They generally declined to come on board for a long haul, however, and if 
pressed would say apologetically that it was unsafe, not a very comfortable 
ride, leaked oil from the sump ... Hugh decided he was stretching the 
metaphor a little and gave it up. 

He could see Dave silhouetted by the passing traffic before he reached 
him, where he stood waiting at Kirklee lights. His sack lay between his 
feet which were placed apart in a boxer 's stance. The set of his jaw 
suggested that he was trying to stare out the passing commuters. 

Hardy wee bastard, thought Hugh with amusement. 
The first time he had met him was at a party somewhere near the Park 

Bar, one of those all-back-to-mine affairs where anything or nothing can 
Bill Bmoker before making the FWA of Mitre Ridge, Beinll a ' Bhuird in 1953. Photo: Tom Patey. 
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happen. Finding the bathroom cluttered with a gaggle of be-flared art 
students passing a rather pitiful soggy joint among themselves and peering 
out of the window, he had squeezed past them to see what enthralled them. 
He was intrigued by the sight of a youth performing a classic abseil down 
the side of the tenement, his rope secured round the base of the lavatory 
which creaked ominously. Sadly, his dress of Stone Roses tee-shirt and 
threadbare cords seemed to be inadequate for his descent. 

"Me bloody knackersack! " he moaned in a rich Lancashire accent, 
attempting to relieve the pressure by contortions as his audience watched 
agog and scratched their sideburns. 

They had fallen into conversation once Dave had returned upstairs and 
recovered himself. As Hugh learned, his initial impression of a raucous 
exhibitionist had been mistaken. Abseiling out of a window was more a 
manifestation ofDave's quiet, almost stubborn, determination once roused 
than a form of showing-off (he was naturally shy and reserved, even in 
drink). 

" 'E said I were a bloody nancy, I weren't 'aving 'im say owt like that, 
'is bird were right pretty too," he explained enigmatically. 

A week later they arranged to go to Dumbarton in the evening, the 
September equinox not quite past. Dave led Stonefall Crack and 
Windjammer phlegmatically, pausing only briefly after he had dropped 
the nut intended to protect the crux, pronouncing his habitual caveat at 
such moments: ' 'I'm not right 'appy about this," before continuing to the 
top without apparent hesitation. Whilst Hugh sat smoking in the sunset on 
top of Boulder H, Dave worked his way about some of the problems, 
grunting occasionally as he let his short legs dangle, locked off on one 
arm, before sudden rain began and they ran for home. 

AS A schoolboy, before his first forays into real climbing, Hugh had been 
fascinated by the whole idea of mountaineering. Bookish by disposition, 
he had devoured its literature avidly, working his way through the corner 
of the school library devoted to the subject. Red bound SMC guidebooks, 
formulaic accounts of Himalayan sieges, Another of Hamish 's Lengthy 
Walks and more had all passed through his hands, but none of them had 
ever fully described the wonder he felt at the photographs they contained. 
Eventually, he lavished a prize book-token on an omnibus edition of W. 
H. Murray and had a moment of epiphany. Besides the vivid descriptions 
and gripping accounts of first ascents, what intrigued him most were 
Murray's band of companions, MacKenzie, MacAlpine, and Dunn. In 
Hugh's youthful imagination they seemed the ideal climbing companions, 
courageous, courteous, and resolute, if rather shadowy figures. Nowadays, 
reading between the lines, it was possible to theorise that all was not as 
idyllic as it seemed. For example, why was Dunn such an inveterate late 
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riser? And what about the fabled CIC contretemps where MacKenzie and 
MacAlpine had almost come to blows over the ponidge? Perhaps the most 
vexing question, however, was whether the team were actually blessed 
with Christian names. 

In the course of his climbing career, Hugh felt that perhaps he had always 
subconsciously measured his various partners against Murray's 
companions. At first he had climbed with school friends, who had gradually 
lost interest, or moved to Swindon to work as production engineers, or 
both. At university, he had been repelled by the militant vegetarianism of 
the mountaineering club, but had formed brief alliances with a variety of 
likely candidates. Some had been too keen for him, some scarcely keen at 
all, and some simply off his wavelength. 

He remembered going for a weekend to Aviemore with Andy from 
Inverurie, owner of an ageing Citroen (probably his main attraction), who 
had been afflicted sorely by the parsimony of his race. When he was 
dropped off, Hugh offered £15 for fuel, which was declined. 

"I've nae worked oot the total taking into account the wee bottlie 0' 

clutch fluid and een 0' that tax-disc holders fae the garage." He had not 
actually sent him an invoice, but this was probably only for want of a VAT 
number. 

A series of outings with AIi the oilman of Inverkeithing had ceased 
after they had disagreed over where enthusiasm crossed the line to insanity. 
Slogging into the corrie of Lochnagar through thigh deep snow, with more 
falling gently, conditions had seemed poor to say the least, yet Hugh's 
companion had remained set on Douglas-Gibson, eventually dissuaded 
only by the impossibility of swimming up the gully and a small powder 
avalanche down his neck. Hugh was already switching off and 
contemplating lunch in the Barrel, when his partner turned his attention to 
Eagle Ridge. Without waiting to discuss the matter, Ali began floundering 
up the first pitch as Hugh watched aghast and unbelayed, secretly relieved 
when his companion fell 15ft. up to land in a heap at his feet in the waist 
deep powder. 

He had come across a couple of Dunns in his time, perhaps the most 
memorable being an old LOLTetonian he had climbed with on the Cove sea 
cliffs from time to time. A bloody nice bloke and devoted to the code of 
the gentleman amateur, Archie was a strong, if idle, climber. Tiring of 
waiting fruitlessly to meet him at the Number 13 bus stop at Bridge Street, 
Hugh had taken to going round to his flat to wake him and pack his bag, 
occasionally finding him slumped on his bed still in kebab-stained cricket 
whites (his other physical recreation). One fine June weekend after the 
exams, he inexplicably agreed to an expedition to Beinn a' Bhuird, not 
famed as a roadside crag. Already flagging as they reached Slugain Lodge, 
it transpired that a confusion had arisen in his simple mind between Beinn 
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a' Bhuird and Bennachie. They had climbed the magnificent Squareface 
in the setting sun and arrived back in Aberdeen in time for the first hot 
rowies of the day at Thain 's Bakery. After the eventual and inevitable 
termination of his studies (for chronic non-attendance), Archie 's father 
had compelled him to rouse himself for long enough to take a commission 
in the Argylls. They had lost touch in time, but Hugh felt confident that 
Archie had swiftly returned to type and was even now slumbering gently 
in an anteroom in Sennelager. 

Honesty compelled Hugh to admit that fear played a part in his aversion 
to soloing, but the antisocial nature of the practice was not irrelevant either. 
In more leisurely times, short of a partner to climb with, he had set off on 
hillwalking trips by himself for three or four days at a time. The scenery 
could be magnificent and weather superlative, but it never felt quite 
satisfactory without others to appreciate the views with, or even just to 
swap filthy jokes with. One of his early partners had felt differently and 
had been inclined to hold forth on the purity of climbing without ropes , 
unfettered by the psychological crutches of the coward etcetera. He had 
even practised what he preached to some extent, making solo ascents of 
Agag's Groove, a variety of other V. Diffs, and even Nijinsky at 
Auchinstarry (after lengthy top-roping). However, his soloing and indeed 
climbing career had ended abruptly after an attempt to solo a route on the 
North Face Triangle of Mont Blanc du Tacul. Fiddling with his sunglasses 
as he stepped out of the Midi station, he had tripped on a gaiter strap and 
taken a spectacular header, fortunately to the right. Unscathed apart from 
a broken ankle, he had returned to Chamonix in less than two hours in the 
care of the PGHM. Hugh had been at a wedding in Haddington at the time 
but heard the full story from others who had observed this spectacular 
shortcut to the Vallee Blanche. Apparently, the would-be Rebuffat had 
quietly sold his gear a few months later. 

'Indoor climbing' was of little interest to Hugh, partly because he was 
no good at it. When he was younger he had believed that climbing was 
largely a matter of practice, strength and fitness. To this end he had 
attempted to follow some of the dicta of Ron Fawcett and other gurus and 
spent evenings at the Kelvin Hall and the Finnieston railway walls 
laboriously working his way back and forth on straining fingertips, coated 
in a thin film of perspiration and magnesium carbonate. In time, his attitude 
changed to the more predeterminist view that any amount of training and 
fitness would never compensate adequately for lack of natural talent and 
the pale yellow streak he knew to be within himself. The shift in his attitude 
towards training for climbing had coincided with the emergence of an 
enthusiasm for heavy drinking which had itself waned but which was 
arguably still predominant among his leisure interests. Salvationist rather 
than Ultramontane in outlook, he now knew that he would never climb 
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E6, F8a+, B8, Font 7c, V9, MIO, WI5 or any of the other baffling numbers 
that were bandied about in climbing magazines these days. Something 
long and easy in Glencoe followed by something long and cool in the 
Kingshouse was more the kind of thing his climbing ambitions, such as 
they were, ran to. HVS on a good day and slack V on a tight rope were 
about his limits. 

Disparities in enthusiasm, ambition or skill were the reason why most 
of his climbing partnerships had ended. Even now he knew that Dave was 
too good for him and improving steadily. Soon the time would come when 
he would be unable to follow his lead, without prussik loops at any rate, 
and he knew from experience that there was not much future after that 
happened. It was a shame because they got on well, better than Hugh had 
expected given that their partnership had began as one of expediency. A 
few good routes had been bagged, a few epics shared, and quite a few 
evenings spent engaged in verbal mountaineering in various bars . 
Ultimately, that was probably as much as could be hoped for in a climbing 
companion, rather than the almost mystical fellowship sometimes alluded 
to in Murray's writings. 

HUGH struggled with sleep as the Spitfire wound its way back down 
Loch Lomond on Sunday evening. The back end began to drift out a little 
on the sharp bend after Ardlui and he tried to wake himself. It had been a 
fine weekend, one of the best for a while. No wobblers, a respectable 
hangover this morning, two good routes in the bag and a touch of sunburn 
for good measure. A pint in the Climbers' bar had sealed it and now Dave 
was snoring softly in the passenger seat dreaming perhaps of the thunk of 
a pick into neve and an amber sun sinking slowly behind Rhum. Hugh 
looked forward again and smiled to no one but himself. The week sprawled 
ahead like a muddy trench full of the enemy in grey wool. 

FLIGHT OF THE EARTHWALKER 

Sticky Spanish rubber edged creepingly on shining mica nodules, 
forearms achingly braced, fingers opening under the strain. 
In your minds eye you are over and safe but reality has closed the Fear Barrier 
solid, tangible, touchable you know it well. 

Today, alone and ropeless, the consequences are greater, final 
and from somewhere deep in the recesses of your mind you feel the relief 
as you turn and breast off into the void, swooping and soaring with the Raven 
from behind whose eyes you see an earth walker reach high 
and step gracefully across the crux. 

Charles J. Orr. 
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REGARDING WHO CLIMBED WHAT AND WHEN 

By Mike Jacob 

IN Hands of a Climber 1 by Steve Dean is the claim that Graham McPhee 
2 had climbed The Long Climb on Saturday, April 11 ,1936, finishing at 
9pm. in a typical Nevis blizzard. The source of this information is not 
given; although Dean appears to have had access to Mcphee's diaries they 
are not specifically mentioned in the Acknowledgements. 

It is often very difficult, and this is an observation that applies to all 
biographies, to separate historical fact, supported by archival material, 
from anecdotal information which may have become coloured at each 
repetition, with a slight exaggeration here, a mis-remembered detail there. 
We all tend to do it, if we have any imagination. Journalists and politicians 
take it a stage further, giving opinions as though they are facts, so that the 
unquestioning punter accepts them as such. 3 

It is not my intention to re-review 4 the book, which I thoroughly 
recommend for capturing the atmosphere of the period 5, in this case 
predominantly in North Wales. More relevantly for historians of Scottish 
mountaineering, Dean makes the comment that "in view of the conditions 
that can be inferred, McPhee's ascent must have very nearly pre-dated 
Marshall and Smith's first winter ascent by 25 years". 

Although Dean has confused Marshall and Smith's famous Orion Direct 
with the line of The Long Climb, could it possibly be true that McPhee 
ascended the face in winter conditions? 

I have, therefore, examined the relevant entries in the CIC logbook 6 

but, to set the scene, it is necessary to go back several years to 1925, when 
J. H .B. Bell and Frank Smythe retreated from Tower Ridge. Then, and 
again in June 1932, Bell recognised that in his search for the longest rock
climb in Britain "that this exciting, new rock-climb must start from near 
the foot of a formidable gully 7 which separates the Observatory Ridge 
from the slabby face of the North-East Buttress" .8 

He was, of course, looking at the Orion Face as he later called it. 
He considered that an ascent to a snowfield about halfway up the face 

of the cliff - the Basin - was feasible but had no early opportunity to 
attempt it himself. However, in 1934, Sandy Wedderburn, with two 
Yugoslavian mountaineering guests, following Bell 's suggestion, climbed 
what became known as Slav Route, in a storm and using two pitons. This 
route, however, did not tackle the highest section of the cliff or include 
the Basin but was on a line close to, and parallel with, Zero Gully. 

An attempt to reach the Basin was made by Bell and Violet Roy 9 in 
July 1935, starting slightly lower down than for Slav Route and about 20 
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yards to the left. Climbing in 'stockings ' and running out nearly 100ft. of 
rope on smooth rock, Bell remarks that, farther up, on the Great Slab Rib, 
the climbing reminded him of Eagle's Nest Ridge on Great Gable 10 but 
was longer and more difficult. The Basin was eventually reached and an 
indirect way found to the crest of North-East Buttress. 

Bell, however, was not satisfied that he had solved all of the most 
interesting problems, particularly straightening the line up the rib from 
the northern rampart of the Basin and of finding a more direct way to the 
top of North-East Buttress. 

So it was with this record behind him that Bell and Colin Allan, one of 
his regular climbing pmtners, set out on April 4, 1936 "making for the 
steep gully between Observatory Ridge and North-East Buttress". 11 

This entry is significant. There is no indication that Bell and Allan were 
attempting a winter ascent of his 1935 route on Orion Face; rather, that 
they intended to attempt Zero Gully. Also, on this day, Bell carried a 
clinometer, presumably with the intention of trying to measure the angles 
of the various Zero Gully pitches which he realised were difficult to judge 
objecti vely. Bell describes "an icicle draped wall on the right" and "rocks 
with frozen moss" with "steep and slabby rocks on the left" in the log
book. 

This description suggests insufficient build-up of snow-ice suitable for 
step-cutting. Climbing, then, on rocks to the left of Zero Gully, Bell 
mentions the "piton of Wedderburn 's climb ... this was later removed". 

Bell and Allan eventually managed to traverse into Zero Gully after 
what sounds like a prolonged struggle. The clinometer was used - "the 
average inclination of the gully was 56° for a very long way. This is a very 
steep gradient indeed for Scottish snow".12 

It seems that Bell and Allan had an arduous and long day and Bell finishes 
his entry with " ... the hardest winter climb we had ever done" . 

Bell 's entry in the log-book is unusual in that it appears to have been 
written on a separate piece of paper and then stuck onto the page, perhaps 
over an earlier entry? If so, did this earlier entry contain a claim to have 
largely climbed Zero Gully? It would seem that Bell and Allan were set 
on gaining access to the unclimbed Zero Gully rather than on trying to 
follow Slav Route to the summit, which in itself would have been a 
remarkable first winter ascent. However, this is not the issue that I set out 
to investigate. 

A week later, an entry in the log-book for Friday, April 10, 1936 (Easter, 
I believe) records the arrival of several SMC members, including Graham 
McPhee. He had travelled to Fort William from Liverpool where he was a 
dental surgeon. As on many other trips, he was accompanied by his good 
friend, Colin Kirkus, although the latter chose to camp at Lochan Meall 
an t-Suidhe. On that Friday, McPhee and G. C. Williams ascended the 
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1931 Route on Secondary Tower Ridge, commenting that it was too easy 
to be graded V. Diff. Clearly, then, it was in rock-climbing condition but 
later that day McPhee soloed S. Gully of Creag Coire na Ciste - another 
first ascent - so there must have been a reasonable snow cover at that 
higher level. 

On Saturday, 11 April, McPhee and Williams "set out to do the climb 
described by Bell on p. 63 of this book (ie. the CIC log-book). We found 
traces of Bell's steps leading up to the highest part of the snow cone at the 
foot of the gully. Here the steps led on to the rocks on the left, and from 
Bell's description and the recent scratches on the rock it was clear that he 
followed the Slav Route up the rocks on the left or east wall of the gully 
which here presented its steepest part. We saw where the footsteps re
entered the gully, after climbing the Slav Route for about 700ft. The two 
icefalls mentioned by Bell were surmounted just before a blizzard started 
to blow. In a short time new snow began to pour down the gully, and the 
final and fortunately now short portion was negotiated with difficulty to 
reach the summit at a late hour. By careful compass readings we were 
able to locate the top of No. 3 Gully but even here the blizzard made the 
descent difficult owing to the blinding snow. The central (and difficult) 
portion of the gully between Observatory Ridge and North-East Buttress 
is thus apparently as yet unclimed - and looks unclimable." 

It is absolutely clear, then, that McPhee and Williams did not climb 
Bell 's 1935 Orion Face Route but that they followed the Slav Route/Zero 
Gully line. McPhee, who was busy preparing the 1936 SMC guide-book, 
was presumably checking out what would have sounded like a new winter 
route (which, indeed, it was, although subsequently superseded these days). 
It wasn 't until 1940 that Bell, climbing first with John Wilson in June and 
then George Dwyer in August, solved the earlier problems of his 1935 
route- " ... we thought that we were justified in calling itThe Long Climb ... " 

Having clarified the position regarding who climbed what and when, I 
was puzzled by the brevity of McPhee's further entries for that weekend. 

On the following day - Sunday 12 - McPhee and party, did not leave 
the hut until 2pm. They "ascended Gardyloo Gully by a groove on right 
of the jammed boulder, the through route was completely blocked. Perfect 
views from the summit where we remained till nearly 7pm. Descended 
No. 3 Gully". 

Upon their return to the hut, McPhee discovered that two of the 
SMCparty " ... Hemming and McAllum had meanwhile helped four victims 
of a stonefall below the Garadh na Ciste to reach the hut". 

This entry seems rather perfunctory since the accident was quite a serious 
one and the fate of at least one of the victims would have caused McPhee 
some anxiety, for it was none other than Colin Kirkus. It is not clear whether 
this was Kirkus's first return visit to the Ben since the tragic accident on 
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the Castle in 1934 when Maurice Linnell was killed,13 but Kirkus didn't 
have much luck on Ben Nevis. Neither did his cousin, Wilfrid Noyce,14 
who apparently broke a leg on the mountain in 1939. 

The activities for Monday l3, April aren't recorded in the hut book 
although McPhee had a busy day caring for the most injured victim, Alfred 
Wood (another of McPhee's climbing companions) and helping to take 
him, on a stormy afternoon and using a pony, to hospital in Fort William. 
McPhee returned to the hut that evening. Most people would have had 
enough of Ben Nevis by this time especially No. 3 Gully, but the next day 
McPhee, partnered by a different accomplice "ascended No. 3 Gully to 
the summit of Ben Nevis in a blizzard. Had to cut steps going up. 
Descended same way and set out for Fort William 12.15pm". 

Perhaps McPhee's failure to mention the names of the casualties relates 
to the fact that, after Linnell's death, Kirkus had come in for a certain 
amount of criticism from the climbing 'Establishment'. The Rucksack 
Club's Accident Sub-Committee decided that the rope run-out on the final 
pitch was too long, and the accident had been the subject of inaccurate 
and sensational Press reports. In addition, Kirkus, having been greatly 
disappointed to have been excluded from the1933 Everest Expedition, 15 
and also left out of the expedition planned for 1936 16 might, perhaps, 
have had hopes of a late call-up in the event of illness to another team 
member. Obviously, McPhee would have wanted to protect his friend from 
any further adverse publicity. 

In conclusion, I cannot believe that McPhee, with his intimate knowledge 
of Ben Nevis, could have ever made the claim ascribed to him by Dean. 
Rather, it is probable that Dean has confused the various intricacies of 
The Ben. 17 

" Tis true; there's magic in the web of it." (Shakespeare). 

References and notes: 
1. Hands Of A Climber - A Life Of Colin Kirkus by S. Dean. Published by the Ernest Press 1993. 
2. G. Graham McPhee (this is how he wrote his name although guidebook editors, over the years, 
have referred to him as G. G. Macphee) was an extraordinary man - a real driving-force in British 
climbing. Son of a Glasgow doctor, he enlisted in 1915 at age 17 and for four years served as an 
officer in the Highland Light Infantry and as a pilot in the Royal Flying Corps, spending nine 
months as a prisoner-of-war. He qualified as a doctor in 1924. As well as being President of the 
SMC from 1952-54 he was also a member of the Rucksack Club and held offices in the Fell and 
Rock Climbing Club, the Alpine Club and the British Mountaineering Council. McPhee trained 
assiduously and regularly visited Liverpool's Adelphi Hotel to make use of the gymnasium and 
swimming-pool , a practice also adopted by Menlove Edwards. Perhaps best known in Scotland 
for his association with Ben Nevis, McPhee was also involved in famous first ascents of rock 
climbs in the Lake District (eg. the remarkable Deer Bield Crack, HVS, in February 1930 with A. 
T. Hargreaves and Gimmer Crack, VS, in 1928) and North Wales (eg. Great Slab, VS on Clogwynn 
Du'r Arddll 's West Buttress with Colin Kirkus in June 1930). McPhee died in 1963 while solo 
climbing on Mount Teide in the Canaries. 
3. A good example is the use by Dean of Kirkus 's description of Prof. Turnbllll 's (uncle of our 
Hon. Meets Secretary) fall from Longland 's Clirnb on Cloggy. Kirkus was not actually there at the 
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time and hi s account, which has become the accepted version of events, although correct in essence 
is not accurate in detail, according to my uncle, who was there at the time and who is the only 
surviving witness to the event. Kirkus would have heard a second-hand, perhaps sensationalised, 
story which he then repeated. It is quite possible that I may have fallen into this trap myself for it 
has been impractical to check every detail for thi s article, although I have tried to give source 
material. 
4. See SMCJ 1994, p.564, for a review by David H. Jones. This review gives but a hint of the taste 
so, to savour the full meal , read the book for yourself. 
5. Rockclimbing in North Wales, particularly on Clogwyn Du ' r Arddu, in the early 1930s, saw a 
surge in new routes and a rise in standards, perhaps similar to the effect that the Creag Dhu had in 
Glencoe after the Second World War. Leading protagonists were Jack Longland,A. B.Hargreaves, 
Graham McPhee, Menlove Edwards, Maurice Linnel and Colin Kirkus. The influence of this 
small world was far-reaching among young climbers of the period. 
6. SMC archives, National Library of Scotland. 
7. This gully, then unclimbed, continuing the nomenclature of the Nevis gullies, was named Zero 
Gully by Bell. 
8. A Progress In Mountaineering, by J. H. B. Bell. 
9. Miss Violet Roy was described by Bell as "an excellent rock climber, well balanced and light" . 
They were both members of the Grampian Cl ub. 
10. Eagle's Nest Ridge Direct was Britain 's first VS when climbed in April, 1892 by G. A. Solly, 
W. C. Shingsby and party. Solly, it may be remembered, was with J. N. Collie and J. Collier on the 
first winter ascent of Tower Ridge in March 1894, while Slingsby seems to have chimneys 
throughout the country named after him, including the one on North-East Buttress. Eagle's Nest 
Ridge is still graded VS, albeit at a milder level and is considered a serious route because of its 
spaJ·city of protection. 
11. CIC log-book entry, p.63. Most reports in the log-book at that time were in pen rather than 
pencil. In those pre-ballpoint days did climbers CaJTY their own fountain pens and ink to the hut? 
Different colours of inks and thicknesses of letter-strokes would suggest that this was SOl 

12. A Progress In Mountaineering, chapter 7. 
13. This accident is comprehensively described in The Black Cloud, by lan Thomson. Kirkus 
received serious head injuries and remained in the Belford Hospital for nearly three weeks and it 
was several more weeks before he was able to return to work. Maurice Linnel was buried in the 
small cemetery in Glen Nevis. 
14. Noyce was taught to climb by Kirkus, who was his senior by a few years. He describes in his 
book Mountains and Men how Kirkus gave him "a lesson in rhythm". In 1937, Noyce, climbing 
with Menlove Edwards, was seriously injured in a fall from Mickledore Grooves on Scafell 's East 
Buttress. This delicate and very exposed VS route was first climbed in the damp, entirely 
unprotected, by Kirkus and Ivan Wailer, who later joined the SMC Noyce fell about 200ft. with 
two strands of rope parting just as he touched down on the ground. He later went on to become a 
Himalayan mountaineer of repute and, as is well known, died with Robin Smith in the Pamirs in 
1963. 
15. Wait Unsworth writes: "The climbers came from the same class that had traditionally provided 
the membership of the Alpine Club for three-quarters of a century; the well-to-do middle classes, 
with a background of Oxbridge and a decent sprinkling of Army officers .. .it is doubtful whether 
the Committee even knew there existed a body of climbers whose horizons were the bleak moors 
around Sheffield rather than the Georgian porticos of South Audley Street..." Similarly, Jim Perrin, 
in his book Men/ove, writes: "The northern office worker Kirkus was beyond the pale; the 
Charterhouse and Cambridge colonial who was his cousin perfectly acceptable." 
16. Kirkus had shown his ability at altitude in the 1933 Gangotri Expedition which also included 
Charles Warren. Warren was chosen as the 1936 Everest Expedition doctor. John Hunt was also 
chosen although he didn't, in the end, take part because·he failed the medical examination. However, 
his "excellent service record" was clearly considered more important than Kirkus 's climbing record. 
In Everest matters, the day of the 'working-man' had not yet arrived. . 
17. An easy enough mistake. Indeed, one that I have made myself. 
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MITRE RIDGE IN WINTER 

By Bill Brooker 

THE Mitre Ridge in the Garbh Choire of Beinn a' Bhuird is one of the 
most distinctive rock buttresses in the Caimgorms. Unusually, before it 
was climbed it had been named, by J. A. Parker to whom it resembled a 
bishop's mitre when viewed from the corrie floor. In a 1923 SMC Journal 
article he illustrated and described the ridge following an investigation a 
couple of years earlier. Attracted by this, A. G. Hutchison and A. J. Rusk 
reconnoitred and attempted the Mitre Ridge in 1930. They did not get up 
but Rusk took the fine photograph of its western aspect which was to 
inspire others to visit the Garbh Choire and the Mitre Ridge, especially 
after being republished in the SMC guidebook, The Cairngorms. In 
September 1933 the ridge was climbed by Aberdeen climbers Charles 
Ludwig and D. J. Dawson, an ascent reported in the Aberdeen Press, 
unusual for the days when newspapers rarely mentioned mountain activities 
unless a fatality was involved. However, the first ascent of Mitre Ridge 
had actually taken place two months earlier when a party of five Cambridge 
University climbers, drawn by Parker's article and Rusk's photograph, 
made a long-planned visit to the eastern Caimgorms and blessed by fine 
weather, climbed the Mitre Ridge by two separate routes. Wedderburn, 
Baird and Leslie ascended what was called the Direct Route while 
Cumming and Crofton followed the prominent steep groove on the west 
wall to make the route which bears their names. The Direct began with a 
long, slabby groove which proved to be the hardest pitch and is often 
omitted, as it was by Ludwig and Dawson. 

In terms of the Caimgorms these Mitre Ridge climbs were ahead of 
their time and it was 10 years before comparable steep rock ascents were 
to be made in the area. Over the years Mitre Ridge has seen a number of 
additional routes, particularly on the west face where harder climbs have 
been made on the clean open faces between the main groove lines . 
Additionally, Mitre Ridge Direct takes a crestalline to straighten out the 
original Direct Route. 

In the late 1940s when I began rock climbing The Mitre Ridge had still 
had few ascents and these were generally by the original Direct Route 
leaving out the initial groove. This pitch seemed to generate adventurous 
experiences, or it may be that the relatively remote location of the Mitre 
Ridge gave its ascent a sense of urgency with a need to save time wherever 
possible. These characteristics together with its dramatic rock architecture 
gave it a reputation and seriousness above what one might expect from its 
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rock climbing grade. Opportunities to reach and ascend it in good 
conditions were not very frequent and it was seen as something of a prize 
among the small number of climbers operating in the Caimgorms at that 
time. 

By the early 1950s the surge in exploration of Cairngorm granite was 
well under way and an aspect of particular appeal to Aberdeen climbers 
was the ascent of rock buttresses and ridges in winter conditions. A number 
of routes on Lochnagar and the Cairngorms previously done as summer 
climbs had had winter ascents and the style of grading winter routes using 
the 1-5 (and then some! Ed.) numerical system in use today had yet to 
evolve. It was usual for winter ascents not to be graded at all, or reference 
to difficulty made by the usual notation of Easy to Very Severe. However, 
this was already being regarded as unsatisfactory for winter conditions 
and ascents on Lochnagar began to receive numerical grades in the 1956 
Journal, although the system was not fully explained until the emergence 
of the SMC Climbers' Guides to The Cairngorms Area some years later. 

During the 1953 Easter vacation I went to Fort William and the CIC 
Hut with fellow students Tom Patey and Mike Taylor. Our planned attempt 
on the Great Buttress of Cam Dearg foundered when the weather broke, 
and we settled for a rather unsatisfactory ascent of North Trident in fresh 
snow. In search of better conditions we rode our motor-bikes northward, 
arriving at Stromeferry to find the ferry boat had already made its last 
crossing for the day. Some friendly forestry workers invited us to stay 
overnight in their nearby bothy. This proved a memorable occasion because 
one of them had a piano-accordion. Tom Patey's musical expertise at that 
time was deployed on the piano at home and merely on the harmonica 
when away climbing. Here he tried his hand on the accordion and took to 
it so well that his enthusiasm was aroused and many were to enjoy his 
talents in the years ahead. We went on to Loch Kishorn, staying in the 
barn at House of Russel farm and exploring the series of great unclimbed 
buttresses beyond the Cioch of Sgurr a' Chaorachain, Applecross. 

The first day was good and yielded an interesting 1000ft. buttress we 
called Jupiter. The second was poor and our climb on the fourth buttress 
was only half the height and made unpleasant by sleet falling on slush. On 
the third day the weather was even worse and on the fourth we returned to 
Aberdeen through heavy snowstorms. These snowfalls were widespread 
and gave a good cover on the high corries including those of the 
Caimgorms. In a week this snow had settled into good winter climbing 
conditions which linked with the generous daylight hours of April to turn 
thoughts to the attractions of a winter ascent of Mitre Ridge. The university 
term was about to start and it was impracticable to devote a whole weekend 
to the project. Other commitments meant postponement for a week. Mike 
Taylor was unable to join us but I spent the following Saturday afternoon 
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ensuring that my venerable motorcycle was in reliable running order and 
early on the Sunday morning collected Tom and headed up Deeside to 
Invercauld. 

By the time we left the bike at the end of the estate road it was 9.30am 
and the Mitre Ridge was still eight miles away. There was no time to 
spare so we set off at a good pace up the Slugain, past the ruined Lodge, 
over into the upper Quoich where we were anxiously able to inspect snow 
conditions in the eastern corries of Beinn a' Bhuird. They looked 
promising, with abundant snow on every ledge and recess but with bare 
granite showing through on steep rock faces. The weather was clear 
although not sunny except for occasional spells. It was very cold but with 
little wind. In other words, conditions were excellent for our purpose and 
we pressed on over patches of snow past the great boulder of Clach a 
Chleirich and on up the last mile of the Quoich headstream to the Sneck. 

From here we could look across the inner slopes of the Garbh Choire to 
our objective. It seemed very near although it was still three quarters of a 
mile away. It was now after midday so we cantered carefully downward 
and across slopes of firm snow to reach the foot of the Ridge in another 
half-hour or so. On closer view we found that there was more snow than 
we had expected, with less bare rock exposed and fresh powder plastered 
on packed old snow on north and west facing features. Tom remembered 
the big initial groove of the Direct Route all too well from a summer 
ascent a couple of years before and we set off up the easier alternative 
start without delay. All went easily for two pitches and I had belayed on a 
ledge allowing Tom to pass and begin the next. This involved a traverse to 
the right above the head of an open chimney choked with snow. The key 
to a fairly straight-forward move was a rounded ear of rock about the size 
of a big ashet. I watched from about 10ft. away as Tom reached out, tested 
it carefully and swung on it. There was a crack as it snapped off and I 
braced the rope round my waist as' he fell downward. I crouched awaiting 
the shock but it came merely as a gentle tug. He had plunged into the soft 
snow packing the little gully beneath and had only fallen about 15ft. 
Remarkably, he still had his ice axe. We both had shortened axes with 
straight picks but when climbing I always kept mine on a sliding wrist 
sling as it avoided the risk of the axe being dropped when rock climbing 
or dislodged if the pick came free when placed alongside to allow both 
hands to be used on holds. Tom never used a sling and was thus able to 
use his axe left-handed on occasion. He was the only 'slingless wonder' 
with whom I climbed hard mixed routes that I never saw drop his axe at 
some point or other. 

At the higher standards of climbing and protection obtaining nowadays 
falls may weII be more frequent and sometimes even inevitable but in the 
Scottish climbing world of the early 1950s leader falls were very rare 
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indeed and usually had serious results. Tom was unhurt, but not surprisingly 
he was badly shaken, to the extent that he said: "You had better lead from 
now on." We had been leading through with the unspoken understanding 
that if I found anything too difficult Tom would probably manage it. I 
went ahead and soon came to the first problem. This was a deep cut narrow 
chimney 40ft. high. It was smothered with snow and I soon found that 
when I tried to kick a step this was backed by ice which also smeared the 
walls of the cleft. My attempts to progress by wedging the body only 
succeeded in covering me with powder snow. The chimney bulged above 
while I slithered helplessly and began to feel isolated and lonely as Tom 
was out of sight and sound around the corner. The situation required some 
lateral thinking so I cleared away snow to reveal holds at the side allowing 
me to move upward until I could exit right to reach a wide crack. A shallow 
trough led up to a little col forming a shoulder of the buttress 40ft. higher. 

We were now on a crestal platform beneath a short vertical wall of bare 
rock. Here on the crest there was less powder although cracks and ledges 
were still well filled with more coherent snow. Above the wall there seemed 
to be a ledge over which loomed the first of the three towers which crown 
the Mitre Ridge. The slabby rocks leading to it were seamed by a line of 
weakness slanting from the right but reaching the start of this was the 
problem. Both of us had done the ridge in summer conditions and vaguely 
recalled an awkward right traverse from our platform. I tried this a couple 
of times but didn't fancy it so used another solution to gain the ledge. 

In Aberdeen we were still very traditional, even old fashioned, in our 
rock climbing style and were quite ready to use combined tactics in the 
manner of distinguished predecessors like Raeburn and Ling. Like them 
we still climbed in nailed boots which made this technique reasonably 
acceptable to the winter climber being trodden underfoot, even though 
the tricounis we used were harsher than the clinkers of yesteryear. 
Combined tactics can be an insecure business if anything goes wrong so I 
inserted a piton as a main belay Ca surety not available to the patriarchs) 
and called Tom up to climb over me and reach the ledge. I braced myself 
and he stepped from knee to shoulder to the nape of my neck and with his 
scrabbling boot getting a final steady from my up stretched hand he was 
up the short wall. Another 60ft. or so of still steep but easier climbing led 
to a ledge at the foot of an inset vertical corner where he planted another 
piton belay and brought me up to join him. Our situation was now very 
fine, high on the buttress crest with the first Tower close above. 

We knew it could be gained if we were able to reach a wide ledge about 
20ft. higher. The inset corner was the obvious way to do this but its wintry 
garb of ice and powder snow made it seem very inhospitable. A quick 
glance was enough to make me seek an alternative. Slabs invited a traverse 
left and I carefully began kicking away snow to seek holds underneath. 
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This allowed movement to where a break in the wall offered a means of 
ascent toward the wide ledge. The break was really a kind of shallow 
chimney, at least 20ft. high and very steep. However, my axe cleared away 
snow and ice to reveal small flakes of rock and pockets of frozen turf 
which allowed progress. It proved to be the hardest pitch of our climb and 
demanded concentration to the point where the entire outside world was 
shut off from my consciousness. There was only me, this steep iced rock, 
the need for precise and careful placing of tricouni nail edges whenever a 
move was made, and the dry throat which I always developed in sLlch 
situations. Gradually, I rose to the top and in one final move I was on the 
big ledge, feeling jubilant about our prospects. The ledge sloped gently 
up into a corner recessed into the upper rocks of the first tower. Its right 
containing wall impended but the left had a break which offered 
opportunity of reaching a system of ledges and short corners leading to 
the crest. I moved on, clearing snow and cutting holds in turf where 
practicable. The vertical risers were difficult but I was able to connect 
several small ledges and corners until a last rift took me to the neck behind 
the Tower. Here Tom swiftly joined me and we scanned the next section. 

It was now after 4pm but the day had brightened up, and the light looked 
as if it would be good for a long time yet. Ahead of us lay the second 
Tower. There are three ways; Bell's Variation on its very exposed west 
face, a direct line by a short, but very steep, crack, and the easiest option 
of turning the Tower on its left corner. The appearance of the approaches 
to all three, smothered in white was quite enough make us seek another 
solution. This was to involve an exhilarating traverse across a plastered 
slab until I was able to climb back to the right by sundry ledge-corners to 
gain the crest of the Tower. The crenellations along this crest had been 
partly bared of snow so that south and east-facing surfaces were clean 
rock while those on the west and north remained deeply covered as did 
hollows and ledges. However, the day was fine, the sun was shining on 
the upper flank of Ben Avon above the outer Garbh Choire and the climb 
was in the bag. I called Tom up from his perch below the Tower. He swiftly 
responded and romped up past me toward the last step up of the ridge. All 
difficulties were now past and we were soon on the plateau shaking hands 
and coiling the rope. 

Memories of the return journey are dim but my diary contains: "Mitre 
Ridge ... four-and-a-quarter hrs ... marvellous ... back late." 

In April, Summer Time was operating so we would not have needed 
torches to reach the foot of the Slugain and my motorbike, but it would 
have been fairly late by the time we got back to Aberdeen and Tom late 
indeed after his additional journey of more than an hour on the last bus to 
his home at Ellol1. We were tired, but it had been as they say: "A Great 
Day" 
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SHIEL TO SHIEL REVISITED 

By Ronald Thrnbull 

SOME things don't change: the feeling you get as you walk under the high 
concrete at Glenfinnan with 14 Munros hovering in your head. Others do. 
In 1926 Goggs, Goggs and Russell received from the Meet Secretary a 
fine map and detailed list of lodgings promising the hospitality of 
Glendessarry Farm and the Lodge at Kinlochquoich. In 2000 I received 
from the Meet Secretary a photocopy of Goggs, Goggs and Russell. 

Quite an inciting photocopy, in fact. Has the fushionless Scot become 
so pampered and effeminate that the fear of arriving somewhat wet and 
without an absolutely complete change of raiment paralyses his initiative? 
Does the modern young man of 1926 fail to appreciate the joys of becoming 
totally miserable over Munros? 

So: an historical re-enactment. But with certain concessions to modern 
conditions . Kinlochquoich no longer offers unlimited hot water, and indeed 
now lies underneath several fathoms of cold. I would update further by 
including new mountains - Garbh Chioch Mhor (elevated 1984), Sgurr 
na Carnach (brand new 1997 hill) - and a moiety of Corbetts (invented in 
1952, the year after me), but the route could gather the most modem of 
them all , 1997's Buidhe Bheinn above Loch Hourn. And to demonstrate 
that progress does, indeed, progress, I would exploit new and updated 
ways of achieving misery on the hill: the bivvybag (invented by Robert 
Louis Stevenson 1878 but not in general use in Scotland before the 1980s) 
and the bothy (1960s). 

Back in 1926 trains left at 4am but that won't do for us fushionless, so 
the soonest I could get to Glenfinnan was five in the afternoon. The 
snowline and the cloudline gradually rose as we headed west, and once 
under the high concrete and up the track I decided to do Thuilm anyway. 
Whereupon the cloud came down again. 

Going hard from my late start, I reached the summit in just three hours 
and was rather pleased with myself. But the 1926 party, not hurrying and 
taking time to spot snow buntings and the tracks of a cat, was a mere 10 
minutes slower. Let's not make any direct comparisons of pampered 
effeminacy. 

Hardish snow on Thuilm's north ridge, with a rather large rucksack, a 
slightly steep slope, and not enough daylight left to find a different way
and I'd sent my crampons on ahead to save weight. Reassuringly, and 
historically, I cut myself a couple of steps on the way down. Goggs and 
Goggs were casting about for a thrilling glissade ... Despite the fact that 
the adze on the modem axe is mere historic ornament, the modem axe is 
rather good at cutting steps - it's deliciously light, and has that rubber-

Gary Latter on Sugar Cane Country, Pabbay. Photo: Malcolm Davies. 
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sleeved shaft. I revisited mentally the wise young man in Tiso's the time it 
came to replace the ruckory-shafted Stubai. Ever-shorter was I urged. "But 
if I was really pretending to be a hard ice man, wouldn't I need one of 
those slater's pick things as well?" He rehearsed me a scenario of deepish 
soft snow on top of really rather hard snow and then falling over - reduced 
leverage, you see. I didn't. But next time, I'll bring up the subject of cutting 
steps downhill. Ha! 

Below the cloud, the moon was rising over a landscape of mostly rock 
with small waterfalls. At the head of Glen Pean was a dirty orange sunset, 
and below in the blackness a small square of the same orange: someone 
was in the bothy and they'd lit the fire. It turned out to be the bothy man 
himself. To bothy men us outdoor writers are the enemy: we tell people 
about bothies and the people come and sleep in them. But he gave me a 
nice cup of tea and we disagreed pleasantly about the exact amount of 
respect to be shown to stalking signs. 

When you come off the Corbett and reach the standard baggers' path 
over Coireachain it's like when the mist rises. You relax, stop thinking 
and stride out. No Munro-baggers ' paths, no Mars bars - as well as 
absorbent tweed, overweight boots, and sacks with bad straps - is why it 
all wasn't as easy as this in '26. It's still got that antique feel across Beinn 
Aden, where what's not bare rock is swamp. Corbett-bagging leads over 
shapeless hummocks, but Aden isn ' t one of them. A rocky ridge runs 
down eastwards, just right for Kinlochquoich, if Kinlochquoich had still 
existed. 

There were quite a lot of deer along the stalkers' path and even, as the 
light faded, a human being. I dropped to Barrisdale, meeting several more 
humans and finding to my dismay that there is a charge of £2 for the use 
of its rickety platform and light switches. This wasn't going to help me to 
reproduce the expenses (£3.l/6d) of 1926. 

Another special feature of the modern axe is the little hole through the 
top of the shaft. This lets you hang it from a nail at eye-level, where it 
becomes invisible, and after half-an-hour along Loch Hourn you have to 
go back and get it. And so experience the Hournside path both in silvery 
pre-dawn and then again under the fresh sun. 

Buidhe Bheinn and Sgurr a' Bhac Chaolais are both marked at 885m, 
and the 122m drop between them is sub-Corbital. Contemporary bagging 
refuses to face up to the Unknown, wruch is why the SMC considers Buidhe 
and Bhac to be both Corbetts (in which case why not the twin tops of Cam 
Liath Balmoral, eh?) while the Dawson table arbitrarily chooses Sgurr 
Bhac. Buidhe was the higher in 1926, back when Corbetts weren 't invented. 
Since its 1997 re-elevation a very small path has formed along the nIce 
ridge that leads to the beginning of the South Cluanies. Where, to the 
delight of baggers of every century, there are seven whole Munros. 

Chris Cartwright 011 Magic Bow, 5gurran F hidhleir, clill1bed with 5imoll Richardsoll ill a 22-l1our single 
push. Photo: 5ill1on Richardsoll. 
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Seventy-four years ahead of me, they dropped their strapping sacks and 
ran, in their great hobnailers, to grab the western tops. And 27 minutes 
from col to Doire Leathan, and another 30 to Sgurr an Lochain. Sir Hugh 
Munro had told it to Goggs himself: for peak-bagging purposes, the Cluanie 
Inn is the best centre in Scotland. Elsewhere you can get seven in a day -
horseshoe Ben Lawers, or pimplebag the Lochnagar plateau - but only 
here are the seven linked by high narrow ridges and rocky ~ols. Perhaps 
Sir Hugh overdid it in fulfilment of his apothegm - neither Craig a' Mhaim 
nor Saileag on the other side is convincingly Munrovian. But if his strategy 
was to keep us up on the high ridges from first light until too late for 
supper, his idea was a good one. And I speak as one who came down to 
Cluanie at 8:35pm and they wouldn't give me a bar meal! 

Maybe the Cluanie was trying to help me hit off the historic expenses. 
But even its cold beef sandwich overran the remaining £1. 116. Its soup 
was the only hot food of the trip, and not particularly hot at that. I spurned 
the Cluanie and crept into Glenshiel Forest. There I found deep squishy 
moss below sheltering pines, and half the hotel staff spurning the hotel's 
staff quarters in favour of tent, beer and bonfire. Like all staff in Scotland 
they were young people of the Rest of the World. I got from them a phrase 
of Spanish: me e perdido. That'll come in handy in the Picos de Europa. 

Am Bathach is sharpish grass, but overawed by bigger and better all 
around. Pleasant enough as a way of setting out for the bigger and better, 
but a strong advertisement for not leaving the Corbetts till last (Bathach 
on its own from Cluanie - what a dreary three hours). It now has the size 
of path the Five Sisters had in '26. 

Now we see the point of the big rucksack: three Brothers, Five Sisters, 
and no messing about with cars afterwards. There's some wind, and a few 
sharp showers. Sunlight picks out the odd distant peak and even, for one 
brief moment, the bit I'm on myself. Some people have found kickable 
snow in a gully up to Sgurr a' Bhealaich Dheirg. 

Goggs, Goggs and Russell ran out of time at this point, and have to 
make the horrid drop to Glen Shiel. Back in Glenshiel Forest I didn't 
waste the first four hours of daylight waiting for breakfast, so I've time to 
do the lot. On Sgurr Fhuaran a special treat: the treading of a Munro I 
haven ' t previously been on. And an eagle soared above the final Sister. 

That's it. A walk from Loch Shiel to Glen Shiel. Skye sticks up out of 
the sea, the sun sinks into Loch Duich, and coming down a strange way to 
no car park I almost trod on a stag. Russell himself was at the dinner, 
reminiscing of when mere peakbagging could get you into the Club. 

Some things change, some stay the same. Count 1000ft. up as an extra 
1112 miles and my speed over the hill was 2.4mph. In 1926, their speed 
over the hill, by the same rule, came out at 2.4mph. Next time, I'll try it in 
tweeds and evocative hobnailers. 
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THE PATH 

By Ken Crocket 

IT WAS, I thought, vaguely recalling a book from schooldays, the best of 
times and the worst of times. There was a rhythm to the old words by 
Dickens that matched our erratic progress up the Nevis path. Sydney Carton 
to the gallows. I would manage a few steps before a gust of wind forced a 
balanced pause. I would look at the lie of the slope, judge the tormenting 
gale, then manage another few steps before juddering to a halt again. The 
walk up to the CIC Hut, and it 's weather, was often the worst aspect of the 
weekend. The best was a tired satisfaction in the hut, relaxing after a 
route. It was a time hard-earned, and all the richer for it. 

I could see my climbing partner, John, out of the corner of my eye, 
similarly engaged in the energy-sapping dance. It had been a case of 
waterproofs on at the car park and a start to the usual mental games that 
eventually led me to the door of the hut. I found that if I could hook into a 
good line ofthought it was worth 50m or more of progress without seeming 
to notice the physical effort involved. The mind dissociating itself from 
the body I guess. A complete contrast to the process involved in hard rock 
climbing. Cutting the pain lines, stepping up the song lines. The Aborigines 
of Australia might have something there, but not in this wretched valley. 
The snow would wipe out all the landmarks for a start. 

For the initial years music had been a great help in surviving the walk 
up on black, storm-ridden Friday nights. When I had been younger and 
faster, Bach had worked wonders. A quick blast of a Brandenburg or two 
before leaving home and the driving, rhythmic brilliance had stayed in 
my head for the walk, my secret weapon for keeping the Bog Monster at 
bay. Mozart had fed the same neural pathways, though more gently. I 
never shared this technique; everyone had their own methods, and some 
would have laughed at mine, so I kept it in my head - shuttered. 

The first section to the dam was over quickly enough, sweating mightily 
through the sheltering trees. I always liked to sce the small outcrops of 
rock at this point, where the path of the burn, almost dried up by the dam, 
was graven deep. The dam was passed in the rising gale, facing the now 
open glen. Tonight there was no tinkling music from the burn, no voices 
from the past. There was a moon somewhere above, but thick-pressing 
clouds heavy with snow barred any view. I could count on one hand the 
number of ascents made with a full moon and a clear sky. 

In the late Eighties there had been one such night, probably never to be 
repeated, with a full moon and a hard frost, a calm, clear night. Meteors 
raked the starry backdrop, while under the moonglare foxes barked. I had 
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burst into absurd song at several points, so glorious a sight it had been. 
Tonight was more typical. For a moment the cover thinned, and though 
no moon shone out, the ambient light level rose slightly. There was an 
adagio in a Mozart piano concerto like that, where the. overall sadness 
lifted for a moment only to return . The cloud thickened again, the moment 
passed, and with it the memory. 

We move laboriously between the mud and the sky. It could be a crude 
analogy for life. Climbing, or whatever your chosen game is, raises you 
out of the mud for a while, even if you have to plough through acres of the 
stuff to reach your chosen goal. On special occasions, if we worked at it 
for long enough, we might be allowed a glimpse of something higher. My 
boot skidded on the first icy patch of the night, and a bruised hip brought 
me crashing back to reality on the hard path. John loomed up above me. 
We were now past the small campsite by the burn, approaching the large 
flat area below the first rise. As a young climber, full of enthusiasm, I had 
taken the upper sections of the glen in my stride, but now the higher I 
went, the harder it got. Life again. 

"I'm OK," I grunted, in reply to John's query, "but I could do with 
some calories." 

We huddled at the side of the path, looking down to the partly frozen 
river. Amazingly, some sheep were rooting around on the bank below, 
barely visible, white on white. Another wave of snow swept in as we 
unwrapped some boiled sweets. The snow had begun to build up on our 
Dachstein mitts - free insulation. It was becoming more difficult to look 
into the blizzard, and our world had shrunk into an alien landscape of 
rock, snow and ice, a circle of about lOm wide. Fingers chilled quickly 
before being thrust back into their woollen casts. I had still found nothing 
to beat this ancient material, provided by these ancient creatures grubbing 
about before us. Amazing what millions of years of evolution could bring. 
Humbled, we heaved ourselves upright again and faced the blizzard. 

There is a fine balance between control and panic. This walk was 
becoming more like a hard route with every metre of height gained. The 
fear of not reaching the hut - being beaten to the ground by the wind -
was beginning to test our mental defences. At this point such a result was 
more of a great irritation than a potential ordeal. Later, of course, if defeat 
genuinely loomed, the rules would change, and real decisions might have 
to be made. We were on the first rise after the flat section, a snaking ridge 
of barely covered rocks up which we rocked from side to side in the 
booming gale. The next hour could be interesting, I thought, with a 
climber's understatement. 

The path now crossed the slope up and right at a gentle angle. It was 
well-defined here, which made a change, and I remembered descending it 
one Sunday afternoon when a heavy thaw had left it a continuous ribbon 
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of slush; snow and ice blocking easy drainage. Tonight it was just 
discernable through the flying snow, a gently curving arc of white on 
white. Everything was white now, except where the headtorch beam 
caressed the ground, a yellow ellipse restlessly searching for what? My 
back was beginning to ache now, and I slid my hands between the sac and 
my back to ease the pressure for a while. 

John closed up as the path turned to the left, breasting the slope and 
heading straight up the Allt a'Mhuilinn again. There was a rounded rock 
on the left, against which, more years ago than I cared to remember, I had 
rested on my first trip to a club meet. An older member had stopped there 
also and said hello. Too shy then to open up, I had replied with a hello too, 
a ridiculous answer to which the ancient (probably the same age as me 
now I thought with a smile) had come straight out and asked for my name, 
somewhat irritated. The old boy was probably at home now, sensibly 
comfortable in an armchair or bed. He might even be dead, though members 
often seemed to go on for ever. I stopped again at this rock and, head 
bowed before the blizzard, waited for John. 

Though I seldom thought of climbs while going up to the hut, possibly 
some unconscious form of superstition, my mind did range over the 
climbing years I had experienced, including the various partners I had 
linked up with. Most were still active, to varying degrees, though family 
responsibilities had slowed down their climbing considerably. One of them, 
Alan, had gone on to do greater things, and was even now, I had noticed 
on the Internet, guiding in the Himalayas. But at some time or other, just 
like the ancient I had encountered on my first meet, they had all walked 
this path. 

"What do you think John? The worst bit is probably ahead!" 
"I' m still game -let's keep going. Half-an-hour could see us safe unless 

we drift off course." 
John had to shout out his reply, as the wind rose to a shriek. Ahead lay 

an innocuous gently-sloping plain of low ridges; heather and grass-covered 
in summer, plastered white now and featureless. Five minutes of staggering 
progress, with steeper slopes to our left, led to the shallow trough of a 
bum. This we crossed to gain the farther bank, and so to the exposed, 
sloping plain beyond. On a sunny afternoon, late in the season, this was 
descended in minutes. Tonight it was probably going to make or break us. 

With the wind almost face on, it was painful to look up, so that a quick 
glance through snowed-up eyebrows and a general sense of slope became 
the technique of position sense. The vision of a pilot's artificial horizon 
flashed into my head - but here dangerous memory was used as an extra 
sense. At least, going too far to the right would become rapidly obvious, 
with a rapid descent into the AUt a'Mhuilinn. Continuing up and slightly 
right usually worked, the path funnelling into the narrows just before the 
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hut. This was also the frustrating point when any light coming from the 
hut disappeared behind a rocky bluff at the left side of the narrows entrance. 
Many parties, including myself, had gone too far left on a bad night, passing 
the dark hut unseen and wandering towards Coire Leis before realising 
something was wrong. 

I looked up again, hoping to see an encouraging twinkle from the hut. 
There had been several cars at the foot of the hill , none of which I 
recognised. A sudden gust of wind beat me to my knees - it was either 
that or be blown over. I crouched on all fours, steadying against the gale 
before lurching off again. John was at my side, making it easier to maintain 
contact. In bad weather, the low ridges of rock continually forced one 
uphill to the left, with the true route aiming slightly right. It was like 
riding a bicycle leaning over all the while. 

Surely, it couldn't be much farther to the narrows? If we made it there 
we could make it to the hut. There was certainly no shelter here - we were 
in the open and committed. Despite the roar of the wind, I felt my heart 
rate increase. There was always a nagging doubt as to one's exact location 
on such a bad night. Many years ago - in summer - we had actually 
walked past the hut in the rain and mist, it looking like another black rock 
in the darkness. Missing our target then had been a small irritation, tonight 
was more serious. Thin wisps of panic were edging closer, looking for an 
opening. 

Suddenly, through the blinding flakes of snow, we saw a dull, yellow 
light. It was down and to the right and couldn't have been the hut. That 
was surely too far away and anyway should have been out of sight, so it 
must be another climber. No tracks had been visible to us, but in any case 
the snow was now drifting so badly that any footsteps were being covered 
in minutes. 

We staggered over the slopes, suddenly uplifted by this absurd little 
beacon, much as a storm-battered sailor spotting the harbour light. As we 
approached closer, we saw a solitary figure standing back against the low 
line of rocks which marked the entrance to the narrowing. The burn ran 
past the hut, then down through a shallow gorge, with the path walking 
over the boulders of the burn for a stretch. We had been too high and to 
the left, fighting up the water-scattered boulders on the slopes of Carn 
Mor Dearg. As we approached the figure, the gale raised itself another 
notch and waves of snow billowed about. Just as suddenly, we gained the 
slight shelter afforded by the rocks and joined the climber. 

There was something familiar about the figure, and as my head torch 
weakly lit up his hood-enclosed head, I saw with surprise and pleasure 
that it was Alan, myoid climbing partner. 

"Hi guys," he said, as though we had just met in a supermarket, "thought 
I'd see you here." 
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"But you're supposed to be in the Himalaya!" I stuttered out, face numb 
with cold. 

"Well, you know this hill, just couldn't stay away! Anyway, now that 
you 've found the way again you had better crack on - five minutes and 
you'll be safe in the hut. I'll stay on a bit longer in case anyone else 
appears. This is the difficult bit for navigation, as you know too well! I 
can easily make it down the hill with the wind at my back." 

We protested that it was too wild for him to risk further exposure, but 
from past experience I knew that arguing with someone as stubborn as 
Alan was a waste of time. It was no place to argue anyway, so we agreed 
to push on and contact him later via e-mail. 

As we clawed our way into the gorge, facing the gale for what we knew 
would be the last, short stretch, we looked back. Alan raised a gloved 
hand, then looked down the glen, his torch shining its welcome beacon 
for any other lost souls. As we crossed the ice-covered burn and stumbled 
up the last few feet to the hut, I thought there had been something different 
about him, more than his usual air of confidence, a sort of calmness. 

We finally staggered up the last, wretched steepness before the hut. It's 
shutters were closed, though a sliver of light ebbed through the gaps. The 
door was unbolted and we entered its sanctum to collapse on the wooden 
benches inside the extension. 

There were several climbers comfortably settled inside, having come 
up several hours before. In climbing, with Scottish weather, timing is 
everything, one afternoon I had taken a ridiculous six hours to reach the 
hut; later parties, in better weather that same night, had remarked on how 
wandering the tracks had been! They had seen nothing of Alan, but perhaps 
he had bypassed the hut, preferring to go straight down the hill. We slowly 
began to recover our senses, finding bunks, shelf space, dry clothing, hot 
tea. The weekend turned out to be better than we had anticipated, and we 
eventually walked down on the Sunday, tired but content, with several 
classic routes notched up. 

It was not until I reached home that I received the bad news. MyoId 
friend Alan was dead. That bit sank in, just, with the mixture of disbelief 
and regret such news impacts with. But then the secondary shock hit me. 
You remember that bad year in the Himalaya? The one with a sudden, 
high snowfall which killed many climbers and natives? Alan had been 
caught high up on a hard peak, guiding some clients. Coming down, he 
had waited at the hard section until it was dark, until it was too late to save 
either himself or the party above him. Survivors from that peak spoke of 
his completely unselfish behaviour, of his going against the modern trend 
of 'every climber for himself'. Somehow, it didn ' t surprise me. 

I have never told this story until now. I've also never gone up the old 
Ben again since that night. Could you? 


